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INTEREST.
The act to extend the charter of the Waldo Street Railway Co. has passed the House
to be engrossed.

Hon. W. W. Stetson, State
Superintendentol Education, spoke in Orono last Monday night on “Our Problems” to an interested audience.

It is expected that the new Beta Theta
Pi fraternity house that has been erected
on the site of the old one which was moved
ofT and sold to the local Theta Epsilons
will be ready for occupancy in two weeks.
The house is of specially artistic design and

1905.

OBITUARY.

Annie Elizabeth, wife of Samuel L. Sleeper, died at her borne on Court street last
Thursday morning at 5.15 o’clock after an
In the Senate Feb. 8th on motion by Mr.
is a great addition to the campus. Among illness, dating from the previous Friday, of
v
The Philological Club had a
Morse of Waldo, “Resolve in favor of Maspecially in- the Belfast Betas are W. K. Howard, ’82, pneumonia. Mrs.Sleeper was born in Belfast,
u
thias A. Cullinan yf Belfast” was taken teresting meeting in Wiugate Hall last Charles S. Bickford, ’82, H. M. Prentiss, the daughter of the late lbrook E. and Ann
New York Fashions. Freight
On further motion by the Tuesday evening, when I)r. 0. F. Lewis the late Ralph H. Wight, ’90, Alphonso Doyle Collins. Her age was 66 years and
Var Burnham..Waldo County from the table.
26 days.
Jan. 15, 1870, she married Mr.
spoke on “The interpretation of Litera- Wood.
same senator, the same was referred to the
’05, and Albert W. Stevens, ’07.
The News of Brooks Mrs
ture” and Prof. W. F. Jackman addressed
Sleeper in Augusta. One son, John S. L.,
committee
on
pensions.
l French Secret Societies.
,r
Mr. Morse presented the remonstrance of the club on “The Poet as a Prophet.”
Great is the rejoicing in athletic circles was born to them Aug. 1.1871, and died in
\
ws of
Belfast..Transfers in
we..Dr. Pierce’s Medicines,
infancy. Of her father’s family there reT. N. Pearson, M. D., and 38 others agaiust
over the fact that Frank J. McCoy of the
The Debating Club held their usual meet-land Fisheries ..On an Is- resubmission of the
j ,to coach the Maine foot mained one sister, Mrs. Wm. H. Moody of
Yale
is
amendment.
Law
school
prohibitory
lie Railroad Question ...Miing last Tuesday evening, it was the first ball team next fall. Mr. McCoy played Belfast, and two brothers, Robert U. ColK.-v West..Literary News and
j
Mother’s Strike (poem)..
i«In the House Feb. 8th the following re- meeting under the new officers. Last week half-back at Amherst with great success lins of San Francisco, Calif and Frank W.
|
will Li t. (poem) Millions of
Collins of Bucksport, who is at present on an
monstrances were presented against change E. L. Densmore, ’05, of Whitney was elect- and
11 < oast l>elenses.
although he was debarred from playing
ed president, C. E. Davis, ’07, of Bridgton, on
s
story, (concluded)..Fur of law relating to trustee process:
the Yale ’varsity on account of the four extended foreign trip and will not return
ii
Maine..The Farmers’ AlBy Mr. Martin of Rumfoid: Remon- vice president and Florence Balentine, ’05, year rule he got out for practice and.has until spring. Mrs. Sleeper was respected
strance of E. W. Howe and 24 others of of Orono, secretary and treasurer.
and loved by all who knew her and a very
had the advantage of the Yale system of
News.,
iespondence..Ship
Rumfoid ; of,). II. Brown and 10 others of
large circle of friends have met with a perbirths .Marriages...Deaths.
Mr.
will
that
Freedom: of C. M. Plummer and 5 others
is
McCoy
play. It
expected
; u,load Scheme.
sonal loss. She was a very devoted wife
Prof. Frank C. Allen of the Massachuof Montville; of Adams & Knight and 8
do great things for the ’varsity next fall.
and loved her home and its interests. The
others of Unity ; of Chute & Mitchell and 9 setts Institute of Technology will lecture
KRNMENT MEETING.
others of Burnham.
on the “Development of the Railroad” this
funeral took place at her late home Sunday
At the Deucher Verein meeting at the
By Mr. Page of Appleton: Remonstrance
I
of Charles A. Simmons and 8 others of Ap- evening. Prof. Allen’s thorough knowledge home of Mabel Powell, ’05, last week five afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Harry Lutz,
eting of the City Coun
of his subject will make this audience a
Unitarian, of whose church the deceased
new members, all sophomores, were initiatsday evening, Feb. 8th, pleton.
j
was
a
constant attendaut, officiating.
Mr. Poor of Belfast introduced an act to large one. The next lecture will be the last
All
the
aldermen
N.
Brewer;
E.
ling.
ed.
Miss
Aiken,
j
They were
amend chapter 180 of the private and spec- of the course which has been so successful.
Messrs. R. H. Moody, G. A. Quimby, W. A.
there were six members
Mr. A. Iversen, Portage Lake; Mr. C. H.
Swift and S. A. Parker acted as bearers.
Roll of accounts No. ial laws of 1879 establishing the police court
Lekberg, Worchester, Mass.; Mr. L. J.
of Belfast. This measure extends the jurThe military bail is the chief social oc(inwing are the amounts
j
Reed, Berlin, N. II.; and Mr. C. H. Tibisdiction of the court and fixes the salary of curence of interest this week, and will be
Evelyn C., wife of Wm. II. Moody, died
ppropriations :
betts, Auburn.
j
very suddenly at her home on Congress
.$500.19 the judge at $1,51)0, payable by the county. one of the notable events of the season.
About 500 tickets have been issued. The
738.08
street Sunday evening. Her sister, Mrs. S.
Under suspension of the rules the soCaptain A. W. Collins issued a call for L.
126.04
reception will begin at 8 o’clock in the all the
Sleeper, was buried that afternoon and
base ball men to begin practice in
:
15.60 called druggists' bill was introduced in the
the deceased was unable to attend although
chapel, which will be transformed into an the
A fine schedule has been arsp.^es. 278.49 House of Representatives Feb. 9th by Repcage.
not considered seriously ill.
Behind the reception
22.26
The immediate
mice for schools...
evergreen forest.
resentative Howes of Palmyra. This bill is
ranged for the ’varsity by Manager C. W.
143.23
ause of her death was heart disease.
committee an array of tents, surrounded
The
the
season
for
and the prospects
229.09 understood to have the sanction of the Civic
with stacked arms and colors will be pich- Campbell,
two sisters were unusually devoted and
000.00 league and the W. C. T. U. It provides
are thought to be fairly good. Of last year’s
The grand march is to begin at 9
ed.
assisted each other in every possible way.
team only Collins, Violette, Burns, Hosmer,
sell to any o’clock in the
.$2654.18 that any registered druggist may
Mrs. Moody was the daughter of the late
gym, which is to be decoleft.
Violette
and
are
Mitchell
and
Frost
than
one
of
not
more
adult person
quart
rated w ith red_jvhite and blue bunting and
lbrook E. and Ann Doyle Collins. About
passed authorizing the alcoholic
substituted
last
who
Karl
of
year,
said
liRockland,
iiquor in any one week,
50 years ago she married the late George B.
flags. The ball is given by the cadet bat!
the taxes on the property
will probably catch, while Gordon, French
quor not to be drank on the premises. This
who died 12 years ago this
talion, who have been making plans for it
dust rial Real Estate Co.,
to
make
a try Ferguson,
and Emery, all ’08, are going
limit, however, does not apply to wholesale for some time.
month. They lost three children, who died
al Estate Co., Leonard &
for that nnsition. “Pat” Collins will have
druggists selling to apothecaries. The purOne son, Clinton
early in childhood.
nKn
So
l*i,AllSl«A/l
Kl
Il'Stlt
AWAtK
! wn -Estabrooks Co. and F.
first without question, while second is
George Ferguson of Honltnn. survives. Tn
Prof. Karl P. Harrington is to lecture to
is
Burns
to
a
try
place.
popular
he
is
more
a
certificate
that
proving
stating
cary
1895 the deceased became the wife of Wm.
the Kolsehmor Club of Portland tonight on
■!i nuance was aumorizeu
for it, and “Doc” Thatcher talks of giving
than 21 years of age and has never been
H. Moody of California, formerly of Bel“Music and Religion,” and at Philips Exexainiue the accounts of the convicted of intoxication. The
to
short
at
his
old
’08,
Moody,
place
up
druggist is ter
Academy at Exeter, New Hampshire on while he tries for second; while Chase, ’08, fast, and they resided several years in the
the municipal year iyt)4 to
keep these certificates in book form and “The Roman Boy”
west. They came to Belfast and bought
Friday evening.
interest coupons and can- make an annual detailed
will make both the other candidates look
;
report to the secthe house on Congress street where Mrs.
ms hands; enter upon the
of Rockland
to their laurels.
’07,
Hosmer,
the
of
who
shall
refer
State,
report
retary
died. Mr. Moody had business inProf. 0. F. Lewis is to speak at the annu!
ail coupons cancelled and to the
will probably be at third, but that posi- Moody
governor and council. A penalty of al
terests in California and was in Grass
reception of Twentieth Century Club of tion is still
For
pitchers, Lunt,
disputed.
imprisonment for .90 days is provided for Bangor next Friday evening on "A Phase
Valley, Calif., when his wife died. The
.in finance was instructed
’07, Dow, ’08, Mitchell, ’05, Frost, ’06, of two
those who present a false statement for pro- of
Social
Betterment,”
brothers, Robert U. of San Francisco
the
of
examine the books
will try to keep
and
Rockland
French,
’08,
vioand
the
who
druggist
curing liquor,
and Frank W. of Bucksport, have the symfur the year 1904, ascertain lates the law loses his
dewill
have
to
The
outfield
’em
guessing.
to
alcoholic
sell
right
The Theta Epsilons entertained their
pathy of many friends in their double bescount allowed thereon,
epend on the extra pitchers, unless some reavement.
liquors. The bill does away with that part friends at a house dance at their
She was an affectionate and
chapter
before
(mounts to the city treas- of the
material
unknown
develops
spring.
prohibitory law which makes the pos- house last
indulgent mother and many friends and
Saturday evening.
session of a U. S. tax receipt prima facie
neighbors will miss her in this city which
etitions for arc lights were evidence that he is violating the law. It
The basket ball team starts on its first
has been her home nearly all her life.
Dr. G. A. Drew has been confined to the
Michaels et als., at the was referred to the committee on
on the 18th, when
outside
the
State
trip
temper- house the
past week by a severe cold.
and Union streets; Elmer ance.
they play Westbroou Seminary. They play
Mr. Oliver H. Laiupher, formerly a resithe corner of Congress and
Ashland Athletic
Club, Dartmouth, St. dent of 53
Maple street, Malden, Mass., died
of
The
Maine
were
in
lost
one
of
its
The
University
following
petitions
presented
Norwich
and
,,.n
et
at
the
Ward
Tufts,
University
als.,
Johnsbury,
Feb. 4th, at the residence of Mrs.
suddenly
most
valued
friends
and
alumni
:
9th
Feb.
the
house
energetic
Avenue and Primrose
returning by the 24th of this month.
A. II. Costello,5 Burr street, Jamaica Plain,
liy Mr. liurkett of Union: Petition of \V. in the death of James D. Lazell, ’87, presifrom injuries received by a fall. Mr. LamE. Norwood and 5 others prohibiting fish- dent of the General Alumni Association,
passed for the following ing in rile Norwood brook in Union for a
Thursday morning, at chapel time, great
pher was eighty-five years old, had lived in
and interested worker for the welfare of
tree text books to the term of four years; of .1. A. Calderwood
was the speculation when President FelMalden twenty years, and was much athis Alma Mater. Mr. Lazell’s death refrom repairs and ut- and 8 others prohibiting fishing in the Calwith
the
the
relows dismissed
gathering
tached to tiis home there. Last October he
in Washington for a term of sulted from injuries to his head caused by
derwood
brook
ilises to the contingent,
quest that the entire student body and fac- moved with his
four years.
family to Jamaica Plain,
an automobile accident last October, and he
anient repairs on schoolulty re-assemble at 1J o’clock. Almost lie enjoyed his usual good health and clear
liy Mr. Sparrow of Freedom : Petition of will be
conmourned
sincerely
by everyone
.!, $96.22; from the in- W. 0. Fuller and 8 others of Unity asking
everybody thought that the meeting had mind up to the time of the accident, and
Mr. Lazell some connection w ith the bill for the much
for enactment id’ a law prohibiting fishing nected with the University.
t to contingent, $11.30;
will be greatly missed by his family and
in Sandy and Half Moon streams and their had been
especially successful in business, needed appropriation from the legislature
1 balance in the treasi friends,
lie was born in wiiat is now
tributaries, also the tributaries to Unity j and was one of the foremost of the Beta
on $700; from the con- pond in Waldo county; A. li. spar 1*0w and
but no one understood its significance any
Bucksport, Maine, two years before that
Theta Pi men in forwarding the erection of
Thorndike
and
of
Freedom
and
47
others
better when, at eleven o’clock, they saw
.ways. $64.02; from the
State ceased to be a part of Massachusetts,
for same.
their new chapter house. Professor R. K. lion.
lire department, $281.88;
Ilenry Lord of Bangor, president of and for
liv .or. Stevens of Portland: Petition of
many years carried on the business
Junes went to Rockland to attend the funer- the board of
j
and
lion.
J.
Albert
.-at to the general school
trustees,
252
&
and
others
Tomlinson
Co.,
Miiiikeu,
lie leaves a widow, Mrs.
of a builder,
al. Mr. Lazell’s grandfather was Jonathan
and
seines
to
use
of
restrict
the
of
a
member
of
the
drag
board
on
purse
Durgin
Orouo,
from the contingent to
Melvina Lampher, a step-daughter, Miss
in the rivers and bays of this State.
of Thomaston.
Cilley
with
Dr.
Fellows.
After
the
the
platform
-hi. $12.99.
j Kmma F. IS’ichols and a step-grandson,
liy Mr. Witherspoon of North Haven: Peregular exercises, President Fellows arose, Dexter K. Fox. Funeral services were held !
tition of C. F.
Brown and 2!) others of
Professor
Colvin
is
the
students
meeting
North Haven relating to repeal of special
and in a few words spoke of the chief needs
Monday afternoon, Feb. Oth, and the re- j
in history under her every two weeks at of the
law relating to fish.
CHURCHES.
University, one of which was a li- j mains were taken to
Searsport, Maine, for I
the Mt. Vernon House to discuss topics of
lie
then
announced
that
brary building,
Kuel Robinson of Camden appeared be! interment in the family lot.
in
interest
connection
with
their
work.
he
had
mail
a
'lie Universalist church fore the
in that morning’s
received
judiciary committee, Feb. 9th, in
i
John S. Mason died at his home in Montletter announcing an unconditional gift of
as follows: at 10,45 a.
behalf of the incorporation of the Monterey,
Tlie University Council has recently had
at 12 m., Sunday school.
•Sob,OtX) for a library building for the Uni- ville February 7th, aged 83 years. Mr.
Association, whose object it is to furnish a picture taken. The council is composed
In a second the student body | Mason was the last surviving member of a
uvited.
versity.
electric lights and water in Camden and of President
Fellows, Dean Hart, Professor was on its feet, and the cheers, applause prominent and influential family, which
Unitarian church next Lincolnville to summer residents.
Stevens and Professor Spring, G. K. Huntand smiling faces signified the joy of un- has been favorably known in town for
a. in: preaching by the
A. \V. Collins, J. A. McDermott,
lu the Senate Friday when the proposi- ington,
After the many years. He had served the town in
dergraduates and faculty.
ry Lutz.
Sunday school tion that the
of the committee on ’05, and J. A. Rutterworth and C. W. noise had died
report
down a little, Presi- various public offices and always with the
are cordially invited,
’<«>.
dent Fellows announced that the donor ; esteem of his townsmen. He was an inAppropriations and Financial Affairs on the Campbell,
•■etings at the Gospel Mis- resolves in favor of the home for feeble
and father, an obliging
was Andrew
Carnegie, and another dem- dulgent husband
The
band
concert
in
the
last
given
chapel
*-t, every Saturday, Sun- minded and school for feeble minded that
onstration followed.
President Lord of neighbor and good citizen. Of his immediwas
a
success
from
the
time
Friday evening
•••ay evenings at 7.30o’clock
all have passed away except one
the trustees and Hon. A. J. Durgin both ad- ate family
they be referred to the next Legislature, A. W. Sprague, its leader, took
a oil at 2.30 o'clock.
up his
Bible
son, C. W. Mason, who has the sympathy of
which was tabled, Wednesday, by Senator
ithe
dressed
students,
saying
somejappropi
baton, till the echoes of the new Maine
a large circle of friends in his bereavement,
Staples, be taken from the table, the Senaate words and reminding the audience that
song died away. Even those who had been
"ne services are held at J.
tor from Knox requested that it bereassignthe unremitting ef- j The funeral was from his late home Friday,
at rehearsals, and knew of the con- the gift came through
present
N“ -.7 Cedar street, every sd to Feb. 15th. He stated that owing to
Feb. 10th, II. M. Howard officiating. YV. A.
scientious work that has been done by the forts of President Fellows, who was heartiat eleven o’clock, and
Poland had charge of the arrangements.
the fact that he was not feeling well he did
as were Messrs. Lord and Durcheered
ly
members
band
and its conductor, were as1
t
i.gs at 7.30, to which all
not feel capable of discussing the matter,
and everything and everybody else The bearers were C. K. Howard, A. T.
gin,
tonished at the ease with which even the
I
-Icntne.
that morning. Senator Morse, who wished
with the gift. It was a happy lot Jackson, D. B. Plummer and Daniel Sanmost difficult selections were rendered. connected
ford. Interment was made in the family
at
the
!
Marbutt of Portland will to speak on the matter, could not be present, Thomas’
that
left
the
unaccusof
chapel
people
“Raymond Overture” was partict in the Congregational
j
Tuesday, therefore he wished to assign
tomed hour of half past eleven on last lot in Mt. Repose cemetery in Montville.
fine
and
well
done.
The
Inespecially
day at both morning and Wednesday as the time of taking from ularly
|
A library building has long
Mr. llarbutt wasformerdian characteristic, the sun dance, appealed Thursday.
Miss Sarah M. Holmes died at her home
and after some debate this assigntable,
church
in
ongregational
to the audience and was much applauded. been one of the crying needs of the Univer- in Fast Belfast, Feb. 7th, aged 85 years. She
|
Ids many friends in this
ment was made.
as an editorial in the Boston
and
now,
sity,
The grand selection from Carmen was also
was taken to Bangor recently for treatment,
..lad to extend to him a
Transcript suggested, the need for an in- but nothing could be done to relieve her
id tne senate rriuay Mr. Morse or n aura
liie.—Fort Fairfield Rek'l'ivmnj
l/U|i.pu3CU U1
and
for
au
creased
adequate sufferings. She was born in Swanville. the
appropriation
introduced tiie bill, an act to amend section the prelude, gypsy song, Intermezzo, The
tiuutinir uml
litrhfi ittjr iilunt ic irrantlv in1
>
'"nil cnuren me weea|ot
of chapter 212 of the private and special Toreador, Introduction to Act III, Avanera
daughter of the late Hiram and Sally McThe site of the new building
i'. E., Thursday at 3.30 laws of 190IS, relating to the Searxport and March. Mr. Sprague’s violiucello solo, creased.
Keene Holmes and was a member of one of
which is to be completed a year from now, the oldest families of Belfast and
Water Company ; also to extend the charter Schubert’s “Serenade” was a finished piece
•ting Thursday at 7.30 p.
vicinity.
is
as
but
the
undecided,
ground
yet
oppoof work, and the bit of his own composition
She is survived by a brother, A. 11. Holmes,
■hip Sunday at 10.45 a. in.; yf said company.
is
site
house
Dean
Hart’s
favorably spoken and a sister, Mrs. liositta Cunningham, both
which he played for an encore, delighted
ll.45a. m.; Christian Eutsj;
In the House Friday Mr. Pendleton of his audience. The
concert concluded with of. Where the building is to be is of little I living in Massachusetts. The funeral was
evening service at 7.30 Isleboro
L.
D.
presented the petition of
the march from “Opie” the Glee Club and comparative importance, however, as it is held Friday, Kev. Harry Lutz, Unitarian,
Holmes and 27 others for close time on Oak audience
singing to it the words of the new to come, and no more sincere tribute ever officiating.
inirch next Sunday even- Hill Lake in the town of Swanville.
Maine song which was written by Lincoln was paid to the generosity of Andrew Carwill be a special meeting
negie than went up in the Maine yells in
Mrs. J. W. Hatch of this city received
The bill to establish a home for the blind, R. Colcord ’06, of Searsport.
-••list Harry Taylor will
the chapel at the announcement of his gift news Monday of the death in Island Falls
of
for
an
has
$40,000,
MAINE STEIN SONG.
appropriation
.“How a crooked woman calling
M. i>. r*.
to “dear loved Maine.”
of her little nephew, Philip Wendell HowFill the steins to dear old Maine!
ght.” Christian Endeavor been referred to the next legislature.
ard, aged 1 year and 6 months. He was the
Fill as the rafters ring!
mion Sunday school serWEDDING
BELLS.
A feature of Friday’s session was the Stand and drink the toast once again !—
son of Rev. and Mrs. George C. Howard of
i"ii evangelistic meetinsg
receipt of a large number of petitions asking’ Let every loyal Maine man sing.
Strong, who were visiting Mrs. H.’s parents
are
out
Cards
announcBrieb-Lewis.
Drink
to
all
the
happy hours,—
p. in. in the Methodist that women be given
equal suffrage with (Then)
in Island Falls. The child was taken ill
Drink to the careless days!
ing the marriage of Miss Ethelyn Gertrude
men.
Drink to Maine, our Alma Mater.—
Feb. 8th with croup and bronchitis. Mrs.
Lewis
and
Mr.
Wilbert
Nahum
at the
Brier,
of
our
hearts
The college
la.'lor and Hatch will conalways!
Howard was formerly Faye M. Fiye of
The bill of Representative Powers, repealhome of the bride’s mother, Mrs. Lucy
To the trees—
ihe Methodist church this
Island Falls, and Mr. Howard is the son of
on
was
the
the
Davies
on
To
Boston,
ing
Lewis, Roxbury,
Mass.,
bounty
porcupines,
passed
sky—
'"n at 3 o’clock aud each
Hollis M. Howard of Centre Montville.
To the spring in its glorious happiness!
Tuesday, Feb. 7th. The wedding was pril'lie Saturday afternoon to be enacted. It will take effect 10 days
Gov.
Cobb.
after being signed by
To the youth—
vate, but was followed by a reception to
i "(daily for children and
Alexander Woodman died at the home of
To the fire—
relatives and most intimate friends. The his
son-in-law, Prof. L. C. Bateman, on
Sunday in the Methodist
In the Senate Monday Mr. Morse ot WalTo the life that is moving and casing us!
who is one of the most attractive and Dennison street, Auburn, Feb. 10th, after a
bride,
ngs will be held at 10.45 do presented an act to extend the charter of
To the Gods—
popular young ladies of her set, and a direct | brief illness. Mr. Woodman was born in
"id there will be a union the Camden
Liberty Railway. Also an
To the fates—
Hollis, .Me., July 7, 1822. When he was
To tiie Rulers of men and their destinies! descendant of the late Rev. Joshua Gee of very young his parents moved to Searsee at noon.
The young act to extend the charter of the Winterpurt,
He was educated in the public
Copley Square Unitarian church, was at- niout.
meet at li o’clock. At Frankfort & Prospect Kleetric Railway.
To the lips—
tired in a gown of white nun’s veiling and schools and at the school at Waterville
To the eyes—
a
special meeting for
is
now the Coburn classical institute.
which
The following petitions were presented in
To the girls who will love us some day! lace, with tulle veil and orange blossoms. For
y Evangelist Hatch and
nearly JO years after leaving school he
the Senate Monday and referred to the comShe was attended by Miss Maude II. taught, his experiences in teaching being
li a special meeting for
Musical authorities say that the Univer- Mosher, and Herbert F. Lew is, brother of probably more extensive than those of any
mittee on banks and banking:
Evangelist Taylor on the
man now living in the State. In 1802
By Mr. Clark of Hancock: Petition of S. sity of Maine baud is inferior to few college the bride, acted as best man. The cere- other
iked Woman was made
he enlisted in the 8th Me. regt., becoming
I). Gray and 12 others of Brooksville for bands in the country. Waldo county furmony was performed by the Rev. Edward quartermaster sergeant the next year, and
passage of an Act to amend the charter of nishes five members, F. P. llolbrock, ’07, of
Fayson Drew of the Immanuel Cong’l serving throughout the war in that capac»
the Waldo Trust Co.
ity. After the war he settled down on the
Also, Petition of George W. Warren and Brooks, flute and piccolo, F. W. Twombly, church, Roxbury. After Feb. 20th Mr. and old
1 e
home farm in Searsmont, continuing to
Npws From up River.
:17 others for passage of an Act to amend ’07, Belfast, principal clarinet, W. A. Hill, Mrs. Brier will be at home at the Russell
teach during the winters. He served re«•the charter of the Waldo Trust Co.
of Winterport, clarinet, A. B. Brown, House, Detroit. Mr. Brier is the son of the
'08,
peatedly on the board of selectmen and
'le., Feb. 13. The first
By Mr. Morse of Waldo: Bill, An Act to
lit,.
’07, Lincolnville, and C. J. Moody, ’05, of late Geo. 11. Brier of Belfast and spends a held various other offices in the town, lie
the Searsport Trust Co.
incorporate
»">
“ifectual
to
buck
attempt
Ik,
married Caroline Farwell of Unity in 1848,
Winterport, horns. The band is to give a part of every summer among old friends and
"l",ljsent bay fora week was the
she survives him.
They had seven
The committee on railways will have concert in Bangor March 17th.
He represents the
and relatives here.
of whom live are living—Mrs.
children,
Reliance
from
Portland
it
March 1st as follows:
hearings
Batcbelder & Lincoln Co. of Boston in the Bateman, Freeman F. Woodman of Nevada
" the
new Northern Seaport
j*;
The new athletic constitution which has States of Michigan and Ohio with head- City, Calif.; Oliver I), of Butte, Mont.;
No.|75. An act to incorporate the Bangor
Sl"ckton. She left Castine, and Northern Maine Short Line Railway.
Fred B. of Watsonville, Calif., and Charles
kv
No. 76. An act to incorporate the Bangor been prepared with a good deal of care, was quarters at Detroit. He is a young man of F. Woodman of Bangor. Mrs. Bateman,
•"*'< at sunset had made a
it,..
and
last
unusual
The
the
of
and Northern Railroad Company.
Oliver
and Charles Woodman were with
promise.
great
Friday
by
ability
adopted
University
half way across the bay
>liiit
The committee on banks and banking will Maine Athletic Association. The constitu- great number of valuable presents testifies him when he died. He was a member of
6
J1'
from six to eight inches
and a constant attendant at the High street
tion and its by laws provide not only for to the esteem and good wishes of the many Methodist
*t» ’.. 'Apeets to reach Stockton to- have the following hearings Feb. 21st:
church. Auburn. He was a
d'i if,,1
three men crossed the
‘l;ij,
On an act to incorporate the Belfast Blink- the varsity games, but for the inter-class friends of the happily united couple.
member of Burnside Post, G. A. R., but
" p
from a point above Castine ing Company, Belfast, Maine.
*lf.
belonged to no other society.
garfles as well, and the awarding of class
On petition to amend the charter of the
Dr. Robinson for Mayor.
'VjL .utter Woodbury tried thenumerals as well as the “Ms.”
n
Frank Condon of Colby College was in
bay, Saturday, but Waldo Trust Company.
'\“'!p|
could not do
On an act to amend section 76, chapter 48,
Bangor, Me., February 9. Dr. Daniel Pittsfield Saturday, the guest of his brother,
Jin, Wl ’1,1 propeller,
ice
for
Revised
across
the
to
Loan
and
nominated
jam
was
at
Statutes,
A.
Robinson
*1'v,. iK ,*be
relating
Harry Condon. Another brother of Mr.
A college minstrel show is being talked of
mayor
Building Associations.
*«„ 'J1.1 I’oint still holds.
the Republican caucus tonight, receiving all Condon’s, Arthur Condon, of Belfast visitand
it
is
that
it
will
take
1
probable
place,
l:t' Affixed* eteainOn an act to incorporate the Newport
the votes cast, 492, there being no opposi- ed him Monday—Ptttsfield Advertiser Feb.
some time in the future.
Trust Company.
9th.
tion.
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NUMBER 7.
THE STORY OF THE ICE.

PERSONAL.

The up-river papers of Thursday last
stated that “people had been crossing on
the ice from lslesboro to Belfast since Sunday;” but no one in this city had seen or
heard of them. Possibly they might have
crossed, but it would have beeu a decidedly

Miss Margaret J. Williams of Belfast
spent Sunday with relatives in Northport.
Mrs. Clara

risky undertaking. Wednesday's snow acted as a blanket, stopping1 the making of the
ice and tending to soften what had made.
The open water at the draw of the lower
bridge began to extend down the harbor,
and Thursday had overflowed the ice as far
down as Lane’s wharf.
The ice at the mouth of Castiue harbor
went out Wednesday
night, and Thursday
the eastern bay was reported clear to the
sea.
The Penobscot was clear from Bucks-

Northport

is

fast, returning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hale of
Somerville,
to visit Mrs.
S. S. Woods of East Belfast.

Mass., arrived last Saturday

to

George A. Gilchrest made a business trip
Camden, Rockland, Thomaston and

Portland the first of the week.
Nettie A. Purlin of Bradley, Maine, was
called to Belfast last week by the death of
her cousin, Mrs. S. L. Sleeper.
C. G. Ferguson of lloulton came to Belfast last Monday night, called here by the
death of his mother, Mrs. W. U.

Northern Maine Seaport R. R., but Feb. 8th

Col. Elijah

unable to reach Fort Point on account
of the ice and landed her
freight at Sandypoint. It was reported that the I’emaquid
and Ralph Ross attempted to break the ice
jam at Fort Point Thursday, but failed.
\Y ith that part of the river clear the Pemaquid could resume her route, omitting the
was

Moody.
Walker, formerly of Rockland,

is reported seriously' sick at Somerville.
Col. Walker was formerly colonel of the
Fourth Maine Regiment.

Miss L. M. Sleeper, who lias been employed as type-writer at the Custom House
in Belfast, left
Wednesday morning to reside at her home in Watertown, Wis.

Belfast landing, and the Penobscot would
again.

come on

Portland Feb.
land reported

of

Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Smith came over from
Auburn Saturday to spend Sunday in Bel-

port up to Winterport, and below to a point
about half way between
Sandypoint and
Fort Point. The steamer
Ralph Ross has
been making daily trips with lumber and
other material for the contractors for the

The steamer

Hopkins

spending the week with friends in Belfast.

Mrs. F. W. Collins of

Bucksport was calldeath of Mrs. S. I,.
to attend the funeral
H. Moody, both Mr. Collins'

Monhegan which arrived at ed to Belfast by the
8th from Jonesport via Rock- Sleeper and remained
of Mrs.
sisters.

a very good
trip so far as
weather was concerned but bad as
regards
ice. Those on the
Monhegan said that Pe
nobscot Bay', including both its east and
west arms,was
completely filled with ice,and
Saturday morning it was frozen solid from
Rockland to the northern end at Fox Island.
In some places this ice was from five to six
inches thick and the distance between the
two points is about 12 miles. From Friendship it was impossible to see the salt water
ami from the outer coast-liue at that
point
it was also impossible to see
open water.
“Portland harbor has less ice than
any
other one along the coast,

C. W. Frederick writes from Miami, Fla.,
Feb. 10th: '“It has been very warm ever
since our arrival, 70° to 84" night and

People
this

day.

here claim it is exceptionally hot for
of the year.”

season

Rev. John Hatch, the evangelist who is
assisting in the union revival meetings now
in progress in Belfast, was called to his
home in Fairfield Saturday on account of
illness in his family. He returned Tuesday.
Mrs. Ella S. Crockett of Enderlin, North
was in Rockland, Feb. loth, on her
way west after a visit of several weeks at
her former home in Vinalhaven.
Mrs.

except perhaps
Southwest Harbor and Rar Harbor and
some of those well
outside,” said Captain
Archibald.
“The ice situation along the

Dakota,

Crockett is a daughter of Win. Brown of
the island. It is 24 years since she went to
North Dakota.

at the present time is not so bad as it
year ago, but this fact is due entirely
to the big easterly storms we have been
having which have hroken it up before it
had a chance to get too thick. There has
been more cold this winter, for it
began
earlier and it is lasting about as iate as it
did a year ago.”
The Monhegan has established a
coast

was a

Charles 0. Clark of tlio C. 0. Clark Hotel
Co. of East St. Louis, Hi., is one of the incorporators of the East St. Louis Consumers’ Electric Light and Power Company, or-

ganized

furnish light, heat and power in
Louis.
There are 750 shares of
SlOO each, fully paid up. The company has
secured an option on a piece of ground
suitable for a plant.
to

East St.

great

record for herself this winter as an ice
boat
and ou her last trip at times was
obliged to
break through ice that was 11 inches in

W.

]

thickness.
I
NORTHERN MAINE SEAPORT R.
R
The higher temperature
Friday did much
to aid the tide and current in
breaking up Wharf lillililiiig at Cape .Jellison Contract
the jam which extends from Fort Point, to
Awarded.
the Orland river and up as far as Odom’s
While the ice embargo is delaying opera
ledge, and Friday afternoon this ice looked tions tit Cape Jellison som‘thing is .hung
black and rotten and tlie current was visi- there. James E.
Spellman, the well known
ble in places near the middle of the
jam. I f wharf builder of Bangor, has a crew there,
the fall of damp snow had been followed
b> with a donkey engine and ottiei appliances
a rain storm the ice blockade
might have for building two hundred feet of wharf on
been broken; hut it cleared off cold and the Cape Jellison side of Stockton harbor.
Saturday was cold with a high northwest A pile driver is building at Bucksport for
wind, conditions favorable to making ice. this work. At first it was thought doubtNo open water was to be seen from here ful if
piles of a size and quality to he
Friday or Saturday, although the eastern used ill wharf building could he obtained
bay was reported clear as far up as Castine. I in tlte country around .Stockton and in this
The ice in the western bay extends a mile 1
emergency the (treat Northern Pape; <■„.
below Saturday Cove.
was called on to furnish the big sticks w ith
The mercury Saturday remained all
day the result that some 20 carloads of piles
at about 111 above zero, but Sunday
morning nearly 1,000 pieces in all, aie now loaded on
it stood at zero.
Sunday was a bright, fiat cars of the Bangui A Aioostoolc rail
clear day, with rising temperature, and road at Old Town waiting to be taken to
while it thawed in the sun ice continued to Bucksport when the conditions of the
ice
make in the bay and is a foot thick in some and water there are such that
they can be
taken to Stockton. Meanwhile the
places.
country
around .Stockton has been scoured and j.ooo
It began to snow Sunday
evening, changing in the night to rain with a decided rise line spruce and oak sticks have been secured and will be forthcoming as soon as
iu the temperature. It was
foggy Monday
morning and at intervals during the day, tiie work of wharf building is begun.
Word comes from Portland that the steel
clearing at night, with a

j

falling temperature, the mercury standing at zero Tuesday
morning. Yesterday the outlook indicated
a continuance of the ice blockade.
THE DREDGE KEY WEST.
Built

at Belfast by
George A. Gilelirertt.
The Marine Review of Cleveland,
O., publishes the following description of the

Dredge Key West, the second vessel of this
class built for the U. S. Government b\ Mr.
Designs for all the dredges for the United
States government are generally
prepared
by Maj. James C. Sanford, corps of engineers, with headquarters at Philadelphia.
The Portland Co. has recently delivered a
wooden dredge constructed upon designs
furnished by Maj. Sanford. The
dredge is
of unusually strong construction ami is 141
ft. over all, 130 ft. between
perpendiculars,
31 ft. beam and 15 ft. deep. The keel is of
oak, the frame is of hardwood and the deck
beams and planking of Georgia pine. The
dredge is propelled by a compound condensing engine with cylinders 17 and 32 in. diameter by 24 in. stroke, driving a cast iron
propeller 7 ft. 8 in. diameter by 12 ft., with
four Hades. The engine is of the
openframe, siipper-guide type. The valves are
operated by the Stephenson double link
motion and consist oi a
piston valve in the
high pressure and a double-parted slide on
the low pressure cylinder. Steam is
supplied by a Scotch boiler, 13 ft. 6 in. diameter by 12 ft. long, litted with three Morison
furnaces. The heating surface is 2,<325 sq.
ft. and the total grate surface is 57
square
feet. The 15 ft. (> in. centifuga! pump is
driven by a compound condensing engine
with cylinders 12 and 22 in. by 14 in. stroke,
capable of discharging (Ml cu. yds. of water
per minute against a total head of 14 ft.
Jlie dredge, which has been named
Key
W est, is to be used in harbor work.
The illustrations accompanying the article show the general
arrangement of the
propelling engine, details of the boiler, the
compound engine and the Scotch boiler.
FUNERAL OF HON.

J.

H.

MANLEY.

At oi'STA, Feb. 10. Funeral services for
former Senator Joseph 11. Manley were
held at his residence on Stone street today
in the presence of prominent residents of all
sections of the State,including a majority of
the members of the present Legislature. A

special

joint committee of five members
from each branch also was present. Kev.
Janies S. Williamson of Haverhill, Mass.,
formerly pastor of the South Parish Congregational Church, of which Mr. Manley
was a member, was the
officiating clergyman.
The bearers were Lucius Tuttle of
of
the
Boston, president
Boston & Maine
Railroad; George F. Evans of Portland,
vice president and general manager of the
Maine Central Railroad; Hon. Andrew P.
Wiswell of Ellsworth, chief justice of the
Supreme court of Maine; former Governor
Henry B. Cleaves of Portland, Henry R.
Reid of Boston, J. Manchester Haynes, Gen.
Orville 1). Baker, B. F. Parrott and Charles
H. White of Augusta. The interment was
at Forest Grove Cemetery. Flags on the
State House, Post Office, City Hall and
other public buildings were placed at half
mast and during the hours of the funeral
mercantile pursuits were suspended.

barge Reliance is there waiting foi the harbor to clear of ice before moving to her
dock to load hard pine timber for Stockton
to he used for capping for the new wharf,
'i his baige is 500 feet long and when ironed
tor ice breaking is said to be capable of successfully negotiating

a foot of ice.
li the
weather holds as it is so that the barge can
he loaded and get away from Portland all
right she will probably proceed around to
Stockton and make a try to gel her cargo
landed where it is wanted
At present
is
irnm n>ur to eight,
anywnere
inches of ice in Stockton harbor.
1 B. Mullen A Co. ot liangor, wlio will do
tlie masonry work on the new road, have
bad some of their derricks and otliei paraphernalia taken to Bucksport preparatory
to liaving it taken to Stockton.
The Richmond Bee says: “Noble Maxwell
and Charles E. Rowe of Rowe Brothers
mere

Company, were in liangor last Saturday,
having been called thereby President Cram
of tbe B. xfc A. R. R. Before leaving tbe
city they secured a large contract with the
Northern Maine Seaport Company.
The
Reliauce left Portland Monday for Penobscot river, where she will be employed in
building the new terminal docks at Sears
Island and Mack’s Point. This is destined
be a big railroad terminal. This company have bought twelve hundred acres of
land at that point, also Cape Jellison and
Sears Island and Mack's Point, ad three oj
which are to be made into term mil docks.
This is a large contract as there is a great
amount of work to be dune there.

to

Big Corner in Eggs.
CII

Fell, to
While il.ieitgo is
there being in -.igbi but
for
each
inhabitant.
:t
said the
egg
packers have 45,000,mm in storage and are
doling them ,uir in small quantities to keep
the corner intact.
Famine prices have prevailed for almost
two weeks.
It is said 'he packers Idled
their houses at from 15 to 17 12 cents a.
dozen. Eggs are now in active demand at
56 cents, and tlie corner stands to realize a.
profit of about ?250,0nn.
For three days this week the total receipts
were :i!iS7 cases.
In the same period last
year the receipts were 15,204 cases. The
actual demand in Chicago is for 44,000 cases
daily and the Mouth Water street merchants
say there are but in,ooo cases all told in the
market.
Ir Alio,

practically eggless,

one

U. of M. Wins From Tufts.

University of Maine and Rowdoiu were
both winners.iu their events at the big indoor
H. A. A. meet in Boston on Saturday night,
U. of M. downing Tufts and Rowdoiu winning from M. I. T. Maine’s time was 5.14 4-5,
Rowdoin’s 3.18 1-5.'
Maine drew the pole and Procter made a
terrific dash on the start and secured a lead
of ten feet over McCarthy, the Tul'ts man
and the end of the first relay. Currier held
this over Procter and Wyman over Perry
and St. Onge was passed up a bare ten feet
to carry on the last relay. Gordon, the Tufts
man, made a desperate try for two laps and
the men fairly flew around the track hut
the Tufts man couldn’t stand the pace and
St. Onge hit the tape 20 yards to the good.
Time 3.15 4-5.

i IN SICILY. Florida Facts and Fancies,

SIGHT-St

Palm

Extracts From a Letter From Mrs Fisher
to Her Sister, Mrs. S. C. Sherman.

carriage, with Mr. and Mrs.

of Brookline; we had three horses
abreast. The views were lovely. As we

Tyler

ascended the hills it became colder, and

though only a
little that had fallen the night before.
The sun shone very brightly so we were
badly burned and tanned. When we
to snow,

got there at the little village it was a
queer sight. In all these little mountain towns, the goats, pigs, liens, donkeys and children all live on the side-

together.

How

they

came

too near.

In

gratitude

the

live in

twenty-one seconds,

thus

reducing the

world’s record nine seconds and establishing a record for America.
The death of Frank H. Croker of
New York at Ormond was the cause of
his very fast boat being withdrawn,
and no money could induce his brother
to place her in the water. Jdr. Croker’s
untimely end at Ormond while racing
his automobile caused the withdrawal
of his boat here.
There have been crowds of visitors
here this week and the races have been
j established for keeps in the future.
j Never have 1 seen a more imposing
sight than was that of Wednesday
evening when the illuminated parade
was given.
More than fifty boats were
in line and the beautiful electric display, with fireworks and the bunting
decorations on the boats as they moved
over the surface of the lake, was something long to be remembered. They
were led by the big house boat Everglades, owned by Col. Thompson of
New York, on which was a band.
The Challenger which appeared in the
races

here has an

engine

of 150 horse

power and is thirty-nine feet and eleven
She was built by
inches in length.

Smith A Mabley of New York.

Her

|

for his

queerest sights that I ever saw in
my life. Mr. Tyler and Mary tried to
take some pictures of the motley colA FLORIDA RUBBER TREE.
lection, hut they crowded around us so
ecord here is a mile in one minute
that I don’t know as they succeeded in hissed in a loud manner as he worked
ind
i
In
direct
contrast
ones.
water
and
and
I
thirty seconds.
the
into
down
mire,
getting good
The Duke and Duchess of Manchester
to the poverty and squalor of that was unable to get him to come forth
scene, is the wonderful processions and that I might get a picture.
11 save been among the visitors from
The young boys down here are very ibroad who witnessed the races and Sir
gala scenes of the Crispi celebration,
fhomas Dewar, M. P., of England, was
(in Thursday there was a beautiful 1 enthusiastic over skating and ask many
races.
bronze monument dedicated to him in
questions about the ice and the methods « me of the judges of the
Okrin J. Dickey.
the afternoon, and in the forenoon fu- of skating in the North. This winter
J
neral services in the immense church
j they have been enjoying themselves
FIRE IN ROCKPORT.
here, which holds twelve thousand peo- with roller skates, skating upon the
Penobscot View Grange Burned Out.
ple. There were thousands of soldiers, sidewalks in the city; but an ordinance
and as the Italian uniform is one of the
will
an end
week
The
the
put
grange hall at Glencove was
past
adopted
most beautiful in the world, the differ- to that pleasure.
Very few of the burned Wednesday evening, Feb. 8th.
I’lie main part of the hall in which the
ent regiments were a brilliant sight,
boys have ever seen a field of ice.
'range held its meetings is still stainiwhom
Lord
the
with
the
their
family
In
cavalry
mentioning
splenespecially
ng, but the banquet hall was completeand
did horses.
I met coming down on the steamer,
y consumed by the flames. There was
so that the only way
The count of Tunis came Wednes- who were such pleasant people, I neg- :io hydrant near by,
m which the flames could be fought
from
were
day, the day we arrived, and is go- lected to say that they
was by throwing snow on the burning
ing away to-night. He stays at the Lowell, Maine, just back of Bangor, buildim?. it was a one story structure,
Belfast iwned by Williston Grinneil of Oampalace and lunches and dines here, so and are acquainted with many
len and leased by Penobscot View
we have seen much of him, as he sits people.
Grange, No. 388, P. of H. The main
a
room.
He
is
first
cousin
in our dining
Poor Florida! she has indeed suffered part of the building consists of a large
of the King so there is a possibility that severely and the sympathy of every iance hall, 45x00, with stage in the rear.
the grange holds its meetings.
be may some time rule Italy, but there northern visitor is with the residents Here
Attached to the main building is a hall
are now live lives between him and the here.
The terrible weather which has somewhat narrower and considerably
throne. He is very much loved by the prevailed in the north the past week longer, used as a kitchen and banquet
people and whenever he appears is reached into this State. All over Flor- ball. It was in the kitchen that the
The previous
lire probably caught.
greeted with great euthusiasm. Last ida on Tuesday afternoon were posted
a dance had been held at the hall
night
night there was a great ball here in our bulletins of the approaching freeze, with and Wednesday some of the ladies of
hotel for charity. A princess got it up instructions to cover plants and tropical the grange were at the hall clearing up.
and gave out four hundred invitations. fruit, and while the thermometer kept A fire was built in the kitchen stove
but was supposed to have been pracSigniore Ragusa, our landlord, gave the sliding down none could believe that
burned out when the ladies left
tically
use of his hotel, which lias three large
history was going to repeat itself in the hall. It is thought, however, that
drawing rooms and three dining rooms, the big freeze of some ten years ago. the fire must have caught from this
He also But the thermometer kept on going source.
as it was formerly a palace.
The piano and furniture of the hall
gave the refreshments, flowers, cotillion down, and when it had reached 22 above and
grange paraphernelia were taken
favors and the use of his vast corps of
the
freeze
than
jut from the main hall, but tne furnizero, four degrees colder
servants. The count and his staff of of 1895, it stopped and by good fortune ture of the kitchen and banquet hall
was nearly all destroyed as the (ire was
officers were here in their gorgeous
back.
the

|

turned

They just glittered

with

diamonds.

The dresses were of all colors and all
We staid in Taomina
very decollate.
two weeks and

enjoyed

it so much.

I

went to walk every day and we enjoyed
the sociability of the place. We were

invited to tea at some of the villas,
which we enjoyed very much. An artist invited us there to tea. His aunt
from Pennsylvania is spending the
winter with him. She is a quaker and
very prim, she says she would like
Taomina better if there were not so
many Italians there!
1 am sitting in the glass reading room
and my fingers are getting so cold that
I can hardly hold a pen. And as we
dine at half past seven I must stop
now and dress for dinner.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
Ibo Kind You Have Always Bought

y\ lien

was

a

sorry

civ>uivc

luc

iicai

sight which

uiui

muf,

met the eye.

during the day by hundreds,

as

ice

work of this nature is not often seen in
Florida.
Everybody was freezing, as the cottages here are built for a fairly warm
climate, with no stoves and only now
and then a fireplace. Wednesday and
Thursday were both days of this nature
and we were forced to hang around the
few stoves we could find, to burn lights
in rooms, and when

night

well under way when discovered.
The hall is valued at $1500 and insured. The grange paraphernalia and
furniture is valued at about $000 and is

»»

All the tropical gardens were frozen
and the leaves hung limp and lifeless.
The fruits on the trees were ruined, the
rubber tree had lost its foliage, and
only the oleander bush seemed to have
withstood the cold.
Cocoanut trees were yellow, poisoned
by the frost, the leaves'drooping and
hanging down, and in one yard nearby
I saw where the garden hose had been
running with a sprayer all night and
the trees were loaded with ice, which
had broken down the cocoanut trees
with its weight. This place was visited

came

to

get

under a raft of blankets. But there
was also a laughable side, and I saw
out in the city park a fire, and gathered
around it a number of both whites and
blacks discussing the big freeze. I saw

many of these little gatherings during
the day. Men were seen in their stores
Hundreds of lives saved even' year by sitting on boxes with their backs to the
having Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the stoves, and one man who lived out of
house just when it is needed. Cures croup,
the city and had had no use for gloves
heals burns, cats, wounds of every sort.

iA/Ec5%

{

w w

FEB., 1905.

EASTORIA

Arnold, Sir Edwin.
1892. T 52. Ar

Japonica.

nsured.
Tliat

Tickling in the Throat.

One minute after taking One Minute
Cough Cure that tickling in the throat is
»one. It acts in the throat—not the stomach.
Harmless—good for childien. A. L. Spofford, postmaster at Chester, Mich., says:
‘Our little girl was unconscious from
strangulation dnrirg a sudden and terrible
ittack of croup. Three doses of One Minute
Cough Cure half an hour apart speedily
1 cannot praise One Minute
lured her.
Cough Cure too much for what it has done
in our family.”
It always gives relief,
sold by R. H. Moody.
Boston

Colby Alumni.

The twenty-fourth annual meeting
tnd banquet of the Boston Colby
Alumni Association will be held at the
American House, Hanover street, Boson, Friday evening, February 24. The
mncipal speakers will be President
Charles Lincoln White, Judge Percival
3. Bonney, ’63, Hon. Leslie C. Cornish,
<
7», and Hon. Edward Forrest Good-

ivin,

’87._
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chapters on the opening of
Japan, its transformation and en-

Arise Secii

1

I
I

*■

franchisement.

I
1

fifrm Seed

Gordon,

M. L.
An American missionary in Japan
Tile experiences of a physician and
teacher of rare ability and scholarship who served more titan thirtyyears in Japan.
Griffis, William Elliot.
The Mikado’s empire.
A valuable and comprehensive work.
Japan: its history, folklore, and

Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa-

Ron, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

I Worms .Convulsions .FeverishI

ness

A maker of the new Orient:
A
Samuel Robbins Hrown.
pioneer educator in Japan.
1904.
Gulick, Sidney L.
Evolution of the Japanese, social

J
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i

M

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER,

I

and psychic. T 52. G 9
gives a valuable study of
Japanese character.
Hardy, Arthur S.
Life and letters of Joseph Hardy
B-N !i
Neesima.
a voting Japanese who
educated in this country and
afterwards founded tile famous
Doshisha in Kyoto.
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of menstruation.”

omissions, increase vigor and banish
“pains
“LIFE SAVERS ” to girls at

f. s. hoi

They are
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
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The author's keen insight, humour
and sympathy give vivid impressions of real Japan.
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The custom of the country. Tales
of New Japan. 189!).
Mrs. Fraser, who is a sister of F.
Marion Crawford, spent a number
of years in Tokyo where her husband was Hritlsh minister, and
writes with much personal knowledge and sympathy.
Greey, Edward.
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Young Americans in Japan.
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Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores the
Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size, 50 cents
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mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York
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wrote this account of his early life
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Real

IIAltT-liuXTON. A pretty wedding was
solemnized at ti o’clock Wednesday evening when Ralph H. Hart of 42 Cambridge
street amt Miss Ethel .1. Huxton of 102
Trenton street were wedded. The bridegroom is a c erk employed by the Boston &
Maine railroad and is a popular member of
Monadnock Lodge, 1. 0. O. F., while his
bride was formerly assistant clerk of the
local police court.
The ceremony was performed in the presence of only the attendants by Rev. Arthur
W. Moulton in the parlor of the Grace
church parsonage at 13 Albion street. The
double ring or full Episcopal marriage service w as carried out.
Frank Swindells was best man while Miss
Lillian F. Moyes, a relative of the bride,
The bride looked pretty
was bridesmaid.
in a becoming gown of brown silk, cut en
train and trimmed with old lace. A large
bouquet of bride roses was carried by her.
Her attendant was prettily attired in a
handsome costume of champagne colored
voile, cut en train and trimmed with applique and blue silk. She carried a large
spray of white tea roses. The bridegroom’s
gift to Miss Moyes was a stick pin, mounted
with pearls and rubies, while his gift to the
best man was a gold stick pin of the fleurde-lis type.
After the ceremony a jolly reception was
held at the home of the bride' on Trenton
street, where intimate friends to the number of a score assembled and made the evening indoors a very pleasant one. Guests
were present from Providence, R. I. A collation was served, after which the festivities continued until a late hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Hart received an elegant
array of handsome, costly and useful gifts,
prominent among which are a beautiful
hall rack and an easy chair from the members of the police department and a dining
room set with an art square from the attorneys of the city.
After a wedding trip the couple will be at
home at 102 Trenton street after March 16.
—Lawrence, Mass., Evening Tribune, Jan.
26th.

Give Tour Stomach a Rest.
Your food must be properly digested and
If
1 issimilated to be of any value to you.
,our stomach is weak or diseased take
It
what
digests
Jodol Dyspepsia Cure.
rou eat ana gives the stomach a rest, enibling it to recuperate, take on new life and
Kodol cures sour
strong again.
, [row
itomach, gas, bloating, heart palpitation
It’s a mistake to imagine that itching
; ind all digestive disorders. L. A. Soper of
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a
kittle Rock, Ky., writes us: “We feel that piles
longer than you can help. Doan’s Ointvodol Dyspepsia Cure deserves all the day
instant relief and permanent
ment
ommendation that can be given it, as it cure. brings
At any drug store, 50 cents.
, laved the lifeof our little girl when she was
hree years old. She is now six aud we
lave kept it for her constantly, but of
( ourse she only takes it now when anything
Sold by R. H. Moody.
< lisagrees with her.”
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1904. T 52. C 5
This book deals briefly with all the
great qoestlons relating to modern
Japan and gives also a survey of
Ola Japan. Especially valuable.
Foster, John W.
American diplomacy in the Ori327. F-2
ent. 1903.

Norman, Henry.
The real Japan.

cold chicken, tongue, lamb and ham,
with fruit for dessert. It was one of

yard long.

JAPAN.

1886..X 52. M 3
Murray, David.
The story of Japan. 1894
952. M 9
The best single volume history of Japan in English.

gave him the remnants
protection
of our lunch, which they bad put up at
the hotel, and which consisted of bread,

ermine and bad a train a
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kokoro: Japanese inner lire.
1896...T
Gleanings in Buddha fields:
studies of hand and soul in
the far East. 1897.T
Japan: an interpretation attempt at interpretation. 1904. T
Mr. Hearn's books are of great value
in the light they throw on many aspects of Japanese life and thought.
La Farge, John.
An artist’s letters from Japan.
Century'magazine. Vol. 24. 1893.
Maclay, A. E.
A budget of letters from Japan.
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dress uniforms. 1 never saw such airy
beautiful dresses and evening cloaks,
some of tbe cloaks were of white velvet. some of white brocade silk, some
of lace lined with satin, and one was of

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

of tomatoes, orange trees, paw
Aryton, M. C.
paws, bananas and tropical plants,
Child-life in Japan and Japanese
meant
so
333.42
Child stories.
just at the time when they
much money to them. It is, however, Bacon, Alice Mabel.
Japanese girls and women. T 52. B-l
thought by many that the orange trees
A Japanese Interior. T 52. B-2
will not be entirely ruined.
Miss Bacon had unusual opportuniWorth
races
on
Lake
The motor boat
ties for coming into contact with
Japanese women in all ranks of
this week were very interesting and
society as a teacher in the peerto
this
beautiesses’ school.
visitors
attracted many
ful sheet of water. The program was Baxter, K. S.
In bamboo lands. T 52. B 3
varied and interesting and the world’s
record was broken in one instance, Bishop, Isabella Bird.
Unbeaten tracks in Japan. T 52. B 5
when the fast motor boat Challenger,
The racy narrative of personal exof
Brokaw
New'
owned by W. Gould
periences of a world traveller.
York, ran against time, making a Clement, E. W.
A handbook of modern Japan.
kilometer distance of one minute and
teres

Palm Beach, Florida, Feb. 5, 1905.
One of the recent northern visitors to
tliis resort was Mr. Eugene P. Carver
of Boston, Mass., formerly of Searsport, where he is well known, and who
is a friend of Postmaster Stowers at
West Palm Beach. He is on a trip to
Cuba and will visit here both going and
coming. Mr. Carver was one of the
founders of the Eastern Steamship Co.
and is one of the three voting trustees
of the Seaboard Railroad which will be
built in the spring and which our home
readers are familiar with.
At Jacksonville, at work on the bar
in the St. John’s River, the dredge Key
West, which was built in theGilchrest
yard at Belfast lias been digging away
at the sand and mud. During the past
week she took on coal to be used in the
passage to Key West, where she will be
engaged in the work on the Key West
bar, for which she was originally intended.
The Misses Libby of Portland are
among the new arrivals at Winter Park
and will spend a good part of the winter
there. Other new arrivals include Mr.
and Mrs. George F. Duncan, also of
Portland, who are spending the season
at Ormond.
Since arriving here I have had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel French of Sandypoint, who are
spending the winter at The Palms hotel,
and who are pleasant Maine people.
They are annual visitors here and are
relatives of Postmaster Stowers.
The other afternoon while out walking I chanced upon au alligator which
was basking in the sun on the bank of
the lake. He appeared asleep as I approached and was very much disturbed
when 1 threw a little stick on him to
wake him. He was about six feet in
length and slashed his tail about and

hills all the way, and takes three and
one-half hours to drive there. We went

walk

on

(Correspondence of The Journal.)

queerest place, and is rarely visited by
It is called Pianci del
strangers.
Grecci. It is sixteen miles, up steep

stormy weather I do not know, as the
people that live down stairs have only
one room, and there is no way to air or
light it, except from the open door. 1
suppose that was because, in the wars
that were always raging until Garabaldi
took possession of the country and
united it to Italy, they could defend
themselves better without windows in
the lower stories. Up stairs it is a little better. There are no tires in the
houses, but you sometimes see a brazier
of charcoal, or a wood lire on the sidewalk where they often do a little cooking or warm their hands.
In most all towns where there are no
bake shops there are common ovens for
baking bread, and tlie poor people rarely taste meat. The bread is very
coarse arid dark and baked very hard;
and that with a raw onion or a little
fennel is quite a feast. Our driver left
us on the steps of the cathedral to eat
our lunch and an old man brought us
four chairs from the church; and there
we sat and munched our food, with a
motley collection of old blear-eyed men,
and about two hundred boys and a few
little girls looking on. The man who
gave us the chairs had a stick, with
which he whacked the boys when they

Notes

bile Races.

have been to ride, away up in the mountains, to visit a Greek village that was
It is the
established there in 1488.

we soon came

Personals.

j

The Motor Boat and Automo-

Freeze.

Grand Hotel I)ks Palmes, PalerAs 1 have told you all about my
mo.
voyage in another letter I will tell you
It is colder
now of my trip in Sicily.
here this year than last; though of
course where the trees are loaded with
oranges and lemons and the roses and
other tlowers are in bloom it cannot be
so very cold; but the sun during the
day is very warm, and as soon as it
goes down we feel the chill. Today we

in a double

Beach

years came in with a pair of stockngs on his hands. Like many others
te wore two pairs of pants. There were
nany other ludicrous situations and
lircumstances, but above it all was the
;reat sorrow for the residents who lost
n
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CAUTION NOTICE.
I forbid all persons for trusting anybody on my
account, as I shall pay no bills contracted after
this date.
January 30,1905.
S. G. FRISBEE.
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Steady Work==Big Pay

Dining Chairs and \ n.VPM
1
|
Large Arm Rocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me

Cherryfleld. Maiue.

Second-Hand
goods of every de
scription. Furni-

Six

I

and

ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you-will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
ly6
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.
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American Hour*
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Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
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last year.
In Maine alone we sol
If you want to sell, w
farm description blanks
We require no pay
We use our own money
]
ertv. We sell stores, mills.
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“THE ECONOMIC WONDER,” Condensed
Egg Powder. Every can of this powder is equal
to 36 fresh eggs and will do the work of 36 eggs,
being essentially fresh egg in dessicated or powdered form It is true economy in the making of
all cakes, doughnuts, puddings, creams, ices and
all pastry work. A 36 egg can for 25 cts. Guar- i
antecd absolutely pure and wholesome. Sold only j
1
by agents. An agent wanted in every town in
Eastern Maine. Sample can mailed for 25 cents.
once
for
Write at
4w2*
territory.
W. E. LEWIS.
General Agent for Eastern Maine.
j
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JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
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Searsport, Maine.
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British Guiana, Jan.
tlie coast of Guiana
r, prised of it by a decidcolor of the ocean, the
.-lit ultramarine of midthan the bluest sky the
on—turning to the dull

LOVE DIES.
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox says there
time in the course of married love
when "the thrill goes out of the handclasp and the kiss at times, and it is then
that husband and wife may be susceptible
to other magnetic personalities.” The reason for this condition of affairs is often the
fault of the husband, but how often is it
not due to the wife’s nervousness and irritability due to some trouble with the organs peculiarly feminine—the wife under
such circumstances feels languid aud spiritless—she suffers perhaps from headache
and sleeplessness.
Backed up by over a third of a century
of remarkable and uniform cures, a record
such as no other remedy for the diseases
and weaknesses peculiar to women ever
attained, the proprietors of Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription now feel fully warranted in offering to pay $500 in legal
money of the United States, for any case
of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness, Prolapof Womb, which they cansus. or
Falling
not cure.
All they ask is a fair and reasonable trial of their means of cure.
A great deal of sickness may be saved by
keeping on hand a copy of Dr. Pierce’s
thousand-page illustrated book, "The Common Sense Medical Adviser.’’
Sent free,
paper-bound, for twenty-one one-cent
to
cost
of
pay
stamps,
mailing only; or clothbound for tnirty one stamps.
Address,
World’s Dispensary Medical Association.
Main
N.
Y.
Street, Buffalo^
663
Constipation and a bilious attack go hand,
in-hand. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are
a sure and speedy cure for both.
Tiny,
"
sugar-coated granules. One little Pellet
is a gentle laxative and two a mild cathartic.
They never gripe. Nothing else »
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commenced last

is unprecedented; the wherefore, one of
fashion’s mysteries or rather caprices.
At best, a stiff and ungraceful
design,
it is now almost without a rival. Merchants anticipate immense sales of
silks, both of plain or fancy varieties.
In the latter, small designs predominate.
Oriental figures, however, are au exception. From the invisible check to that
of the half-inch proportion, they invade

expensive silks, often diversified
by dots, oftentimes of several sizes.
even

COTTONS

this

offer unusual attractions,
particularly organdies and Swiss muslins. Nature’s resources in respect to
their ornamentation seems to have been
season

exhausted, so extended is the variety.
Some organdies show satin-finished
stripes forming an apparent latticework, over which climb delicate vines

extremely

>: its oozy marshes
exuberant vegetation

the

intervening stretch of and flowers of many different hues. On
dirty, yellow, vile smelling river. The the other hand the colors of mammoth
reptiles; city extends
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:u> are—fortunately for
these plantations, we are told, are own-1
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:n tlie country, whether
dent managers; and on some of them
very full skirt with a broad bias band
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everybody knows, this district' form a ruffle, and
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is one of the greatest sugar producing Below
the waist are five rows of shirrinds, near the mouths districts in the world.
ing, which do not extend across the
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Corentyu is one parapet and strong, sloping walls of
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1 eane fields, a large
massive masonry and a dozen formid-1
high water mark, ex- able guns, guards the northern end of vest, with a wide fold on both sides,
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their own may
hide less absurd. It
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rimson velvet cloak in
queen to walk upon.
s
death he came to

1

other town of consequence in British j
Guiana, about sixty miles away. From ;
the railway station to the extreme I
southern end of the city, the river
banks are lined with wharves, covered
with great warehouses of wood and,
alvanized iron. A surprising number !
of ships and small steamers are always !
loading and unloading at these wharves;
while the larger vessels, a score or more
of them, lie in a long row out in the \
middle of the river. Among the latter
1 noticed a great black ship, just arriv-!
ed from Calcutta, which fairly swarmed
with Hindoo coolies, having severai
hundred of them on board.
Fannie B. Waud.
CABTORTA.
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green velvet ribbon bow on the cuff
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THE ETON AND SMALL BLOUSE

appear in combination

suits,
or separate—both seem indispensable.
Basques make quite a showing on
broadcloth suits, finished with a postilre
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ion back. Sleeves of cloth suits are of
medium size, not unfrequentlv presenting the appearance of a double sleevethe upper one quite open, and ending
at the elbow, the lower one a full puff
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INTERESTS BLAMED.

Thought Responsible for Effort to Abolish
a

‘‘The Golden

Maine Court.

H.-iiingfor
White Lake,” whose
tradition said, were

j
i

The bill to abolish the superior court of
Kennebec county offered in the legislature
has occasioned considerable discussion.
■lust what actuated the framer of the bill
Hist from head to foot. is
hard to learn, but it is thought to have
1 ndians—as one might, been planned by some who feel that Judge
llall has been too severe with liquor sellers.
airily dressed in some- Judge Hall has given about 40 liquor jail
1 near enough like gold sentences the past year, and has greatly
in the traftie.
to the story, it being worried some engaged
The bill provides also that all actions
i:
of certain tribes for pending in the superior court shall be transcourt
to besmear themselves ferred to the docket of the supreme
for the county, and that the supreme court
c
with turtle fat, and shall hold three terms here instead of two.
maker of the bill evidently did not
spangles of glittering The
take into consideration the present court
'laid no golden city— schedule, as during the times set for the
miserable little Spanish court here the judges are in other counties
court.
proceeded to destroy for holding
There are only two superior courts in
md in so doing wrought Maine, in Cumberland and Kennebec
of $2500,
a
11 is son, who accompanied counties. Judge Hall gets salary
with $200 additional for travel.
m the engagement, and
There is more court business in Kennebec
else in Maine, and
ter returned to England, county than anywhere
the superior court was established to take
nd broken hearted man, care of some of the litigation.—Boston
"1 him executed to avoid Globe.

|
i

!

i
j

FREIGHT
A Broken

BURKHA1

Flange Piles op Train No. 88.

This very attractive house dressj
taken trom The Delineator, consists of
waist and skirt of darl:-blue, figured
Beautiful eyes and handsome face a: e Liberty satin, the skirt-yoke, cuffs and
eloquent commendations. Bright eyes are revers of Ducliesse lace, and the
windows to a woman’s heart. Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea makes bright eyes. 36 chemisette of embroidered chiffon. The
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
four-gored skirt is in round, short

A FEW OF THE MANY

Ayers

Burnham, Me., Feb. 9. Train Xc
28, east bound, was wrecked about ;
mile and one-half east of this plac
shortly after 11 o’clock this forenoon
by the breaking of the flange on tin

wheel of a flat car which was loade*
with cord wood.
Eight cars wen
thrown from the track and more or lesi i
damaged, but no one was hurt. Wreck

|

Take cold easily? Throat
tender? Lungs weak?
Any
relatives have consumption?
Then a cough means a great

furore for
spring,
but was then comparatively
insignifi- ing trains were summoned from Wa
cant. Every variety claims attention.
tervill and Bangor and worked unti
Plain mohair, trimmed with
fancy or 3.30 before they were able to get th<
plain soutache braid, will make service- track clear. The train was a heavy on<
and was running at a good rate of speed
able dresses for ordinary use; the
high- when the car suddenly left the rails and
est grades, however, are in blue and
pulled the others with it. These eighf
green checks of different sizes, hair- bumped along the ties and quickly
line or larger stripes, and the two-tone broke apart from the train which was
in front and two or three cars which j
effects. Black and white checks also
followed it. The rear part stopped and
come in mohair weave, a
style hereto- when the engineer stopped the front i
fore monopolized by the shepherd end the cars which were going along
check, which is also in great demand. the ties bumped into that part causing
them to pile up.
SUCH A RAGE FOE CHECKS

\

v

YORKFASIRONS.

Spring Dress Fabrics, Checks, Silks
Organdies, Swiss Muslins, Styles in Mat
ing, Millinery.
rCorrespondence of The Journal. J

and french COL-

SH DUTCH

T*1"1' MR
#S
pOKADO-

__

WRECK HEAR

[gARGAINsT

!

-A T-

Cherry

F. H. Black & Co’s.

Pectoral

deal to you. Follow your
doctor’s advice and take
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. It
heals, strengthens, prevents.
depended on Ayer's
rw'rl *?»I ectoral
«f*r8i I,have
for coughs and colds
Cherry
I

know

It

Sl.ro ALL

Kieatly strengthens

weak limits."
The wreck was on an embankment
mbs. p. a. Robinson,
Saline, Mich.
but none of the cars rolled off although
25<\, 50c *1.00.
j. C. ArlR CO.,
All nrin-.tl.u
one was practically on the edge.
The
mmmimmmimtmmm for mmmmmSbSL
cars ran for 115 rods after they left the
rails and cut the heads from practically
all the spikes for the whole distance.
They also cut the packing of the joints
off as neatly as it could have possibly
been done by an experienced man. Ap tn© liver, and thus aid
recovery.
parently they did not follow each other I
in their run over the ties for there were
places where one car at least had been
almost across the track and the outside
wheel had hit the inside rail.
The cordwood with which two of the
cars was loaded was piled up in
every
direction the whole length of the run
and it will be a long and hard job to get
it all back again. Tbe other six cars
were box care but they too were loaded
with wood and although they were in a
badly damaged stare the wood did not
get out and so was not scattered in the
least.
The wrecking crew arrived shortly
after noon and immediately went to
work to clear up the wreck. It was a
slow job and not until 3.30 was train
Xo. 10 able to pass. In the meantime
trains Xos. 29 and 11 bad arrived from
the west and were waiting at the Burnham station.
The cars were replaced on the track
and hauled to Burnham station, where
they will be patched up enough to get
them to the repair shops at Waterville.
This will involve unloading the six box
cars and that in itself will be no small
M
undertaking as they are badly twisted
and jammed up and it is going to be a
long job to get the wood out of them.
rn

Weak Lungs

39c

10

19.
19c
19c

GLOVES,
GLOVES,
MITTENS,
HOSE: SUPPORTERS,
MEN’S NECKTIE,
OU IING FLANNEL,

39c
15c
10c
15c
19c

8c

10 CURLING UON,

Stomach!
Troubles
cured by

$1 75 SHIRT WAIST,
1.511 SHIRT WAIST,
1 3TSHIRT WAIST,
1.00 SHIRT WAIST,
.25 DRESS SHIELD,
.15 DRESS SHIELD,
.50 Sterling Silver Thimble,
.25 Sterling Silver Thimble,
DOMES 11C YARN,
SCOTCH YARN,
GERMAN IOWN,
SHETLAND FLOSS,

75c

50 WOOL HOSE,
.25 W OOL HOSE.
.25 FLEECED HOSE,

.25
.25
.25
.25

AypjsTiiisin^reasoThoTlcSwtyof

UNDERWEAR,

39c

.50

*

WOOL

5i) FLEECED U'DER*' EAR.
.25 FLEECE D l NDERWEAR,

8c

F. H. Black &
STREET,

I

Under all curable conditions

11

X

Z

OAI/AKU.O.

Mro.W.W. Loy-

Mr. D. Koubloof

Legislative Hearing
Augusta.

I

The officials of Waldo county were
the first to appear before the commit-

I

What Was Said at the
in

tee on

salaries, Thursday

NO GREATER
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

I

afternoon,

Feb. 9th, Senator Morse of Waldo called the witnesses the first to appear
being Tileston Wadlin, clerk of courts.
The
commission has
recommended
$1100 for the office, but Mr. Wadlin regarded it as too low and a material reduction from his present renumeration.
He said that he employs a clerk the entire year and asked that he might have
an allowance for clerk hire in addition
to the $1100 recommended.
He read
several letters showing the necessity
for clerk.
Mr. Wadlin thought he
j should be allowed $400 for clerk hire.
i C. P.
Hazeltine, register of probate,
! thought the commission
rather severe
in recommending $700 for the salary for
his position.
He stated that the business of the office has steadily increased
in recent years and that considerable
clerk hire is necessary. He thought he
! should have $1000 and $100 for clerk
hire. Asked if lie expected to have any
in collecting fees, he said that
1 difficulty
he always had had difficulty.
“The result will be,” said Mr. Hazeltine, “if
this bill becomes a law that we shall be
j
1 obliged to conduct our business on a G.
O. T). basis.
Hon. George E. Johnson, judge of
probate, said that, while his salary remains the same under the award of the
committee, he would sustain a loss
through loss of his fees.
Arthur I. Brown spoke for the regis! ter of deeds, who asks for a salary of
$1000 and $300 additional for clerk hire.
The committee has recommended $1000,
including clerk hire.
F. A. Cushman, chairman of the
board of county commissioners, said
that the salary of $350 each, as recommended by the commission, is satisfactory except that nothing is allowed for
the extra work of buying food for the
prisoners and for the extra duties that
will be imposed upon the commissioners
by railroad building in the county.
Sheriff Amos F. Carleton said lie was
newly-elected and that lie hardly knew
what he should receive. He had found
that the sheriff in past years has received from $1000 to $1800 annually.
He thought a flat salary of $1200 would
be little enough.
The commission
recommends $1000.
Senator Morse addressed the committee, supporting the requests made
by the various officials from his county.

Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY

Takes away all apparent
duces to dissatisfaction.
We make a special point on the character of
our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
workmanship and A material.

our

M

e

our

H. MOODY, DRUGGIST

C

•‘Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac

mean

do the best

10

we

can

by

125 Main St

E. ST E IT A .S'.

ASSETS I>E<\

j

CO., Ltd.,

over

■

LIABILITIES
Net

Injuries,

DEC.

BELFAST

Wiring of All Kinds.

Office

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

»ITHEH

12,769.24

Cl.

31, 1904.

Unpaid Losses..$

121,913.00

Unearned Premiums. 1,047,130 24
Liabilities
52,622.38
862,281.28
Surplus over all Liabilities.
All other

Ouinsy, Epizootic.

..

Total Liabilities and Surplus. $2,083,946.90
J. H. KM EELAX1), Agent.
Searsport, Maine.—3W6

"^SW0RM8’Bo‘a-Gru,i»Inflamed

JOBbKKS

NO. 7586.

P. F.fCOLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,
CURES) Diarrhea, Dysentery.

)
Treasury Department.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency !
6.6. Prevents MI8CARRIAGE.
)
I).
31,1905.
C., January
Washington,
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
KlItVEY <b BLADDER DISORDERS.
til tile undersigned it lias been made to appeaj
that “Tile t itv National Hank of Belfast''in the
1.1. ) SKIY DISEASES. Mange. Emotion.,
cures) Uleers, Grease, Farcy.
city of Belfast.' in tire county of Waldo and state or
Maine, has complied with all the provisions of
J. K. ) BAD CONDITION. Staring Coat.
tile statutes of the United States required to be
cures ) Indigestion. Stomach Staggers.
sliali be aucomplied witii before an association
thorized to commence the business of banking,
00c. each ; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, Ac., $7. j
Now, Therefore, I, William B. Kidgely,
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
hereby certify
Comptroller of the Currency, do Belfast
in tile
that “The City National Bank of
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
and State
of
Waldo
in
the
of
Belfast,
county
city
Streets, New York.
business
the
of Maine, is authorized to commence
of banking, as provided in section tifty-one liiinBOOR MAILED
dren and sixty-nine of the revised statutes of ttie
FUNI> INS. CO. of Sai Fran- United States.
cisco, California. Incorporated in 1863. Coin- ; In Testimony Whereof, witness my baud
menced business in 1663. Wm ,J. Dutton, Pres, anil seal of office this thirty-first day of January,
Louis " cinmann, Sec. Capital paid up in cash, 1905.
WILLIAM B. KIDGELY,
$1,000,000 00.
t omptroller of the Currency.
rodt>
ASSETS, DF.CFMHKH 31, 1904.

Groceries.
*

FREE._

FIREMAN’S

OK

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

!

j

j

connection.

Location permanent.

Assets.$2,083,946.90

IMPORTERS OF

Dealers in the finest

j

j
; Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered.$ 502,750 00 Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
i Loans on bond and mortgage (first
‘-13.400 00
of Springfield, Mass.
-liens)
I Stocks and bonds owned by the coinASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
4.098,877 50
pant, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals..
428,250 00 Real estate.S 421,000 00
!
Cash in the company’s principal ofloans.
548,424 00
456,597 73 Mortgage loans
fices ami in banks.
16,100 00
Collateral
Ptemiums in due course of collection,
ami bonds. 4.370,8751*0
Stocks
I Fire and Marine. 806/225 33 Cash in office and bank. 470,491 74
20,339 26
All other asse ..
573,331 88
^ Agents’ balances.
I
46,675 54
1nterests and rents.
1
assets..$6,526,439 82

SALT.

*

quality of

Anthracite and

^

Blacksmith
ORDERS PROMPTLY

■

O 2L1

FI LI ED

--••

The Potato

Situation.

There does not seem to be much encouragement to fanners who are holding potatoes to expect much improvement in the
market.
Advances from the New York
markets are to the effect that Maine potatoes continue to arrive frozen, or that the
bulk o{ them show frost. The percentage
of good clean, dry stock is so small that
dealers do not pay much attention to Maine
receipts. The reports from Michigan say
that they have had plenty of snow in that
State. That will interfere with potato movements, and there may be lighter receipts,
which would help matters in the east.
There is also a report that in some portions
of Michigan potatoes are rotting. The Boston potato market is unusually dull, and
there is very little demand lor the excessive supply. The quality of potatoes arriving is satisfactory, for there is little rot and
with the exception of a frosted car now and
then there is Tittle complaint from buyers.

Gross

1

tho admitted assets
I
of the company at their market
value. $6,526,439 82
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 19W.
! Net amount |of unpaid losses and
claims.
$ 292,755 27
j
Amount required to safely re-insure
risks.
all
2,875,713 34
1
outstanding
All other demands against the com124,057 63
pany, viz: commissions, etc.
A

rtf all

I

I

Gross

assets. $6,446,898 16

Admitted assets.$6,446,898 16
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
.$ 241,31 o 94
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 2,630,60104
; Cash capital. 2,000,000 ou
Surplus over all liabilities. 1.574,986 ia
...

....

..

■

^
i,,tJ

FOR SALE

^F

Telephone

383,43*1.22

....

L^a

over Poor & Son’s
drug store,
Johnson Block. 97 High street.

$1,438.437 14

items not admitted.

Admitted

Congestion.,
Tnflanima.
Fever, Milk Fever.

I _y

free.

1

31, 1904.

Stocks and Bonds.
in Office and Hank.

Deduct

"|

specialty.
Eyes examined

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.

Very truly,

LONDON. ENGLAND.

without loss of time.

E. E. ICOrCHR, Colds, Influenza,
cures) Lungs, Pleuro-Pneuiuonia.

work a

Office

Electric

the demolished
Fancy that basque and
There
on the gallows!
$6,446,898 16
Total liabilities and surplus.
•i found in the country—
Desirable risk written at current rates.
Capital actually paid up in cash. 1,0<V',000 00
FRED ATM OOD, Agent, Winterport, Maine.
<t was once Venezuelan
round and instep length.
Sui plus beyonu capital.
2,233,911 58
3W5*
the upper waters of the
JANUARY A HARD MONTH.
this is TO BE
Aggregate amount of liabilities, in1 in the neighborhood of
cluding net surplus.$6,526,439 82
call “a flower season,’’
Everybody realizes that the month of what milliners
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
—Presque Isle Star-Herald.
French possession; but
'TRADERS & MECHANICS INS. CO ,
I January was a severe one, both in re- and if supremacy can as yet be accord"
one’s
for
MASS.
LOWELL,
risking
pay
spect to cold weather, and in the great ed to any one flower, it is the rose.
A Picture and Frame Free.
STEAMER PKMAQUID
y climate, although the 'amount of snowfall. Just how much
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.
flower
is used for toques or
small
Every
be
the
thermomewill
given awaj Real Estate. S 14,250.00
A picture and frame
said to have doubled I snow fell and just how
IN SERVICE ON
in
with
Globe
nex
Boston
of
the
month
is
conjunction
with
the
turbans,
always
ter acted during
every copy
perhaps
79,072.60
Moitgage Loans.
ir since 1*90.
I a mere matter of guessing to many. foliage, as crowns or intermixtures on Sunday and each succeeding Sunday unti 1 Collateral Loans. 15,086.00
is
the
first
tinu
535
252.50
This
Stocks and Bonds.
the series is complete.
11th lies in her fertile soil The Mail readers will be interested in
AND RIVER
9,751.09 PENOBSCOT BAY
brims. Shapes are sufficiently varied any newspaper ever gave a frame with
Cash in Office and Bank.
21,423 00
■•(•abilities in the line of the figures for the month which were to suit all tastes. The large hat with picture, thus making the whole completi Agent’s Balances....
t
3,575.99
Interest and Rents.
Daily, Sundays excepted and weather
furnished by Mr. J. E. Dean of
and ready to be hung on the wall. Ever;
o.
England, as usual, kindly
permitting, as follows:
the Hollingsworth & Whitney Com- its aggressive brim is by no means ex- one will wish to have a complete eollectioi
Admitted Assets
.$678,421.18
s|,are, hers being the pany, who keeps the daily weather recpictures |
Leave Buck sport, 7.50 a. m., or after arrival of
tinct. Three cornered hats in two or of the Sunday Globe’sforframed
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
a boy’s or girl’:
are just the thing
train leaving Bangor at 6.50 a. m.
They
hugest colony, compris- ord at the company’s mills.
$ 1.611.55
Net Unpaid Losses.
sizes are very jaunty, trimmed room, a den, a club, a camp or a playhouse
three
I.eave Castine, *9.05 a. m.
it™.,.,i
The total amount of snow that fell
307,872.85
iiasin of the Essequibc
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of
The demand for such a uselul and attractivi
ribbon.
5,346.46 train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. m.
the month was 24 12 inches. with flowers, moss, leaves and
during
the
Thi
exceed
to
supply.
he basin of the Denerars
novelty is likely
Surplus over al! liabilities.. 368,590.32
Leave Camden, 11.35 a m.
The greatest amount to fall at one Small, or rather large, toques and tur- first of the series will be a leproduction ii
Arrive Rockland, T12.20 p. m.
ers and the left bank ol
storm was 8 inches, which was the bans include several variations from
Total liabilities and surplus.$678,421.18
colors of Stuart’s famous painting of Georgi >
Leave Rockland, 1.00 p. in.
No one can be certain of get
Leave C amden, 1.45 p. m
)
ft is by far the most storm of January 22. The temperature
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Belfast,
Washington.
turnTheDirectoire,
the
unless
he
order
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. m., connection being made
shape.
original
collection
gents.
3\v6
the
for
month
fluctuated
ting
the
complete
considerably.
of all the divisions, com
_A
at Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. m.
from his newsdealer in advance the Bostoi
There were 15 days when the thermom- ed up at one side, is always dashing;
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
for
all
and
the
Sun
‘-’ic ulturally and socially
for next Sunday
Arrive Bucksport, 5.45 p. m., connecting with
eter ran as low as zero and from that to the sailor with its large crown is a Globe
s
1 rout
days of this series of famous pictures an i
train leaving at 6.10 p. m. for Bangor, Portland
of
a popu
300
miles
below.
The
warmest
30
long,
day
degrees
£4 1
and Boston.
favorite with the young, and small; pretty-frames.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
"hi, and an enormous ex the month was the 2d, when the ther- black
The Cleaves House, Stockton Springs, Me.
lun
spangled net turbans, are especial,
stood
above mimimum, and
mometer
32
house has 26 rooms and is nicely located, 1.25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
This
Hie great product is sugai
a well known Nev
Lewis
in
and
Herzoe,
the
no
of
tTrain leaves Rocklai d at 1.40 p. m. for Bath,
those
centre
village
longer young.
right
right in the
36 above maximum temperature. The ly designed for
York artist, has purchased CTabtre 3 sight of the terminus of the Northern Maine K. Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
ugh of it to supply all oi coldest day wras the 24th, the mercury
Verona Clarke.
and
stable
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
new
a
nice
carriage
has
also
of
R
It
Nort
point of Isaac Leadbetter
lin,iiih the other products an going to 30 degrees below zero. The
GEO. r. EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
40x80, 20 stalls and 3 box t tails.
hundred and twenty-flv a0 house. Stable
One
Haven.
connected
all
Dec. 1,1904.-tf46
11
two
stories,
Portland,
house
40x40,
the
carriage
i‘os.
OASTORXA.
timber, cocoanuts am 1 15th was also a cold day, when
acres of land are included in the tram -! and very nicely arranged. This house has all
ggj
below,
thermometer went to 29 degrees
it being
a summer hotel;
of
The
Kind
You
Have
the
the
at
entrance
f
BhM
o
is
advantages
Always
L'"'11' r:inking in value in the ordei —Waterville Mail.
a_^
fer. This point
I
on the coast, boating, Ashing and beautiful
North Haven Thoroughfare and con 7 | right
drives. It is within a few miles’ dnve of ProsPenobsco
«
the
of
jfhj
view
entire
mands a
pect, Frankfort. Sandypoint, Fort Point, Searsa pretty girl in an Alpine hat,
k
and Belfast. Has a Ane view of Northport,
Hcorgetown—or Demer There’s
bay. It is the first point after leavin l1 j port
A sweeter girl with a sailor brim,
Belfast Bay and surrounding islands. This is a
50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, feed pumps. BerL4':i written on some maps—oc But the handsomest girl you’ll ever see,
I)r. A. B. Chapin
the mainland on the route east to Ha : i good opening for a smart, wide awake couple, as
Heater and complete engine room equip"
Is the sensible girl who uses Rocky Monc
“ant bank of the Demeran
Harbor. Mr. Herzog intends to erec » J1 ft is the only hotel in town. Write or applv to F. ryman
of Aurora, X. C., says: “Our baby, thre<
ment. Also other bargains in new and secondlft
Estate
r
8. Holmes. Belfast. Me.. Real
Agent.
tain Tea.
!, 'v
was badly chafed.
Comfori
on this sightly and beautiful spot a fin
wood working and iron-working machinery.
hand
nioutbs
old,
miles above its mouth
R. H. Moody.
We an also headquaiters for ship’s pumps, capPowder cured it at once. It also cured t
summer home of the old colonial sty]
"'w
stans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castneighbor’s child of a very bad case of ecze
^ e I? m e obliged to remain out
modeled after some of the stately res
ings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
thi 1 ma on face, head and body.”
virtues
of
balsamic
the
All
ii
There
It
is
healing
'"ar, which at high tide has
expecte
in Thomaston.
Li
dences
figure
your requirements.
1
pine are concentrated in Dr. Wood’i nothing equals Comfort Powder for th( 1 that the house will be completed an
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
hftcen feet of water, and a littl > Norway
Norway Pine Syrup. Nature’s own reined; nursery and for all sain soreness. All drug
Newburyport, Mass.
J
Iyr3
about
une
15.
for occupancy
ready
for coughs and colds.
e,‘der comes out to
t!7
it.
sell
gists
convey pas
siii

Prescription

j

HUMPHREYS’

C. C.) SORE THROAT.
ciures ) Distemper.

Co.,

Specialist.

Veterinary Specifics cure diseases Cash
273.782.33 |
Agents’ Balances.
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
1,066.45 j
All other Assets.
Poultry by acting directly on the sics pabts I Gross Assets.$2,096,716.14

I

Nowhere will you

47

positively
patrons.

THE PALATINE INSURANCE

and 200 Year Calendar.”

cures )

.09

earnestly invite inspection of goods and

We

SPRAINS, LamencNN,
Rheumatism.

09
.09

place,

prices.

B. B.)

.07

.25

Eye=Sight

THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at

A. A.) FEVERS.
cures) tious, Lung

.20

Gas&Electric Light Co.

CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOODS
saving and alwavs con-

R

.12

.42

J.Franklin Harris,

^DYSPEPSIA CURE

WU

.75

.19

HFF.l Aai v r’VT,'

Kodol

TWlbUU

1.25
I 10

SAXONY,

EST’Compare these prices with tliose quoted elsewhere.
find any better bargains.

HIGH

$1.^7

3, 35, 37 Front 5t.,

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 4-!».

One Hundred Mm
WANTED!
want One
Between

now and sept

i. i9or>,

we

Hunched Teachers, for schools in
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont., (haded,
grammar and high school
primary,
ungraded,
work. We have placed, and been instrumental

in placing, hundreds ot teachers. Send a stamp
and learn what we have none for others, and
what we can do for you
Cnriespondem e solicited with school hoards ami superintendents.

EASTERN MAINE TEACHERS’AGENCY,
J. w.

HAMLIN, Manager,

90 Main St..

5\v4

Bangor. Me.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Stephen ,J. </ t'tin of Thorndike, Waldo countv. State of viaiuc. ami Sural; 11. Collin,
wife of said Stephen Coffin, by then Mortgage
deed dated April 13, A. I>. 1889, and recorded m
the Waldo county Registry of Deeds, in book 222.
Page 52, conveyed to me the undersigned a certain piece of land situated in Thorndike, county
of Waldo aforesaid, hounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning on the W est line »f lot
number 55 and 77^ rods south irom the northwest corner of said lot >'o. 55: thence southerly on the west line of said lot No. '<"> to land formerly owned by Joseph c. w ing; thence easterly
on the Wing north line to the east line of lots;
on said east line to the center
thence
of lot No. 55; thence westerly on said division
line to the place of beginning and containing one
bundled and fifteen acres, more or less, icserving
an easement for land in public roads, meaning to
convey all the land that was conveyed to Enoch
S. Coffin and William H Coffin by Isaac Coffin
and Joseph S. Coffin by their deeds dated April
7 A. D 1868 and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds in Book 147, Pages 51 and 52 and conveyed
by Enoch and W illiam H. Collin to me the above
named Stephen .J. Coffin, in their deed dated July
5, A. D. 1874 and recorded in Waldo county Registry, Vol. 169, Page lio, wnich deed and records
is made a part of this deed for description of the
premises, and whereas, the conditions of said
reason
^mortgage a» e broken, now, therefore, byI claim
a
of the breach of the conditions thereo
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Thorndike this 6th day of February,
A. D. 1905.
O. J. FAR" ELL.
3W6

northerly

~

FOR RENT.

■

] The northerly half of the Ham-C'ondon house,
situated at. the junction of High and Church
streets on Northport avenue. For terms apply
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

Beffasi .September 13, 1904.—37tf
’•

•*-
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On motion by Mr. Sliaw of SagadaTHE NEWS OP BROOKS.
it was ordered: The House concurof
committee
that a joint select
Mrs. Josephine Fogg is at home from Belthree on ttie part of the Senate, with fast for a visit.

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 16, 1905.
Published Every Thursday Morning by

WONDERFUL CURE
OF SORE HANDS

hoc,
ring

such as the House may join, be appointed to consider the matter of advertising Legislative hearings, and to report

tli

Earle I>. Bessey of Lewiston is
few days vacation in Brooks.

spending a

Mrs. Winchester, wifeof our market man,
by bill 01 otherwise.—Senate proceedhas been iu poor health for several weeks.
ings Feb. 10th.
Frank Sutherland of Hudson, N. Y., was
It is quite time something was done
the
of Mabel Rose over Sunday, leavDaily papers are ing guest
HARMS A. FILES HI 1»Y, { Busines^MAuagef in this direction.
Monday for the West.
of
local
notices
of
given,
hearings purely
Mrs. Ira W. Bowden recently received a
Si r.>< mei ms Ti l:ms In advance. §2.00 a year; interest to sections of the State they do
box of oranges picked bv her husband jn
§1.00 fnr six nn n Mils: fill cents lor three months. not
reach, while the local newspapers Florida, where he is spending the winter.
Aiivfutisim: Tkii.ms: For one square, one inch
A very pleasant social was held at the
length m column, 00 cents for one week and are ignored. This is not right or busi25 coins for each subsequent insertion.
ness-like. Hearings of interest to Wal- church parlors last Wednesday evening.
Intellectual games and sociability prevaildo county only have been advertised in ed.
Cocoa and cake were served, and
Dyspepsia Cure is the name of a daily papers in Portland and elsewhere, everybody enjoyed the evening. Others are
to follow.
AVaterville trotter; but don’t blame tire and no notice
given in the only newshorse. He couldn't help it.
,Mrs. John W. Lang is visiting friends in
! paper published in Waldo county. It Brooks.
Her two sons who were born here
is a clear case of graft and it is time it have both graduated from college, and the
resubmission
The mistake in the
eldest, uow married, is living on the Lang
movement this year was in putting the was looked into.
homestead in Howdoinham, where the fam-

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

it.—Lewiston Sun.
The movement itself was a mistake.

Democratic tag

on

The attempt to make it appear that
of the ltockiand and
Kockport lime workers is little, if any,
better than that of the convicts in Siberia has ended in failure as might
have been expected. W. C. Snowdeal
and L. C. Greenlaw of Rockport;
Henry Miller, Samuel S. Robinson aud
F. II. Cables of Rockland, all of whom
are employed in the lime kilns, appeared before the committee on labor at
Augusta Feb. 9th and said that the
conditions among ttie men employed
were much better now than when they
first went to work there 20 to 40 years
ago. All of them own their homes and

I the condition

The Bulletin says that there are now
indications that sixty new houses will
be built in Madison during the coming
|
summer. 'That is iifty-nine more than
we hear talked of in Belfast.
The annual

the United States from

of starch

ip
white potatoes !

production

The
is about thirty million pounds.
product from the single county of
Aroostook, Me., is about one-third of
tiie total.

]"he attempt to punish Judge Hall
for enforcing the piohihitory law by
uboiishiug tiie Superior Court of Ken- they range in value from .$1,000 to $2,nebec county has been abandoned. 500.
Now, how about judges who do not enThe Brunswick Record says of the
force the law?
Sturgis bill: ‘There have been cases
1 "ue Bangor Daily News calls for “a in which county attorneys neglected to
real hero” in the person of “an ollice- prosecute clear violations of the liquor
ilder in the State who will confess in law after the offenders were properly
before the court. There also
V .llic that lie is receiving all the pay brought
have
been
cases in which judges have
all
don’t
he earns." Now. please
speak
winked at settlements made by county
u once!
attorneys when they knew that jail
of tin- proposed amendment to the sentences were merited. Even juries
Australian ballot with a view to mak- have sometimes returned verdicts of
ng the ballot “really secret” the Bridg- not guilty when tiie evidence was clearThe solemn fact ly against the respondents. All these
iin News well says;
s that the system now in vogue accomtilings show what a big problem the
dishes nothing in the direction of "re- proposed commission has to face. But,
am
as to the ballot.
supposing tiie commission is given unlimited authority, who is going to comThe daily papers are not very cheerful
the commissioners to do their duty?
pei
cading now-a-days. In a recent issue The Governor?
Then, why does the
we are told of a blizzard in Nebraska,
Governor need a commission? If the
d trains stalled in snow in northern
Governor really desires to enforce the
New York, of trains twelve hours late
law, let him be given whatever aduto Chicago, of a fast train ditched,
ditional authority he wants, and let
and of an earthquake in Texas.
him be directly responsible for the ex
ereise of that authority.”
Iloeh has confessed to having married
thirteen of the thirty-nine women who
One of the most important bills beclaim him as husband, but denies having fore the Maine legislature is that propoisoned any of them. He quite natural- posed by Hon. Albert A. Burleigh of
ly lost nerve when confronted by several Houlton, entitled “An act to empower
of his victims. Iloeh should have join- the county of Aroostook to purchase
ed the Mormons and got elected to the and acquire title to lands
to

’’nited States Senate.
The Senate and House in joint

con-

vention Feb. sth canvassed the electoral
vote

and formally declared Roosevelt

and Fairbanks elected as President and
Vice President

by

a

vote of 330 to 140

for Parker and Davis.

Maryland gave
vote for Roosevelt and Fairbanks
and seven ror Parker and Davis. There
one

more unbroken tracks of wilderness to
reclaim and add to the productive acres
marked demonstration by the Reunder high cultivation and
already
publicans when Missouri's 10 votes were
yielding their abundant harvests. There
ast for Roosevelt and Fairbanks.
are in the county upwards of 2,000,000
iViiiie steam vessels of all kinds are acres—a
territory lacking but a few
growing in size and gaining in speed, square miles of being equal in size to
there are some sailing vessels that are the whole State of Massachusetts. As
making remarkable records, despite the yet but a narrow strip along the eastern
disappearance from tire ocean of the border has been settled. The major
old-time American clipper ships. Nota- portion is still in its wild
state, but
ble among them are the five-masted open it up, or at least a
portion, let the
Clip Preussen and the five-masted bark door of immigration swing inward but
Potosi, owned in Hamburg, Germany. ever so little, and in the space of a few
The Preussen has made a record of 17 brief
years the now almost unknown
Knots an hour, while the Potosi has i«.r» lands would
be as inviting, productive
-mots an hour to her credit.
Last year and
prosperous as the older townships.
the Potosi. made the voyage from IquiThe wild lands suitable for settlement
que to the Lizard, a distance of about are now in the hands of a
comparativeH.ooo sea miles, in the remarkably short
small number of individual owners

li v

irui

ly

days.
ui

*1

nun,

turn

it uooui

o

home troubles ini mediately following,
tended to lessen interest in the war in

who it is understood are loath to part
with their possessions to those seeking

farming lands.
v««v,

In the bill
‘V

ia

now

j/ivjfuoru

IV/

before

ICUJCU)1

Briefly stated, the plan is to emcounty commissioners to issue the county’s bonds for an amount
willing
not exceeding one per cent, of the
indicated that a big battle was impendvaluation for tbe purpose of
county’s
in
a
A
Russian
journalist,
pessiing.
whole township or
mistic review of the first year of the purchasing any
which they may deem adwar. attributes the responsibility for townships
Russian disasters firstly to Foreign visable and open them up for settleMinister Eamsdoiff, former Viceroy ment, causing to be made accurate
Alexieff and Raton Rosen, late Rus- maps on which shall be laid down all
sian Minister to Japan, whom lie ac- streams, ponds, lakes, falls, mill-sites
.'uses of drawing Russia into a terrible and roads, etc., the deeds of tbe land to
w ar by complete ignorance of the true run to the inhabitants of the county.
There have since been many
of peace, but neither side seems
to yield and the latest reports

ttie East,
tumors

state of affairs in the far East.

tliis.

power the

These lands

are

to be sold to settlers at

Somebody writes to the editor of the
Bangor Commercial asking if bubbles
on champagne do not indicate the “dryness” of Clie wine, as alkalinity shows
the “softness” of water. And the editor
of the Commercial answers promptly in
the affirmative. Truly, the editor of a
newspaper, especially of a Bangor newspaper, is expected to know everything.
—Biddeford Journal.
It is with diffidence that we question
a Bangor authority on such a subject;
hut reading has taught us that “dry” is
a term applied to wine to distinguish it
from the sweeter brands, and that bubbles are common to all brands of champagne when first opened. You know
Bacon says, “Reading maketh a full
anan.”

"

Mrs. Ezra Hanson, or Kate Leathers as
knew her in Brooks, has been very ill at
home of her daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Perkins, in Massachusetts, where she has
undergone a severe surgical operation. Her
son, Fred Smart, who was born in this
village, but who now lives in Massachusetts,
lost one of his hands recently, it being cut
off in a mill.
we

:
1

In spite of the severe storm and bad
travelling there was a good attendance at
the Good Templar lodge last Saturday
evening. An interesting play was presented by Belle Boody, Josie Brown, Marie
Y'ork and Louise Grady, and a series of six

tableaux with several characters and appropriate costumes were shown under the
direction of Miss May Huxford with M. J.
Dow as reader.

quite the thing around

place

there

li^'oinei
ljy Specialist*.

Six Month’* Treatment

In the treatment of deafness which is
often a result of catarrh llyomei acts almost immediately upon the inflamed membrane and the hearing begins to return at
once.
A few days treatment will bring
relief, and in three or four weeks, according to the severity of the case, a cure will
be accomplished.
Miss Meeks of Mattewan, N. Y., says:
“Hyomei is truly wonderful. I have used
it but a short time and see a great change
in my condition. My hearing is improving
rapidly, and I had no idea I would improve
so rapidly in so short a time.
My breath
which was so offensive to myself and
others has lost its bad odor entirely.
I
have spent a great deal of money with
catarrh specialists and can truly say that
six months of their treatment is not equal
to one month of Hyomei.”
R. H. Moody is selling Hyomei upOn the
unusual plan of agreeing to return the
money if the medicine does not cure.
A complete outfit costs only $1 00 and
consists of an inhaler that can be carried in
the vest pocket, a medicine dropper and a
bottle of Hyomei. The inhaler will last a
lifetime and there is enough Hyomei for
several weeks’treatment. Additional bottles
of llyomei can be procured for 60 cents.
Compare this small expense with the fees
charged by specialists and then remember
that if Hyomei does not cure R. H. Moody
will return your money.

sore

cent’s worth of good. I was discouraged and heart-sore. I would feel so
bad mornings, to think I had to go to
work and stand the pain for ten hours,
X often feltlikegivingupmyposition.
Before I started to work I would
have to wrap every finger up separately, so as to try amt keep them
soft, and then wear gloves wer the
rags to keep the grease from getting
At night I would have
on my work.
to wear gloves ; iu fact, I had to wear
gloves all the time. But thanks to
Cuticura, that is all over now.

CURED FOR 50c.

>

is

then we have
makers right
professional
here at the village. John Stevens, who has
here
two
been
years, can make something
that cannot be beat in that line. Then Mr
Maiden, a new comer here, is at the business, which lie learned of the Penobscots.
If anyone wants a nice snow shoe Brooks is
the place to get it.

doctoring for three years,
and spending much money, a 50c.
box of Cuticura Ointment ended all
It’s been two years
my sufferings.
since I used any, and I dou’t know
what sore hands are now, and never
lost a day’s work while using Cuticura

-BEGINS TODAY,

Unusual Values! Genuine
AT 9

CENTS,
AT 19

our

expense.”

The following story tells how the risk is:
J. H. Asher & Co., hardware dealers,
Rhinebeck, X. Y., have sold Devoe from '76
to now; have sold thousands of gallons and
have had just one complaint in all this time.
Three sides of a house were perfect; the
fourth was as bad as the three were good.
Explanation—It rained the night before
the fourth side was painted; and the painters didn’t wait for the wood to dry.
What is done in such a ease? Whatever
the dealer, who sold the paint, considers it
fair to do. We leave it to him. He may
not do exactly what we should do if we
were there; but we are not there. The best
we can do is to leave it to him.

Yours truly

Rodolphus

CENTS,
AT 49 U

EVERY DEPARTMENT OFFERS VALUES THAT ASSURE YOU Ml
THAN YOUR HONEY’S WORTH.
---etaae-

A SWEEPING REDUCTION IN PRICES OF

CLANCY,

the* world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25v. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, ,-5c. I oiler Drug & Chew. L'urp.,
Boston. Sole Proprietors.
Send for •• The (ireat Skin Book.”

Ladies Suits,

Coats, Skirts,

Children’s Garments and Rain Coals,

-^$1.00 Kid Gloves for 69 Cents f
....OF...,

JAMES H. HOWES,

GOODS AT THE

Successor to

Burkett!

W.

George

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST.
MRS. HANNAH B.

■

FRENCH.

On SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 18th.

believed her time had come and also that
she was ready, and during her illness, until
she became practically unconscious, seemed
perfectly happy aud was often heard bumming sacred songs, recalling many of those
which were familiar to her in the days of
her youth.
Gifted of a kind heart anj| a sympathetic
nature, she was dearly beloved by a w ide
circle of neighbors and friends, llers was
the desire to first serve her God, and secondly, those about her was ever uppermost in
her thoughts and notwithstanding the fact
that w hen she took to her bed last w eek she
confidently informed the doctor that her
time was short she never intimated anything of the kind to her relatives, no doubt
wishing to spare them the mental anguish

5 doz Clothes Pins in Cartoons for 10c
3 Rolls of Toilet Paper for. 10c
Bread Boards. 15c
Pastry Boards.40c, 50c, 60c
Rolling Pins, creased and plain, for 10
Towel Rollers. 10c
Dish Mops.5c and 10c
Wooden Bowls.. 10c, loc, 20c and 30c
Clothes Sticks. 10c
Sleeve Ironing Board. 25c
Glass Wash Board, wood frame-39c
.10c and loc
rail
10c
Hand Made Wood Spoons.
Pastry Brushes. 5c
5c
Veg.
Scrubbing Brushes, 6c, 10, 16, 20, 25c
Candy Pails. 10c
Lunch Boxes. 10c
Whisk Brooms. 5c
..

as

long

as

SECRET

SOCIETIES.

The Maine Grand Lodge, Ancient Order
of United Workmen, will have its annual
session with Lewburn Lodge of Lewistou
Feb. 23.

Grand Secretary Russell G. Dyer of the
Grand Lodge of Maine, I. (i. 0. F., has sent
his report of the standing of the order
in this State at the close of 1904 from which
we quote as follows:
Our membership is now 22,080, which is a
net gain of 474 tor the year.
In the past
four years our net gain lias been respectively 203, 503, 523 and 474—a total of 1,732.
While not large it is healthful and steady.
If the same ratio of gain continues we will
soon reach the 25,000 mark.
The suspensions for non-payment of dues last year
were but 299— less
than 1 1-3 per cent,
which is a most gratifying showing. The
initiations for 1904 were 1,807 against 1,100
for 1903.
The deaths were larger, 330
against 274.
One of our popular secret societies met,
the other night, to confer the strenuous
Steenth degree on some aspiring novices,
and the candidates, for security and to make
sure that they did not get scared and fly the
track, were placed in a small room connected with the lodge apartments and locked in.
All preparations were made to give them
what was coming to them, and the Most
Puissant
High Mogul instructed the
Uglithumpuin to retire and introduce the
i candidates. He essayed to enter their
sanctuary but something had gone wrong
with the lock, and it could not be turned.
All the keys in the possession of the members were tried, and the amateur burglarious
talent of the lodge was exhausted in trying
to elfeet an entrance, but without success.
After half an hour of weary waiting and
working, it was finally decided to force open
the door, and this wasdone. The candidates
thought the imprisonment was a part of the
ceremony, and took it as a matter of course,
but the members of the degree team got
tired of wearing their tin armor and gorgeous royal robes before they got a chance
to murder the ritual.—Rockland Opinion.
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paint.

Sukeforth

___

To Cure

a

Cold in One

Day.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure.
I

Chains of all

I<

J

Wedding King
Engagement Kin
'*

j

99**4

!
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We do

Repair

+

+

Work

Watchwork

a

OPTICIANS
*****

No trouble to show q
a

Diamoiw.

COLD

TABLETS

Bu;

H. J. LOCKE
Belfast Nat Iona'
P 0 vqu

ANTISEPTIC
HEALING OIL,

ness.

W. H. RICHARDS,
45 Main Straat, BaHaat.

Jewelry,

STOP

Porter's

Her (laughter, Mrs. Buffington being the a hurt never hurts.
only relative present.
Mrs. Buffington made a desperate ef-

Tbe Belfast Deparinent Store

C'oo:
Sll'r fa

out

possible.

fort to reach the bedside of her mother.
She was driven 25 miles in the storm of
Tuesday night to make railroad connections
and after arriving in San Francisco Wednesday she failed to make the proper connections and did not arrive in Davisville until
10:20, Thursday, about 12 hours after her
mother had expired.—The Davisville Gazette, Davisville, Calif.
Mrs. French has two sisters and three
brothers living, Mrs. Frances French and
Mrs. Samuel French of Sandypoint, Capt.
N. li. Stowers of Sandypoint, Capt. J. P.
Stowers of Havana, Cuba, and J. C. Stowers
of West Palm Beach, Florida.

Watches,

The Masonic grand bodies of Maine will
hold their annual sessions for 1905 at Masonic Hall in Portland, as follows: Grand
Lodge, Tuesday, May 2, at 9 o’clock a. m.;
grand chapter, Tuesday, May 2, at 7 o’clock
p. m.; grand council, Wednesday, May 3, at
2 o’clock p. in.; grand commandery, Thursday, Maj. 4, at 2 o'clock p. ni.

Her daughter, Mrs. Buffington, arrived
the morning after her demise.
The remains were sent to Dixon Thurs- Discovered by a surgeon of the Louisday and the funeral services were held at
It
the home of deceased by Rev. G. 11. Mer- ville Railroad, Is a surgical dressing.
rill, at 10 o'clock Friday morning. She was
of
laid to rest beside the remains of her hus- subdues pain, prevents formation
band at Binghamton.
pus and hastens healing in a remarkA pathetic feature of the taking away of
“Mother” was the fact that her only son, B. able manner.
After once applying a
C. French and his wife, were unable to attaiui Mio fnnoiul hpnunao of tliair i-onant ill. burn
never burns, a cut never bleeds,

10c
«
«
i. 20c
House Brooms, a good one. 19c
“
Mops with long handle. 19c
«•
«
best. 35c
“
Deck
for hard wood floors.. 45c

of
South
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
Liberty visited his brother, Mr. Robert
last
of
Sukeforth
Washington,
Sunday.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
He was accompanied by his housekeeper,.
if PAZO
Mrs. Parsons, a smart, energetic lady who Piles. Ilruggists refund money
case, no matdries and sells enough apples to buy the OINTMENT fails to cure any
in
6
to 14 days,
dour for the winter; and if the price of ter of how long standing,
ease and rest.
50c.
For soreness of lnngs bathe freely with dried apples is not very high, she dries a j'irst application gives
it
send
50o. in
hasn't
If
druggist
of
your
Brown’s Instant Relief, taking it internally | larger quantity
apples.—Rocklaud Opinion.
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid.
at the same time.
Mr.

CENTS,
AT 39

F. W. Devoe & Co.

Mason & Hall sell our

CENTS,
AT 29

for..60c.

BELFAST, ME.,
Dear Sir: Some think we take a good
deal of risk in inviting complaints of Devoe
lead-and-zinc—we authorize our agent to
sell it under this guarantee:
“If you have any fault to find with this
paint, either now in putting it on, or hereafter in the wear, tell your dealer about it.
“We authorize him to do what is right at

Bargains!
"■"N

The old saying that troubles never come
singly, its devotees are wont to say has repeated itself once more.
Our townspeople, H. C. French and wife,
have both been confined to their home in
kinds of the above goods
this city for nearly or quite a month, both
• ■■ In I I
will be opened and all
The Union Grange was held at G. A. R.
suffering from something kindred to grip or
Hall last Thursday with a good attendance, are invited to sample same FREE of charge.
considering the weather and travelling. Uneeda Biscuit, BarnuinV Animals, Lemon pneumonia, and both have had a serious
time of it.
Hillside, Northern Star, Star of Progress
Snaps, Zu Zu, Oysterettes 'and Uneeda
During the time of their illness Mr.
and Harvest Home Granges were repreMilk Biscuit ’are 5c. each. On Saturday,
French’s mother came to their bedside and
sented.
The usual Grange dinner was
3 packages for.
remained with them. And while the burserved by the members of Harvest Home.
den of the nursing was not upon her—as a
The next one will be held with the Dixtrained
nurse was in attendance upon them
mont Grange in March. The program was Graham
Crackers, Saltine Biscuit, Animals, —her sweet motherly presence was a boone
as follows: Singing by the choir; address
Oatmeal Crackers,Sultana Fruit Biscuit, to the sick—invaluable.
On Thursday of
of welcome by Wm. C. Rowe; response by
Uneeda Junjer Biscuit, London Cream last week she was attacked with pneumonia
A. J. Webb; singing by the choir; reading
and
Dr.
Hates
immediately
diagnosed her
5
o'clock
Golden
Gate
BisBiscuit,
Tea,
by L. A. Bachelder; song by Della llobbs;
case as one that in all probability would
cornet solo, L. A. Bachelder; song, Mrs.
cuit, Social Tea, Ginger | Snaps, Soda
he
discovered
that she was
fatal
as
prove
Frances Merritt ; story, “Buzin’ a Feller,”
Crackers, lioyal Milk, Butter Thins, Va- afflicted with
fatty degeneration of the
by Samantha Allen ; discussion of the topic,
nilla Wafers and Breiumer's
Butter heart.
The pneumonia seemed to yield
“Do we want a starch factory in Brooks.”
Wafers are 10c. each. On Saturday, 3
rapidly to treatment. Sunday and particuThe general sentiment expressed was that
until the afternoon, she
for...
Monday,
packages
larly
we do want it.
seemed much better.
However, Monday
Basket Ball. The first game of basket
she was suddenly taken desperafternoon
ball in the Union Hall last Friday night Cheese Sandwich, Saratoga Chips and Mac- ately ill and the doctor saw' at once that the
aroon Jumbles for 15c.
On Saturday, 3
between the Brooks High school and the
heart could no longer perform its functions
Brooks Atheletic Club resulted in a victory
packages for.
and that the end was near aud she sank
for the latter by a score of 14 to 10. The
rapidly, expiring Wednesday evening.
score at the end of the first period was 7 to
Mrs. Hanna U. French was born at Sandy6 in favor of the B. A. C. The High school Nabisco, Ramona, Athena, Cocoanut Maca- point, Me., March 24, 1840. In 1807 she marroons, Fruitina and Champagne Wrafers ried
boys held their own throughout the game.
(apt. Jas. Alfred French, coming
are 35c. eachOn Saturday, 3 packages
Following is the summary:
to California in 18711 and settled at Binga. a. c.
hamton, Solano county, residing there until
b. ii. s.
181)0 when the family removed to Dixon,
E. B. Edwards, If.,
E. Webb, rf.
where she has since resided.
W. X. Colburn, rf.,
A. Ames, If.
The husband of the deceased preceded
X. E. Reynolds, c.,
Frank H. Lane, c.
her
about five years. She leaves a son and
II. M. Brown, lb.,
L. Cook, rb.
W. F. Emmons, rb.,
daughter—B. C. French of Davisville and
B. Gibbs, lb.
Mrs. A. C. Buffington of Cayucas, San
Score, B. A. C., 14, B. II. S., 10. Goals
Luisobispo oounty—to mourn their loss.
from door, E. B. Edwards, 3, W. X. ColDeceased was practically a life long
•
burn, 3; A. Ames, 3, F. II. Lane, 2. Goals
Christian ; she first becoming a member of
from fouls, E. B. Edwards, 2.
Referee,
the Congregational church, in Maine, and
Indications point to a rise In manufactured
Leroy Woods. Time-keepers, A. R. I luxafter her arrival in California, transferrer!
wooden goods on account of price of raw maford, W. 11. Rolfe. Scorer, Bert Payson.
her membership to the Presbyterian church
terial. 1 bought a load of wood last week for
The second game was between the Busiat Dixon, we believe, and remained steadand
same
I
had
one
almost
$1.25;
measuring
ness Men and the Shamrocks and resulted
fast in her faith and always asserted hercord foot, or $ of cord.
However, we shall
offer the following goods until sold, as folin a victory for the former, 17 to 10. The
self prepared to go whenever called upon,
lows:
score at the end of the first period stood 0 to
and when she was first taken to her bed
3 in favor of the Business Men.
week she informed Dr. Bates that she
Following 2 Boxes Tooth Picks for.
5c last
Shamrocks.
S. Webber, if.
A. B. I’ayson, rf.
J. E. Stimpson, c.
E. W. Miller, rb.
F. H. Laue, lb.

I
|
■

)

Sold throughout

in this fruit for the farmers of this

is the summary:
Businessmen.
E. Ii. Edwards, If.,
W. O’Brien, rf.,
W. F. Emmons, c.,
Hale Rose, If.,

j

REMNANTS

310 N. Montgomery St., Trentou, N.J.

county. And it gives employment incidentally to others outside of the producers.
Thousands of barrels are used, the packing
and transportation is quite an item, and
taken all in all quite a sum of money is
brought into this vicinity from this source.

be well to state the houses of our citizens
will be raided by the ladies to procure the
food necessary to furnish the aforesaid
tables and they may as well be ready to
hand out.

|

Ointment.”

THOMAS A.

We received recently a call from Chester
Maiden of Knox, who has been packing 1
apples for the Crossly Co. of New York, ex- j
porters of apples. Apples are low in price I
this year, but taking the seasons as they
came there is a fairly remunerative busi'-|
ness

troubled with

After

The Primary school closed Friday afternoon, Mabel Rose teacher.
Many of the
parents were present and listened to the reand
recitations
declamaviews, quotations,
tions, and very tine remarks by Rev. 1C. E.
Colburn, after which the children enjoyed :
a treat.
The following pupils weee not ab-1
sent a day: Dexter Davis, Ralph Webb,
Maude Nealey, Gwendoline Boody, Hilda
Lane, Phyllis Reynolds, Bernard .staples,
Hugh Morrill.
are

was

J

n sm-Tin, rmmim

that when I would

could get no relief. I tried at least
eight different doctors, but none did
me any good, as my hands were as bad
when I got through doctoring as when
I began. I also tried many remedies,
but none of them ever did me one

The Good Templar lodge will celebrate
the 11th anniversary of its organization
next Saturday evening, Feb. 18th, with a
supper under the direction of Mrs. Belle
Boody, Mrs. Abbie Irving and Mrs. Geo.
Ryder. A literary entertainment will be
given under the direction of M. J. Dow,
The
Mrs. Emma Huxford and others.
usual crowd is expected.

Snow shoes

Remedies Palled
to do a Cent’s Worth
of Qood

Many

hands, so
put them in
water the pain would nearly set me
crazy, the skin would peel off and the
flesh would get hard and break. There
would be blood flowing from at least
fifty places on each hand. Words could
never tell the suffering I endured for
three years. I tried everything, but
I

sore

the

a price not less than two dollars per
“There is not now, acre; and the settler shall establish bis
residence on bis lot witiiin two years Leroy Woods, rb.,
.tor lias there been for four years past,
a new order placed for vessels for the from date, shall clear on each lot not
Score, Business Men, 17, Shamrocks, 10.
Goals from door, E. B. Edwards, 5, Walter
foreign trade—this, too, in the face of less than fi'teen acres, ten of which O’Brien, 2, W. F. Emmons,
1; S. Webber, 1,
‘.he tact that the foreign trade of the shall be laid down to grass; also to build A. Ii. I’ayson, 1, .1. E. Stimpson, 1, F. H.
1.
Goals
from
W. F. Emmons,
Lane,
fouls,
t inted States is the unrivaled trade of a dwelling on said lot. This i§ a bill
1; A. B. Payson, 1, F. H. Lane, 1. Referee,
’.tie world.
This industry would not which “ought to pass.”
H. M. Brown. Time-keepers, A. It. Huxford and W. II. Rolfe. Scorer, W. X. Col%
languish in the manner in which it does
burn.
CURES CATARRHAL DEAFNESS.
f there w as not a reason for it. The
LETTER TO F. L. TOOTHAKER.
reason is the higher constructive cost One Week’s Use of
IJid More Than’

Marine Journal:

of ships in American ship yards, owing
to the policy of protection, to which
must be added the higher operating expenses of ships under the American
dag This condition is tlie direct result
of legislation directed towards the proThe
tection of American industries.
condition will continue unless this same
protective principle is extended to shipping in the foreign trade.”

And

adapted
agricultural purposes in said county.”
A Washington antiquarian supper with
What the county needs now, says the
an entertainment will be held at the church
Aroostook Bepubliean, is more lands to
parlors, Feb. 22nd, under the auspices of
develop, more vacant townships to make the Ladies’ Aid Society. The ladies will
dressed in the style of ye olden time and
ripe for the ever onward march of civi- be
the exercises will be of a character approlization, more fertile soil to be opened priate to the occasion. Nickles will be the
sesame to open the doors, and silver will
up to the eager and thrifty husbandprocure seats at the tables which will be
men who only await the opportunity,
loaded with ye old time goodies. It may

was a

time of .77

EIGHT DOCTORS

ily moved from here.
During one of the recent severe snow
storms Miss Marion Reynolds, who is teaching the South Brooks school, put on her
brother’s snow shoes and made the trip to
the schoolhouse and back home over the
drifts which nohorsecould wallow through.

In the first
here this winter.
snow enough to walk on, ami
two
snow shoe

JAMES H. HO WES,I

the
After
Cuticura
Most Awful Suffering
Ever Experienced

By

DR. FOS

stop a
refunded

never fail to
or money

CITY DRUG STORE

Price 25c.

QTMoney cheerfully refunded if
satisfactory.

...

net

POOR & SON,
DRUGGISTS.
MEETINO OF CREDITORS.
U. S. District Court. For the District of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
The first meeting of the creditors of Warren J.
felaisdell, of Burnham, Maine, adjudged bankrupt

to prove their claims
own
ana choose one or more trustees of
Ins estate, will be held at the office of the referee,
Belfast. Maine, on the 4th day of March A. 1).
1905, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
Referee for Waldo District.
lw7*

upon his

against him

petition,

•'

CASUALTY COMPANY
ASSE TS DEC

H

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances..
Interest aud rents
All other assets.
—

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES

I T'

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums...
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilit"
—

Total liabilities and sun

FHKI'
3w7
Steam Boiler Insurant

.meRICA

j

_**
*

There will be a public supper at the
Universalist vestry this, Thursday, evening to be followed by a musical program
and the farce entitled “A Wonderful Cure.”
out Monday.
(.„,|W was
Following is the cast of characters :
nominated A. M. Jackson Mrs.
Mrs. G. M. Leavitt
Gaby
of the peace.
Ellen, her niece
Mrs. II. E. Ellis
will
meet
in
elass
Culture
Marian Hoax ley
Miss E izabeth Keiley!
the
maid
Miss
Helen Bird.
row, Friday, evening, Jessie,

Of BELFAST.

jfjjs

and 8 o’clock.

;

n

uoinnati, ()., a sumwill put a number
the coining season,

leti,

music, and don’t
ship built, just buy
It will help the High

ike
the

holding of the Ship! If

good

cause,

make

no

Friday evening, Februif legislative proceedn's Aid Society of Belrivet. It is the “Child Maine.”

"prosperity sale”
Store. The prices
eventful in the history
that

.,f

nmre

shoes.

mrd

and Dorman have re,v of the B. & A. R. R.

offering

are

96 and

at

advt. next week.
the public schools was
containing the
lie turned in the folia eat and bitter end.”

.(

•■titeuce

the advertisement of
in another column,
nl a large and increas:ed for marine or farm
■

n

ks

1). & S., will
Mary Maxcy, on
l-'eb. 22, at 7 o'clock.
I\.

Nits.

.ore

oort

lesson will be
of the

revenue

suggested inquiries
.ah-

was

built.

Tlie

and was built

iu

suffering with a
isle Star-Herald,
•ur readers are reh rectory.
We hav'nt
I-

*

of tlie Prospect and
g of the Free Bapthe Monroe Centre
it is hoped there

a lice.

-day

night Waldo
prayer meeting was
11, Feb. 17th, and will
1.. Coombs.
Baptist
ant is expected to be
neolu’s birthday, and
pastor of tlie Congregamention of tlie anniverv.ould be observed by
f the life or

writings

of

Sealed proposals will be received
Gentlemen’s Night at the Travel- u some were exceedingly pat. After coffee *
by tbe
Seooud Assistant Postmaster General until lers’ Club. The meeting of the Belfast the
company repaired again to the parlors
March 7 1905, for
Feb. 14th, ind
listened to a humorous sketch of “Two
carrying the United Travellers’ Club held Tuesday,
States mails for the term from
remain a pleasread by Mrs. D. L. Wilson, certain
1, Biot, was a gala occasion and will
July
Lovers,”
to June 50, 1909, on the
following described ant memory, both as an exceedingly pretty passages of tbe story being left blank to be
route by the schedule
club
meetstated, or such other “valentine party" and profitable
rapplied by the listeners. This caused much
schedule of like running time as the Post'The regular imusement, and the whole evening was
ing to all those participating.
master General may
From appointment had been made at the home of ;horoughly enjoyable. The host and hostess
prescribe:
Buck sport by Castine to
Admission to supper and entertainment,
Belfast, Me., 25 the President, Mrs. Edward Sibley, but sev- richly deserve all the kind and appreciative
miles and back, six times a
25 cents.
week, in safe eral days before the members were surpris- words said of the splendid entertainment.
and suitable steamboats and
The third annual dinner of the Belfast
by a schedule ed to find in the family mail dainty cards
Club of Boston, will take place at the satisfactory to the department; contractor announcing it as “Gentlemen’s Night" and
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
to perform service between
post office and that the husbands and brothers were invitCopley Square Hotel Friday, Mar. 10th. Rewharf at each point.
Leave Bucksport, edvto meet the club at 5.30 p. m. Neither
The following transfers in real estate
ception at 5 o'clock ; dinner at 0 o’clock.
daily except Sunday’, upon receipt of mail
Tickets $1.50 for eacli person. The secretary
this fact or the zero weather prevented were recorded in Waldo County Registry o
Irom train due at 7:50 a.
m.; arrive at Bel- every member of the club, save one who Deeds for the week ending Feb. 14, 1P051
has had the misfortune to lose ills most
fast in 24 hours; leave
Belfast, daily ex- was kept at home by illness in her family, 1. B. Williams, Armena, (4a., to Ephraim E.
complete mailing list and hopes all who
Islesboro.
have not received the announcement card cept Sunday, at 3:15 p. m.; arrive at Bucks- from being present at the hour of meeting. Pendleton, Belfast; land in
will accept this as an invitation. A line port by 5:45 p. 111. Bond required with bid
.Several honorary members were also in at- Zilpha J. and Prudence Williams, Lynn,
$2,000.
tendance. The fine old colonial mansion Mass., to Ephraini E. Pendleton, Belfast;
program of short speaking and music is
land in Islesboro. George E. Darling, ProviMr. Archie L.
assured and the banquet will be in the
Shepard, who is the pio- was seemingly more attractive than ever in
R. I., to Ephraim E. Pendleton, Orneer manager in this
best style of this popular hotel.—Aug. C.
particular field, pre- its substantial elegance and the splendid ience,
Knight sec’y, 381 Talbot Ave., New Dor- sents in his moving pictures a varied as- interior convenience for entertaining. The land; land in Islesboro. Joseph B. Pendleto Ephraim E. Pendlesortment of subjects
chester.
depicting every phase topics of the afternoon, Maurice of Orange, ton, Milton, Mass.,
of life running the entire
De Ruy- ton, Orland; land in Islesboro. Emeline J.
and
Admirals
Tromp
and
gauntlet of hu- Utrecht,
Steamer Notes. The steamer Juliette
man emotions. They are full of
A very pleas- Bryant, Brewer, to Walter L. Hunt, Banof the Rockland and Blueliill line arrived at
interest- ter, were of unusual interest.
dramatic
ing
incidents
and comic situations, ant incident followed the program, when gor-.land and buildings in Knox. Evie B.
Castine from Rockland Saturday forenoon
Ilustus, Monroe, to Isaac F. Hustus, do.;
with a load of freight for that place and which together with views of travel and ex- the secretary in behalf of the club presentland and buildings in Monroe.
cursions into the realms of
a valentine in the
with
ed
the
president
also
had
for
fancy,
provide
freight
Brooksville;
Sargenta unique entertainment
lasting over two form of a tine carbon print, prettily framed,
viile, Brooklin and other places on her
sMvnvjn
niM/AViMibo,
hours
with
never
a
dull
moment
and com- of William 11., Prince of Nassau, by Van
route, which she landed at Brooksville.
instruction.
In Dyck, as a souvenir of the winter's reading,
She took a large amount of freight back to bine amusement with
Last May, the Ladies’ Home Journal
•
Rockland, among the lot nine tons of fish- Shepard’s pictures the theatre going public paying a loving tribute to the many true printed an attack on the patent medicine
is assured an evening of unalloyed
of the club, j
ieader
the
of
lines
from
the
Line
&
womanly
qualities
Castine
Twine
enjoying
known as “Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescrip,
Co....In reply to an inquiry, Calvin Austin, ment, in which no sense of fastidious pro- Mrs. Sibley, although completely surprised, tion,” charging that it contained seventeen
is
much
and
feelpriety
that
with
offended,
to
aud
appeals
vice president ami general manager of the
responded gracefully
j per cent, of alcohol, in addition to opium
taste and are equally pleasing to old ing. The
Eastern Steamship Co., says that the plans every
gentlemen arrived promptly and j1 and digitalis, and oil of anise. It turned
and young. This attraction is announced
for the Boston and Bangor route are in the
very soon after all the company were invit- out that this statement was untrue, and
to appear at the Belfast Opera House Tues- ed to an
air as yet.
adjoining room to “earn their sup- the Ladies’ Home Journal published a reday, Feb. 21st, with a special children’s per.” This proved to be by guessing what
traction. Hut the retraction did not undo
The K. of 1\ Bai.i,. Monday evening,
matinee at popular prices.
certain articles placed upon a table repre- the mischief. The sale of the medicine fell
Feb. 20th, the ltith annual concert and ball
to
:
test
the
Ilf —.? t.,1..
ill.
sented. It was a very amusing
off thirty-six per cent., and the manufacof Belfast Co., No. 2, Uniform Rank, |
VI
J
a surprise on
Monday evening, Feb. 6th. Vankeeisiu of the party and many were i turer now has a suit in court for damages.
Kniglits of I’ytbias, will be given in the Mrs.
Burns is a member of a ladies' whist
went up, It is a fact that Dr. Pierce’s medicines do
Belfast Opera House with music by the full Hub, and she let him think the Hub was to truly funny. A chorus of laughter
when it was announced that a j not contain a particle of alcohol, opium or
Belfast Band and orchestra. The conceit meet with her on that evening. £><» he will- ! however,
ingly lent a hand on the ice cream freezer very innocent looking little box of paste- other harmful drugs. The “Favorite Preby the Belfast band will begin at S, followed and
in other preparations for the event, I board
containing a few wire hairpins rep- j scription” and “Medical Discovery” are
w
the
march
at
9
m.
ill
be
grand
p.
Supper
by
but lost sight of the fact that his birthday j
resented the responsible position of “switch \ compounded of medicinal principles scienserved at intermission. F. G. Spinney will anniversary came at the same time. When j
lie went out in the evening he was charged tender.” At six o’clock the doors of the tifically extracted from indiginous roots.
J
act as floor director. The price of ball tickto be back atS:lotoaid in serving the re-1 northeast
reception room were thrown open
ets, admitting one gentleman ami two la- freshments, and dutifuilv returned on the
and the guests were invited to enter. The j
dies, will be $1.50, admission to the ball, 25 minute. As he entered Mrs. Burns hurried |
room had been converted into the prettiest l
cents, reserved seats, 35 cents. Seats on to hint and ca'led his attention to a lamp in
one of the rooms that was not
it- of dining-rooms. Three long tables were j
behaving
sale at Carle & Jones.
and
he stepped in to fix it. The light (
self,
spread as attractively as dainty linen and ;
was very, very dim, and thejoom seeming- 1
snrp
tn
liPtir flip “lliiildiinr nf flip
could make ;
Iv deserted.
After a moment lie raised the exquisite china and cut-glass
Ship'’ which the High school students are wick and the Hood of light disclosed 20 them. Ii, the center of each was a large 1
|
to give Friday
Mr. members of the second degree staff of j vase of red and white
evening, Feb. 24tli.
carnations, and the
Emery White is coming from Itostop to Sagamore encampment seated in a circle ! soft light of candles was shed from beautiabout him
The visitors led brought their ;
take a special part in the cantata.
The
music, and the evening was passed in sing- i ful old candelabra. All about were'decora- ;
Every form of indigestion
Other soloists are Mrs. K. 1’. Frost, Mrs. E.
ing a d enjoying graphaphone selections, !1 tious appropriate to the day. At each plate
promptly yields to the specific
Pitcher and Mr. Hal K. Eaton, all of cornet solos, etc. At an intermission Dr. was
heart
and
!
action of Brown’s Instant Re(of paper)
!
placed a blood red
whom have been connected with the school •John J. Shaw, as spokesman for the de-*
lief. Chronic dyspepsia can
grefr staff, made Mr. Burns a present of a beside it a card upon which was written
at some time. The admission is 25 cents. handsome mission style writing desk. The some
be cured if this remarkable
popular quotation. An hour was spent
Reserved seats 35 and 50 cents. The certi- ladies served relresiiments, including the iu
remedy is used as directed. 25c.
the menu and it is hoped “that j
discussing
All dealers.
ficates may be procured from any of the ice cream JNlr. Bums had been inveigled
the
waited
appetites”
upon
j
into making for his own party.—Brockton ; good digestion
students.
These certificates may be ex- Times.
of
merriMedicine
A
deal
of those partaking.
Co., Norway, Me.
good
j Norway
Mrs. Burns is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ment followed the reading of the quotations 1
changed for reserved seat tickets at the
S. D. Brown of this city and both she and
City Drug store on or after Feb. 21st.
|
w.

Mr. M. M. Brown, late of Mrs. A. II. Day’s
Academy, Worcester, Mass., will open dancing classes, Saturday, Feb. 18tli, at Odd Fellow's hall; 2 to 4 class for masters and
misses, elementary. Terms $4.00 for 12 lessons ; $7.00 for two in same family, one-half
in advance, balance at iith lesson. From 8

to 10 Saturday evening, class for young
Capt. R. F. Patter- ladies and gentlemen, terms $4.00 for gentleNew York, is some- men, $3.00 for ladies (12 lessons,) $7.00 for
two gentlemen in same family, one half in
; may have been blown
north from Southern advance, balance at 0th lesson. A class for
ere weather and made
adults will be opened as soon as possible.
Price for 0 lessons $2.00 each. Payable one
■premaining in the Bel- half in advance, balance at third lesson
the week ending Feb 11:
The Birds. Despite the severe weather
Mrs. Geo. E. liutehins, birds have been more numerous than usual
re, Miss Mary Wood,
this winter. Robins have been seen occaer, l>r. J. C. Ham, Frank sionally, although the
Bridgton News
Northern Publishing Co., doubts that they have put in an appearance
up Old Town way, and says: “The robin
e concert
by the U. of M. generally has more sense than to flj northchanged to Thursday, ward when the mercury is 25 below zero.”
.a ess notices of these conThat may be, but it is an established fact
dattering and Belfast’s that many robins do not fly southward in
of M. should insure a the fall, and lienee, like the poor, are aln.

i1

e

Club will come under

Improvement Society,
of The Journal we pub■rted to be a report of a
-field W. C. T. U., taken
fi t are now informed
storm no meeting
named, and that the

severe
g

.'ting

was

“maliciously

mess meeting and sup
menial Club will beheld
the North church Friday
ck. The Rev. Dr. David
emi of Bangor Theological
the guest of the club on
I will deliver an address
embers.
|‘

sold to Horace Cheuery
months old filly, Consu«;»rk .2.16.) The filly is out
> and owned by E. R. Conti of General Withers and is
handsome with extreme hock
on ind looks on
paper like anms

''1

itney (2.07).

speoial train from Belfast
■'ening at 7 p. m. to take
’t and way stations to the
of Golden Crown lodge
mils of Pythias, in
Brooks,
died by Rigby’s orchestra
I l lie occasion was one of
social circles,

h'r husband have

1

this winter. The Chanthe Unitarian church, the
the .Methodist church, and a
lass in the North church
"i tlie study of this interest1 heir attention is directed to
ks on Japan printed in an-

■

Milan
-in

hers
■

flesh

of Seaside Chautauqua
Monday afternoon, FebruMrs. May Robertson, No. 15
1 he
lessor, chapter eighteen

Basket Ball. It was a decidedly hot
game at the Opera House last Friday night
between the Old Town High and Belfast
" h
Revolution” and chapter High. Our boys had a warm reception
L- S. C. book, “Ten French- when
they visited Old Town and returned
"I'h
of study from magazine the
compliment. Following is the line-up
the “Great Era of
English Re- and score:
“’ll call
quotations about George Belfast.
Old Town.
‘“Ogta.ri.
G. Holmes, rf.,
lb., Keith.
rb., Phelps.
"ne of Hogg’s Pobms. Au es- C. Holmes, If.,
1
o., Ballard.
Black, c.,
""'temporary writes us as follows: Hugh Hayford, rb.,
If., Gould.
n
''iciest you to know that the lines Harold Hayford, lb.,
rf.. Hurley.
i'he Journal, furnished by
Goals thrown from field, G. Holmes, 2;
Holmes, 1: Black, 2; Harold Hayford,
‘dniuiscence,” were written by C.
1
Hurley; Keith, 2. From foul line, O.
’Kg, the F.ttrick
Shepherd, who Holmes, 6; Hurley, 9. Total, Belfast, 30;
I here are a few
After the game Keyes’
changes from Old Town, 15.
social
a
•'. hut the title is
the same and orchestra furnished music for
dance_The Belfast High school basket
t
the same. I accidentally ball team
actically
1||(j ,llf
challenges.any High school team
u"'ner of a little volume of
in Maine to play a game here or in their
u'j
The score was 40 to 19
b"eins, and was much pleased with own city or town
in favor of the Juniors in the game TuesdayNl,|ne lines in the
original are even ing of the Eaqt Belfast vs. the High
led than in the
Belfast version.” School Juniors.
h

—

full Shirt Waist Pat-

I

—49c.—

Special Notice.

I

patrons we wish to say we are not duplieating orders on Waist Patterns. The
five lots we have had are entirely unlike.

B

fl
B

I

We will not flood the market with goods
of the same description and patterns.
We

consider

dignifes the

\

that values of

word

B

bargain

chase's corner.

+

■

fl

this kind

I

.

guarantee every

50
50

25c PANS,.19c

100
50

25c TEA POTS,
19c
25c COFFEE POTS.19c

25

25c SAUCE PANS,

20

35c and 45c KETTLES,
35c and 45c SAUCE PANS,

Waldo Trust

....

....

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSIT SUBJECTS TO CHECK.
Transacts a Genatwi
sinking Business, special Kates on Time Deposits.
AC'l S AS EXECr’TOft, Administrator and Trustee of rotates and Guardian.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT V.U I.'ls
Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Sates with T\V O KEYS for protection of securities of
Treasurers. Executors,etc

19c
...

...

25

50c TEA and COFFEE POTS,

50

75c KETTLES and SAUCE PANS,

...

29c
29c

39c

IHRKCTORS-Kclwin C. Burleigh, J. Manchester Haynes, ( <>. Poor, I s. Pendleton
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Kdwaril Johnson, A. 1. Brown, J. C. Durham. Albert
Peirce. Geo. K. Macomber, Chas. KrKllowlton, Win. A. Mason, It. P I
base. Tile-1 on Waillin

59c

OTHER AGATE WARE IN STOCK AT BARGAIN PRICES FOR THIS

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Secretary and Treasurer.

lSALE.

■

PRICES FOR ONE WEEK, FEBRUARY 19th TO 23rd.

Special Engagement!

sure

Now About Wall

Paper.

W. J.

Tuesday, February 21,

PRUNELLS,

Opera House,

School Children Matinee at 4 o’clock.
than 5,000 rolls of NEW 1905 Wall

\V, E have received more
W
Paper since January 1, and have the samples all ready

that this

picture in the form

to

show you.

of a label is on the
wrapper of every
bottle of Emulsion
you buy.

ARCHIE L.

PEACHES,

SHEPARD’S

PLUMS,

HIGH CLASS

SCOTTtS,
BOWNE
CHEMISTS

Pearl Street
NEW
YORK
50c. and $1;
all druggists

Evap. Fruits,

Belfast

We WU send you m sample free.
Be

CLIFFORD. Manager

_

absolutely

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

abundantly

more

nary foods
fail.

James 11
New
Advertisements.
Howes has an after stock taking clearance
sale of remenants and bargains at i), 19, 29,
39 and 49 cents which begins today, w ith a

we

25c WASH BASINS,
19c
25c BASINS.19c

20

than Scott’s Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordi-

The smelt fishing here is also a complete
failure and none of those dainty little panfish are to be had.

t

50

Scott’s Emulsion
should be taken immediately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost

advertising for this sale and
give satisfaction,

we are

to

rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

land for many years. The Portland Evening Express says: Ice conditions on the
Hats are now said to be terrible and it is
impossible to get any clams from the mud.”

..

Goods

piece

“®e best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep

Clam Famine. No clams in tile markets Saturday. The ice has shut off the
Last winter some
local supply entirely.
small ones were brought in occasionally,
obtained by digging between the ice cakes,
but this winter that does not appear to be
feasible. One of the market men suggested
that when the teams could venture on the
ice we might get a supply from the island,
but the conditions all alongshore seem to be
unfavorable. A steamer arrived at Portland last Thursday with a barrel of clams
on board and six clam dealers were on the
pier to meet her. One of them paid $3.25
for the barrel, which is said to be the largest price paid for a barrel of clams in Port-

another lot of 49 cem shirt waist patterns.
They are beauties and do not duplicate any
of the previous styles.
They have newspring goods just opened ...The Miss *
Ellis offer Germantown yarn of the o. -t
quality and in all shades for 10 cents i ei
skein. They have something new in beltCall
and neckwear at the lowest prices
at the Department Store, \V. 11. Richards
proprietor, next Saturday and sample the
National Biscuit Co.’s goods, lie quotes
prices on wooden ware.

H
B

yard goods.

cents per
a

Please Read the Prices!

No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is planted.

i

409

—

'nst

Ware Sale

IU K

Just in. Regular >0
We sell 35 yards, or

IN OUR BASEMENT SALESROOM.

I

He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.

a

1,1

Gash- Agate

I

**SinWiiPii‘»

111

friends and ac-

■

experienced farmer

A

■

■

has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need differenthandling than others.

an

specialty of $1 kid gloves for 69 cents.
pupil of the puplic Take advantage of these unusual bargains.
'(■••rated on for an adenoid
Edward Barrett, eye specialist, will be
.lido County Hospital. The in Belfast 2 weeks at 31 Pearl street. Call
n
sulTering for some time and get prices—Carle & Jones advertise
ts could not afford the exthis week a special cash agate ware sale at
1 ration the Superintendent
19, 29, 39, and 39 cents. They have received
itributed for the hospital 5,000 rolls of new 1905 wrall paper. They
■•
"cal physician gave his are
agents in Belfast for prize wall papers
on which they offer a 25 peroent discount.
span is uppermost among .A. I). Chase & Son liav'e received

nniiv

>

SEE
T I M

chirping merrily. They

were nearly as large as a robin, but
unknown species to the writer.

■

»

quaintances here.

ways with us. Woodpeckers have been in
evidence and bluejays also, and last Friday a large dock of birds were on the
bushes and trees at the corner of Court and
Franklin streets,

>
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F

15,6,8,10,15 and 35 Cents |

APRICOTS.

Moving Pictures.

Prunes

Vastly Superior to All Similar Shown.
From All
the World, in A11 the

Scenes

Religious Awakunimg
Special revival services were begun in the Methodist
c.hurch under the leadership of the pastor,
Dec. 31st and continued until Feb 3rd, dur- i
ing which time fifteen or more persons
found the Savior ami many others came to
have deep religious concern and the spiritual life of the church was greatly quickened.
On Sunday, Fob. 5. the Ilaptist and
Methodist churches beg n union services in
the Ilaptist church under the direction of
Evangelists Taylor and Hatch. The labors
of these men have been signally blessed of
God by extensive revivals in many New
England cities and w hile at the beginning
here the meetings weie well attended, the
number and interes t have steadily increasOn Sunday the tl ree meetings in the
ed
Opera House were largely attended and the
strong, stirring and convincing sermons by
Evangelist Taj lor t ink hold up m the brain
and conscience of the people who’ligiened
with close attend m. The evangelists sing
at each service and their preaching is a
strong and clear exposition of the word of
This week the services are being
God.
held in the larger auditorium of the Metho
diet church where on Tuesday evening
Evangelist Hatch preached a most telling
sermon at the close of which several sought
the Savior, as some have done at nearly
every service. Such forceful preaching of
righteousness will surely result in much
good to the city. Meetings for prayer are
held at 10.15 each forenoon and the general
meetings are at 3 00 and 7.30 p. m., each
day. Those who wish to get a seat in the
Methodist church next Sunday morning at
10.45 ami afternoon at 3.00 will need to go
early. Sunday evening at 7 30 'h -re wilt be
a meeting for men
only at the Ilaptist
church at which Mr. Taylor will speak
from the subject, “How a Crooked Woman
was Made Straight;” at the same hour there
will be a woman’s meeting at the Methodist
church addressed by Evangelist Hatch.

Won’t you let

us show you

the

samples?

fore Exhibited in Belfast.
The Moonshiners, The Veggnien,
kp P 't he Great Mill strike. The Only
w kli
Man, The Great. Cab Mystery, Telephone Girl. New York’s Great Subway.
LOTS

Matinee

We

are

Nabisco 20c.

OF

ANNUAL

16th

25 PER CENT

Concert-Ball!
I

BELFASTCO.NO 2.U.R.K.P.,
AT BELFAST OPERA

HOUSE,

prices as they are in the books. Please come in and look
the samples over, we have the latest patterns in town.
YOURS TRULY,

Monday Eve., Feb. 20.
BELFAST FULL BAND and ORCHESTRA

CARLE & JONES.
2 Stores, 5

Floors,

Main St., Belfast.

«

«{

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared
ING and

Two

/"»

ROBES and

SUPPER SERVEU AT INTERMISSION.
GRANO MARCH AT 9.
CONCERT AT 8

-Ladies-

fl

jroceries, Drugs and Medicines.

Director, F. G. SPINNEY.
Aids, By the Company.

Bell Tickets Admitting Gent and

fl

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

Floor

Ban

n

Rubber Goods.

UNDERTAKERS.

-MUSIC BY

From the

am! other

16th

-OF-

All of these books we have ready to show you and from any
of them if you give us an order of 95.00 °r more before
March 1st, we will allow you a discount of

Box,

Hot Water Bottles

SEATS ON SALE.

ALFRED PEAT’S PRIZE WALL PAPERS,
JANEWAY & CARPENDER,
SYRACUSE WALL PAPER CO.,
RICHARD E. THIBAUT PEERLESS PAPERS,
and THE BOSTON WALL PAPER CO.

a

COMKOV.

Children

10c., Adults 25c.
Prices—Kveiling, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

also agents in Belfast for

—

25c.

To 15c. pound.

Vividneas of Actual Life.

Every Picture New, Original, and Never BeA

A

r<»-

$1,50

Admission, 25c. Reserved Seats, 35c.
C^’Seats on sale at CARLE & JONES'Thursday, February 10. Commence at 9 a.m.
The Brigadier General and Stall will be present

Connected

at

all hours to do

PUNK UAL WOKK.

EMBALM-

ty?;

by telephone both day and night.

72 Main

Street, Belfast.

New

The quickest and surest remedy would.
be their legal abolition for a series of
years. This, however, might prove a
harsh measure, and their regulation
would probably suffice to restore the
fisheries to their former flourishing
condition—even as they exist undiminished in Canada today, where stringent
laws have protected them.
Almost forty years ago, in 1865, our
New England fisheries showed their
Since that
first alarmiug decrease.
time the supply of fish has been going
down steadi'y. In 1871 and 1872, the
United States Fish Commission investigated the subject and recommended
the passage of Federal laws restricting
the operations of traps and pounds ana
weirs to certain days throughout the
spawning season. Not a law has been
passed to -protect the mackerel, however.—Pearson’s Magazine.

tngland Fisheries.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF THEIR FAILURE

Many are the reasons advanced for
the failure of these fisheries, but the |
true cause is Man. For three hundred
years, in and out of spawning season,
he has ruthlessly preyed on the suppos-1
edly inexaustible supply with never a
thought of the morrow. With nets,
pounds, weirs and other instruments of
destruction, not satisfied with catching
the fish themselves when about to
spawn, he even destroyed the spawn
itself—what little found its way to the
breeding grouud.

Health °f American Women
A

Subject Much Discussed at Women's Clubs—
The Future of a Country Depends on the
Health of Its Women.

n iipv o
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vu
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uv

“You told me last winter
the end of the season you

—”

“Do you suppose I thought then that
I’d think what I think now?” she cried
hysterically. “Do you suppose that I
j imagined that you would abduct me to
a desert island to force me to marry

outlet.

differ from these pounds
chiefly in being constructed in part or
in whole of
brush work and narrow I
boards, with or without netting; and I
they are often so arranged that at low
tide a sand bar cuts off the escape of j
tiie fish, leaving them in a basin inside. I
But of all the deadly traps of whole- j
sale slaughter perhaps none can equal I
that portable contrivance, now carried
by every fishing schooner, the purse i
seine. This seine is a net half a mile
long and thirty feet deep provided with
heavy iron rings along the lower edge
to sink it perpendicularly. A rope passing loosely through the lings enables
the net to be drawn shut. Entire
schools of hundreds of thousands of
iisii were trapped in this contrivance and
scooped to the decks of the schooners..
So hugely successful were these nets
from the very first, that each vessel !
was provided with -me, and millions'
upon millions of fish—on their way j
to the spawning ground where each
iemaie would lay from ten thousand to
ninety thousand tiny eggs—were taken. I
Ullen a single haul of these nets was
so successful that more mackerel were
taken than could he carried away, Then
The

at

thought

j

wherein they circle and circle, seeking
an

nit

you? Never.”

weirs

For want of a better occupation he
searched along the shore for clams, finding a few, but deciding after one taste
that it would be better to look for berries. It was too late for berries apparently, and there was another pause and
reflection. lie had just decided that it
W'as as well that Nan Carroll would not
marry him, when that changeable young
woman plumped herself down upon the
moss beside him.
“Why don’t you talk?” she asked
It's
cheerfully.
awfully lonesome

as

can

be learned from

re-

--

THE MOTHER’S STRIKE.

“We are tired,” I heard them murmur,
“Tired of working night and day,
And not always hearing ‘Thank you !’
Such long hours and such poor pay!”
So they would not mend the jaokets
Nor the holes in stockings small,
No one ran to kiss the bruises
When poor Tommy caught a fall.

When

troubled
or

painful

with
men-

beset with such symptoms as dizziness,
faintness, lassitude, excitability, irri-

tability, nervousness, sleeplessness,
melancholy, “all-gone” and “want-tobe-left-alone” feelings, blues, and hopelessness, they should remember there
is one tried and true remedy.
Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound at

No other
once removes such troubles
medicine in the world has received such
unqualified endorsement. No other
medicine has such a record of cures of
female troubles.
Refuse to buy any
other medicine, for you need the best.

A light heart, a cheerful countenance,
and all the charms of grace and beauty
are dependent upon proper action of the
bodily organs. You cannot look well
unless you feel well.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
Her ad-^ce and
I to write her for advice
medicine have restored thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.

to-day.”

Vegetable Cam) ound Succeeds Where Others Fell.

probably

was

a

The

Youth’s Companion will publish a serial story from his pen this year, and
has asked him to write another one for
next. year. A long illustrated article
by Mr. Day on Shiloh will appear in
one

of the

|

The Whole Nation

MIAMI

QUESTION.

Supports

I

TO KEY WEST.

One Hundred and Thirty-Six Miles of Railroad to be Built Over tlie Florida Keys.

lie ltoosevelt

Flan.

J

I Dr. True’
ELIXIR

■

1

is tlic great mu

plaints KotsI.m..
orders, indigesi i.

lonesome and so dreadful
Oh,
And so queer it all did seem!
Aren’t you glad, dear little children,
It was nothing but a dream?
—Elizabeth M. Thomas.

^^k appetite, feve->,.
^^k equals;.
and a
^^k ness
indicate tried
l»r.

usually
quick relief:
True’s Kllxir

All druggist 8, »r>c
H **Children and 11.<

■

■

The fog will lift before the day is done;
Already through the mist, spectral and

pale.
Half gleams the glory of the morning sun,
Half he disdains to draw the fleecy veil.

April magazines.

Now for a moment clears the crested cliff;
And now, as suddenly it sinks from sight;
Hut slowly, slowly, the graj log will lift,
And yet again the earth and sky be

steaauy grows in iavor
with boat builders and yachtsmen, and

the editor has won the warm regard of
the
latter, who greatly enjoy his
monthly talks. Of the many crafts,
steam, sail and gasolene, now in process of construction it is safe to say
that the majority are from plans found
in The Rudder or from modifications of
these plans; and if called upon to offer
advice we should say stick to the lines
as laid down and do "not attempt to improve on the "work of an expert. Just
now The Rudder is devoting some of
its space to ice boating, and the designs it has given in the past for building ice boats have been duplicated many
times. Rudder Publishing Co., 9 Mur-

bright.

Now through the space a stately mass appears,
As suddenly a breezy sail doth shift,
Hope’s messenger ot ocean seen through
tears.
As o’er the wave the filmy fog doth lift.
So from my fate the fog shall lift full soon ;
Hope is not dead because the sun be hid,
A murky morning brings a radiant noon ;
The sunny eye will surely lift its lid.
And more and more unto the perfect day
The shadows gathered on the way shall
drift.
A clearer vision comes with evening’s ray ;
Before the day is done the fog will lift.

street, New York, N. Y.

—Unknown.

New England Magazine for
February appears in its old-time, famil
iar cover, which it donned with the
January issue, in response to many requests from old subscribers. 'The
frontispiece is a handsome portrait of
Major General, The Hon. William A.
Bancroft, President of the Boston
Elevated Railway Company. The opening feature is an illustrated article on
The

Millions of Mules.

Washington, Feb. 10. The chief of the
bureau of statistics of the department of
agriculture has completed his estimate of
the number and >alue of farm animals in
the United States on Jan. 1, 1905, by separate States. The totals for the country are
shown in the following table:
Farm Animals.
Value.

stupendous enterprise—just
completed—of the Boston Elevated
Railway Company, “The East Boston Horses.17,057,702 SI,200,310,020
251,840,378
Tunnel,” written by Frederick Rice, Jr. Mules. 2,888,710
Milch cows.17,572,404
482,272,203
I This is followed by an interesting ac- Other cattle.43,009,443
001,571,308
count of “Olive Culture in California,”
Sheep.45,170,423
127,331,850
by Arthur Inkersley, also illustrated, Swine.47,320,511
283,254,978

Palm Beach, Florida, Feb. 7, 1905.
One of the most peculiar roadbeds in
the world is about to be built in F’lorida. i and many other articles of interest and
The numbers of farm animals as reported
President ltooseveit has the almost The Florida East ('oast Railway Com- value. The fiction is distinguished by in the above table represent the result of a
unanimous support of the nation in his pany is about to build an extension of its usual variety and excellence.
very careful investigation by correspondents
^
fight for enlargement of the powers of i its line from its southern terminus, i Mr. Craig S. Thoms’ bird articles are and field agents without exclusive reference
to the relation such figures should bear to
the Interstate Commerce Commission ; Miami, to Key West one hundred and
becoming a welcome magazine feature. those of last year. That there has been a
and for further governmental control thirty-six miles. This extension will In the New Idea Woman’s
material reduction in the numbers of
Magazine
and regulation of railway freight rates. he both unique in its conception and for
March, he writes on “How to At- sheep during the year together with a
East and West, North and South, novel in its proposed construction. The tract the
Birds,” and fresh photographs slight increase in the numbers of all other
who was willing to be Florida East Coast Railroad, as is well of his little
Governor
every
around here.”
pensioners at the familiar farm animals, admits, however, of no doubt.
on the subject declared himself
known, is the personal property of , “food box” and “suet hole" illustrate
Tucker gasped, but for a moment he 1 quoted
to the Record-He raid, which made the Henry M. Fiagler, and is located on
The Kineo Is Off.
did not dare speak. When he found
the article. Mr. Thoms tells of taming
in hearty accord with the sug- the Eastern rim of the State of F’lorida,
words it was of casual affairs he spoke, canvass,
the downy and hairy woodpeckers, the
it
where
is for the greater part of its
not of himseif, nor of their predica- gestions of the President. Democratic
the brown creeper, the blackWith a full cargo of coal on board,
executives of the States were as cordial length in sight of the waters of the At- nuthatch,
the blue jay and oth- the American steel schooner Kineo sailment, and presently they were chatting in their
chickadee,
capped
lantic
Ocean.
indorsements as Republican
1
as merrily as though there had been
er birds to such an extent that they ed from Norfolk on Thursday of last
M r. F'iagler has for some time been
Governors. In several of the States,
none of the stormy scene of the after- [
will come close to your window daily | week for Manila.
She is the first
anxious
to
a
reach
Montana
nearer
to
Ha- in cold weather to feed. Of the last American
notably Kansas, Minnesota,
point
noon.
sailing vessel to take a cargo
j
and Washington,
vana
with
his
the
and
to
this
end
railroad,
Legislatures,
named he says: “Your fear is not that j of coal to the naval station of the
They were still talking when sudden-1
their cues from President Roose- had a survey made from Miami across
will fail to find your food-box, no United States in the Philippines. From
ly they heard footsteps behind them taking
the unexplored portions of F'lorida they
are preparing to vest their State
velt,
and they sprang to their feet.
matter where you place it, but rather Manila the Kineo will sail for Austo Cape Sable. After this survey was
commissions
with
additional
railway
.lust behind them was a tall clerical
that you will be made bankrupt keep- tralia, then to Honolulu, after which
powers or to create new commissions. made lie decided that this line was not ing it
man in blue overalls and checked calico
supplied with provisions, for they she will return to New York. ('apt.
leaders and Governors feasible, and he, therefore, made a sur- not
Legislative
jumper.
only eat all that their small bodies Patton, on his trip around the world,
who
were
the
interested
coast
and
to
that
the
the
vey
agreed
along
keys
will be accompanied by his wife.—The
“1 hope I don’t intrude,” lie said quisi can hold, but carry away and secrete
better control of rates in order to avert Key West.
Nautical Gazette.
tiie largest anil 'best specimens Were Ically.
much that may be left.”
j
Air.
now
of
the
discrimination
is
one
to
build
au
Flagler
unjust
gratproposes
selected and the smaller ones, dead or j
“Are you Sian Friday?” demanded
dying, were thrown back into the sea. Nan. “You see we are Mr. and Mrs. sst needs, if not the greatest, in the extension south from Aliami across to
A HEALING WONDER
several Key Largo, on the neck of land separatAlthough
{schooner after schooner, with decks Robinson Crusoe, and our
boat is eountry to-day.
and holds crammed full of mackerel, i wrecked—or at least 1 hope it is,” she Uovernors are known to be hostile to ing Raines Sound from Blackwater
President Roosvelt’s policy, none had Sound, and running thence along Key
staggered into port only to find the intended viciously.
the courage to speak his mind, and they Largo, Long Key, upper and lower
market glutted by earlier competitors, i
“I am sorry, Mrs. Crusoe,” he said,
{so abundant were mackerel that even
pleaded lack of time aud opportunity Mattecumbe and other keys to Key
falling in with her humor. “I am the to
the question. Moreover, they West.
in a market so strong as New York’s, Rev.
Phillip Hardman of Doston, sum- to study
not represent the popular sentiThese Florida keys are coral ridges,
tiie fisli were sold ai fifty cents a bunmering on this island with my family.” ment of their
most of them containing a lake in the
States.
dled and, frequently, street hucksters
Nan gasped. “Why didn’t you think
The Governors of Michigan, Nebraska, center and covered with a thin soil and
could till their wagons for twenty-five }f looking to see if there was
any one
cents a load.
Minnesota, Georgia, Indiana, Washing- luxuriant vegetation. Some are scarceIn fact, times there were
living there?” she demanded of Dave.
when it was impossible to give the fish
“You told me it was deserted,” lie ton, Kansas, Montana, South Dakota, ly above high water, and are only a
away, and the vessels had to put out of said defensively, “and I supposed you Louisaua, Idaho, Wyoming and Rhode mangrove thicket. Others are inhabitIsland were frank to say the President ed and cultivated, and some contain
the harbor and dump their loads out at {new. I
|
only came last night,” he ad- is on the
sea. In 1MN5, it is estimated, from thirty
right track, and in nearly wells or springs of fresh water. Outied in explanation to the clergyman.
thousand to forty thousand barrels of I “Mrs. Crusoe forgot to tell me about every case they gave assurance that side these keys runs the Florida reef,
tlie public opinion of their respective another coral reef that does not reach
mackerel were thus caught and, spoiled, the tide and the boat floated away.”
Comfort Powder is no more like Talcum Powders than cream is like
states sustained the administration the surface of the water.
Between
were thrown into tbe ocean to get rid
j “Come over and have tea,” suggested
skimmed milk. It is far more healthy for the skin and a hundred times
them is Hawk Channel which is used
of them
I the
“and 1 have leartily in its policy.

Judging hy the result of a canvass of
Stale Governors, legislators and other
outspoken leaders of political thought,

j

j

|

dr

J

F

Abstract

ot

Heals, Comforts and Beautifies the Skin

this destruction a boat that will take you hack to the
time the schools ; hotel.”
readied llatteras to tiie time they were I
He strode off, leading the way, and
bound
for
their
unknown quar- Nan and Dave followed. Once or twice
again
ters in deep water, at Newbury port a ! she hummed softly to herself, and Dave
criminal, wasteful war was waged iould have sworn it was the wedding
against these splendid lish.
Here, music from “Lohengrin.” At last, as
where the coast is irregular and where lie was helping her over a rock which
there is a difference of twenty or more ! barred tier path, she held his hand in
feet between high and low tides,
hers as she lightly dropped beside him.
men-farmers caught mackerel by the
“Dave,” she whispered, didn't he say
wagon-load to spread on their acres in j le was a clergyman?”
place of manure, or else to feed them I Dave nodded.
“The Rev. Phillip
to their pigs. The fishes would enter a
Hardman,” lie replied.
cove to lay their eggs; when ready to I
“We could fool that gossipping crowd,
retreat they would find a net stretched
jretending we did it on purpose.”
across the entrance of the retreat, and I
More than ever Dave marveled at the
a tide falling fast, until at last entire : vays of woman, but
they were married
schools were left high and dry. Then >efore supper, for Dave explained to
the farmers would drive in with teams, 1 he clergyman that he was afraid she
and with shovels and pitchforks load night change her mind again.—George
their wagons and spread the mackerel ! IVinthrop, in San Francisco Call.

And, worse, while
going oil from the

fisher-j

|

j

j

The Sunshine of Spring.
The most potent of all the reasons !
for the failing of these fisheries is best I The Salve that cures without a scar is
given in the words of Captain “Sol” | )eWitt’s Witch llazel Salve. Cuts, Bums,
mils, Bruises and Piles disappear before
Jacobs, “King of the Mackerel Fishers” j. he
use of this salve as snow belore the sunat Gloucester, who said:
liine of spring. Aiiss H. M. Middleton,
"The chief crime against the fisheries ;
riiebes,
111., says: “I was seriously afflicted
jS the practice of catching mackerel 1 vith a fever sore that was
very painful.
■

during the spawning season. If onetenth of the eggs of the spawn mackerel caught last season
had matured
mackerel would be plentiful this year

shore.”
It is easy to understand why, after

along

a bucket, where the vacancy is immediately filled, but is more like scooping
lard out of a keg, where there is a space
left that remains an empty hole, unoccupied by anything else, for it is a
habit of fish to spawn ou the ground
where they were hatched, and the fish
of any particular spawning ground
having been destroyed, no others will
come to take their place.

Other reasons, too numerous to mention within the space of a magazine artide, are advanced to explain the dedine of these fisheries. But the only
tangible one which we may hope to control is their devastation by the fishermen, and the sole remedy is to regulate
the pounds and traps and the purse
seines during the spawning season.

in
Sold

Football is

immoral game. It is full
if trickery, dishonesty and brutal savagery,
: md injurious to rational academic life in
America.
This is the way that President Eliot in
lis annual report just issued goes after the
food old game of football. While joining
n with the old protesting chorus that has
j rom the beginning pleaded against the
cruelty and brutality of football, President
Sliot scores first blood in the anti-football
1 crusade
by attacking the moral status of
1 he game.
Hr. Eliot believes that in a football suit
he average college boy is a veritable
, lemon.
He plays to win, no matter bow.
le uses his bsts and his feet on the opposi ng team when the umpire is not looking.
an

The New-York Tribune Farmer is the
nost thoroughly practical, helpful, useful,
entertaining, national, illustrated aericulural and family weekly in the United
States. Send your name and address for
\ ree sample copy to The New-York Tribune
; farmer. Tribune Building, New York
i 3ity. Sou may secure it with The Republi< can Journal, Belfast, Me., both papers oue
ear for $2.00.

1

J

Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach
mt of order ? Simply a case of torpid
iver. Burdock Blood Ritters will make a
, lew man or woman.of yon.

j

Hope.
1 was afflicted with catarrh ; could neither
aste nor smell and could hear but little.
Ely’s Cream Halm cured it.—Marcus G.
Shautz, Kahway, N. J.
< ream Halm reached me safely and the
ffl'ect is surprising. My son says the first
ipplication gave decided relief. RespectfulI y, Mrs. Franklin Freeman, Dover, N. 11.
The Halm does not irritate or cause sneezng. Sold by druggists at SO cents or mailed
>y Ely Brothers, 50 Warren St., New York.
A New Fish

Enterprise.

It iS reported that the Crocketts of the

Bluehill Steamboat Co. are to engage ex;ensively in the wholesale fish business at
Dix Island. Early in the winter they harvested 800 tons of excellent ice, andarrangenents are on foot to construct a first class
plant. At Camden they are having built
lor them by 11. M. I’rince a 35-foot gasolene
aunch, which will be equipped with either
i nine or thirteen horsepower engine. It
will also have a 30-foot spar for the use of
sails. The launch is a jim-dandy and the
ishermen’s eyes will stick out when she
;ets cruising along the coast after fish and
obsters.—Courier-Gazette.
State of Maine Club.

me

President Eliot on Football.

our

severe fishing along a certain stretch
of the coast, the supply of tish will be
reduced to a considerable extent, for,
although the supply of fish in the sea
may be practically inexhaustible, yet,
if the fish of a particular region are all
caught, there is no hope that others
from surrounding localities will take
their place. The exhaustion of a local
fishery is not like dipping water out of

>

;

)e Witt's W itch Hazel Salve cured
i ess than a w eek.” Get the genuine.
>y K. II. Moody.

While There is Life There is

B ston, Feb. 9.

The State of Maine

Club, composed of members of the Massachusetts Legislature who were formerly residents of Maine, held its annual banquet at the Quincy House
J uesday niglit. Nineteen members of
the club attended the banquet, which
Former Secretary
was quite informal.
Df the Navy, John D. Long, bad been
invited, but he sent his regrets a previous engagement making it impossible
for him to be present.
Admitted to the State Bar.

Bakgob, Feb. 9. Out of 18 candidates
who took their examinations for admission to the State bar Tuesday and
Wednesday only six were successful,
rhey were: Boland E. Clark, Houlton;
Ulysses G. Mudgett, Hampden; Percy
N. H. Lombard, Old Orchard; William
A. Johnson, Milo; Melville H. Simnonds, Hallow ell ; H. D. Fobs, Houlton.
Deserved

Popularity.

To cure Constipation and Liver troubles
ly gently moving the bowels and acting as
t tonic to the liver, take Little Early Risers,
rhese Famous Little Pills are mild, pleasint and harmless, but effective and sure,
rbeir universal use for many years is a
strong guarantee of their popularity and
isefumess. Sold by B. H. Moody.

healing for Itch.ng, Chafing, Face Blotches, Eczema, Heat Rash,
Sunburn, Pimples Hives, Bed Sores, Accidental Burns, Truss Pad
Irritation, Offensive Body Odors, Tender, Aching Feet, After Shaving, etc. Soothing, cooling, and harmless to the most delicate skin.
more

by medium sized vessels.
Most of the channels connecting the

inside passage with Hawk Channel are
small and shallow. As these keys are
exposed to the full fury of the tropical
storms, the work will involve a large
amount of filling on the coral rock
foundation.
Approximately thirty-five miles of
the line will be over water and the balance over keys partly rock and partly
suumergea.

Most of the keys are destitute of soil,
and the only material available nearby
for filling is found in the bars and shoals
of pulverized sea shell formed near the
keys. An examination of the coast
chart shows that the building of a road
with grade eight feet above mean low
tide would require 40,000 cubic yards of
material per mile.
At present there are three parties in
the field locating this line. They are in
charge of J. C. Meredith, engineer of

construction, whose headquarters are
Miami, Fla. From the terminus at
Key West it is proposed to run boats to
Havana, eighty-five miles. It is proposed to build these “ferry” boats large
enough to carry freight trains, o. j. i>.
at

Things Wrongly
Titmouse is

a

Named.

bird.

Catgut is a sheepgut.
Sealingwax has no wax.

Blind worms have eyes and can see.
Irish stew is uuknown in Ireland.
Bice paper is not made of rice or the
rice plant.
Kid gloves are not made of kid.
German silver is not silver, nor of
German manufacture, it having been
made in China for centuries.—Chicago
Post.
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Incorporated 1819,
Wm. B. Clark, Pres
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Real estate
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bond-..
Cash in rfficc* and l*a
Agents' balances..
Bills receivable..
Interest and rents.
All other assets..
—
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Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bat.
Agents’ balances_
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Real estate.
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances..
Interest and rents
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Comfort Powder

tlie Annuai

|

Grotg assets.
Deduct items not admin.

The most perfect Baby and Adult Skin Powder made
exclusive trade
For sale
all Toilet and Drug Stores, 25c. The word Comfort is
Look
for

(
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Stai*-

On the 31st

1
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clergyman, hospitably,

need*
Will
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that latest
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keep child-.

Look for the.s
M ills and treat
K ward off mure w>

THE FOG WILL LIFT.
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W

so
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Chil

And there were no bedtime stories,
And no loving hands to tuck
Ulankets soft round little sleepers;
For their mothers all had struck.

record among

has made a contract with him for
short stories for the present year.

struation, weakness, leucorrhoea, dis-

Such testimony as the following
should be convincing.
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
la., writca:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
‘‘1 can truly say that you have saved my life
and I cannot express mv gratitude to you in
words. For two years 1 spent lots of money
in doctoring without any benefit for menstrual irregularities and I had given up all
hopes of ever being well again, but I was
persuaded to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and three bottles have restored me to perfect health. Had it not been
for you I would have been in my grave

Pinkham’s

are

placement or ulceration of the womb,
that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, bloating,
[or flatulency), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or ara

plaints.

Lydia E

women

irregular, suppressed

what

writers in having contributions in no
fewer than nine magazines. Leslies'

Bold by City Drug stort
Dr. Agn.w,
l|,.Hn

Healthy

No one heard their little troubles,
No one held them on her lap,
No one sewed on truant buttons,
No one hunted Johnny’s cap.

Ilolman F. Day has contributions in
four of the February magazines; stories
in Ainslee’s, the National and Country
Life, and a poem in the Cosmopolitan,
lie had stories in two of the January
magazines and in December established

h.

stronger evidence „f i|..
fnl remedy over this
the truth <»f the eaLewis. hhamokin, |*a
my cure as a iniracli
utes.

No one tied the little bonnets,
No one brushed the little curls,
No one basted dolly dresses
For the busy little girls.

keeper and the dinner and party giver.
It is published by the Pierce Publishing
Co., Chicago, $1.00 a year.

Miss Mattie Henry, Vice-President of
Danville Art Club 429 Green Street,
Danville, Va., writes:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—Many years’ suf'ering with femaleweakness,inflammation and
broken down system made me more anxious
<> die than to live, but Lydia E. Pinkhom’s
Vegetable Compound has restored my health
ind I am so grateful for it that 1 want every
mffering woman to know whaf Lvdia E. Pinkram’s Vegetable Compound will do for her.”

Catarrh and Colds
Can
10 Minutes, and

_..,r

No one bound up wounded fingers,
No one glued the broken toys,
No one answered all the questions
Of the eager little boys.

most entertaining magazine and contains matter of interest to the house-

At the New York State Assembly of
Mothers, a prominent New York doctor
told the 500 women presentthathealthy
Amerioan women were so rare as to be
almost extinct.
This seems to be a sweeping statement of the condition of American
women.
Yet how many do you know
well and do not have
who are
perfectly
some trouble arising from a derangement of the female organism which
manifests Itself in headaches, backaches, nervousness, that bearing-doivn
feeling, painful or irregular menstruation, leucorrhcea, displacement of the
uterus, ovarian trouble, indigestion or
sleeplessness? There is a tried and
true remedy for all these ailments.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has restored more American
women to health than all other remeIt regulates,
dies In the world.
strengthens and cures diseases of the
female organism as nothing else can.
For thirty years it has been curing
female comthe
worst forms of

WE
Perm,

Such a dream I had ! So dreadful
That I never heard the like;
For I dreamt that on a sudden
The mammas agreed to strike.

is nearly 100,000 copies.
“What to Eat” is the recognized
champion of the pure food movement,
and demonstrates convincingly each
month the growing need for such a
Indeed there is already
movement.
danger of wholesale poisoning with the
coloring matter and preservatives used
in articles of daily consumption. But
aside from its well directed labors in behalf of pure food, “What to Eat,” is a

ON AN ISLAND.

demanded.

As far

ports of the leading book ellers hi Ills
country the best selling book of humor
during the holidays was the “Foolish
Dictionary.” The publishers, John W.
Luce and Company, announce that
although they were prepared for a big
demand thesupply was not near enough
and Hvedays before Christmas they had

to decline all orders until the 6th edition was issued on Jan. 5th. It is also
interesting to note that the sale to date

Time was when mackerel were caught
with the “jig” (hook and line) or with
“drags”—small nets dragged behind
schooners. These two methods were
always effective. Fish remained plentiful, the fisherman made enough money
to provide hims3if with even the luxuries of life, and the price of mackerel
remained within the means of the poor“I might swim for it,” suggested
est laborer. Then the country grew, Tuckei with the accent of one who
facilities for shipping fresh fish to kuows the impracticability of what he
greater distances improved steadily, suggests.
the fisherman became too affluent, and
"You might fly for it,” retorted Nan
lay awake nights devising means how Carroll, “for all the good it would do.
to triple his income. Thousands of fish You should have tied the boat.”
lifted out of a school became an ab“You forget,” lie pleaded,” that I
surd proposition in his eyes. Entire only came last night, and have not yet
thousschools he wanted, two hundred
had opportunity to become familiar
and or more at a time, if possible—never with the tide here. How was I to know
not
had
had
or
Whether
mind
they
that you had a regular Bay of Fundy
spawned. Both fixed and portable tide here?”
nets and traps he invented.
“If you know as much about geograChief among the apparatus used for
phy as you do about some things,” she
catching fish while in a fixed position hinted darkly, “you would know that
The trap
are traps, pounds and weirs.
this is the Bay of Fundy tide. It doesn’t
consists of an oblong inclosure of net- come in a tidal wave, but it rises as
ting on three sides and at the bottom, high.”
anchored securely by the side of a chan- J
He glanced ruefully at the canoe fast
nel. Into this the fish enter, and, the
disappearing on the tide, and scanned
surto
the
lifted
bottom of the nel being
the shore to see if it offered any hope.
face at the open end, the fish are
they were as thoroughly
Apparently
inlateral
a
into
driven
penned in and
lost as though they were on an island
needuntil
are
where
closure
kept
they
in the Pacific instead of three miles
ed.
from a summer resort. It was Tucker’s
The pounds and weirs are far more de- first
experience with a laud where they
structive. These are adapted not only built
steamship docks two stories high
lor taking but, many of them, for re- because of the fall of the tide from the
taining the fish until convenient to re- Bay of Fundy, and he had supposed
move them.
They are of various con- that when he had drawn the canoe well
struction, depending upon various con- up on the shelving bank the long rope
ditions—the nature of the water, the in tlie bow could not possibly be needed.
sides, the nature of the shore, the kind
He threw himself down beside her.
of fish to be taken. The most common
“Nan, dear,” lie cried, “Don’t take it
extendfence
form consists of a
netting
to heart. It will come out all right if I
into
fathoms
hundred
ing fifty or one
have to swim over to the mainland and
the sea, at right angles to the shore line. steal a boat."
The outer end of this straight fence, or
She rose in all her five feet five of inwall, is carried into a heartshaped in- jured dignity. “I do not see, Mr. Tuckclosure of netting, the apex of the heart er,” she said coldly, “that the situation
connecting with a circular “bowl” of should permit the levity you assume. It
netting, the bottom of which lies upon may be all right for you, but a woman’s
the ground at adepth of twenty or thirty fair name—” Her
sobbing broke forth
feet. In its course along the coast a afresh at the thought of what might be
school strikes one of these fences, fol- said.
I
lows it seaward, hoping to swim around
it and continues along the “leader”
until it reaches the end which is the
Here the school
entrance to the heart.
swims around and around for a time,
the only avenue of escape seeming to
be through the apex into the bowl,

Pietro,” “A Thousand Miles in a Small
Boat,” “A Piratical Misadventure,”
"The Young Midshipman's Adventure,” “Down Brownlow Hill,” “Grog,”
and “Tatters Helps the Editor.”

Literary News and Notes.

Co., Hartford, Ct.

j

assets —

j

LIABILITIES

Net unpaid losses..
Unear led premiums.
All other liabilities
Cash capital
Surplus over all lUbiliti*

j

—

-No more savory body of biographical
material has appeared for a long time
in any American magazine than the Leland papers, now appearing in the At-

lantic Monthly, dealing with the life of
Charles Godfrey Leland, author of
“Hans Breitmann.” The preliminary
account of Hans Breitmann in the January number gave us, among other
hitherto unknown gems, the following
new verse for Hans Breitmann’s wellknown “barty.”
“Mans Kreimann gife a barty,

Gott’s blitz—vot foon we had!
Ve Waved at Kuss im Ringe
Bill de gals vos almost mad !
And ven indo de gorner
Py Tilda I vos dook,
Mine eyes vos boost in Thranen
To dink how sebweet she look.”
Now, in the February number Mrs.
Pennell, his niece, presents a most admirable account of Hans Breitmann as
Romany Rye, made up of the interesting and romantic experiences of Leland in the first-hand study of gypsy
life and lore. It is announced that the
series will conclude with two installments of interesting and important
correspondence between Leland and
the foremost men of the time.

OUR COAST
n»e

It

Government

DEFENSES.

May do
Bucksport.

now

looks

as

Something

at

though the Penobscot

to be prepared for emergencies and
from the attacks of a future enemy.
was

Maj. Arthur Murry, U. S. A., and
□apt. W. G. Ellis were in Bucksport
last week, where it is said they went to
ook the ground over for the building
>f coast defenses in that part of the
river. Maj. Murry is a recognized authority on coast defenses and lias had
much to do with that work, his regular
station being at the United States submarine depot at Fort Totton, X. Y. 11
is not known just what is intended to
be done at Bucksport, or if any plans
have been made, but it is probable that
the visit of the two army officers to
that place is of considerable significance m view of the recent passage of
the bill by Congress appropriating a
large amount of money to be used in
coast defense. Old Fort Knox would
not long withstand the guns of a modern ship of even the smaller size.
Besides the old fort, which by the way is a
?rand bit of scenery much admired by
visitors to Maine, there is littie to pro;ect the towns on the river from an attack by the enemy, or to stop them
!rom going to Bangor. Major Murry
las written a hook on coast defenses
md is a member of an official army
>oard having coast defenses in control,
lie served in the Philippines and saw

The Washington’s Birthday number
of The American Boy is replete with
matter of historical interest. Its contents include a full page, illustrated ar“How do you like school?” asked a
ticle, “How Artists Pictured Washing
father of Bertha, after her first day.
ton,” “Francis Hampton, the proud
“I like it awfully!” was the reply.
little lad of Valley Forge,” "A Nation’s
ictive service there.
“And what did you learn to-day?” inHonor at the Pen’s Point,” “A Washquired the interested parent.
“The
Story
Birthday Party,”
An Old and Wkll-Tkikd Remedy.
“Oh, a lot!” replied the daughter. ington’s
of Lincoln’s Boyhood,” “Washington drs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup has been
“I’ve learned the names of all the
and the Fag.” The cover of The Amer- lsed for over sixty
years by millions of
boys.”—Golden Days.
ican Boy this month is an intensely innothers for their children while teething,
oAMvoaxA,
teresting one, as it represents Washing- vith perfect success. It soothes the child,
ton at prayer in the Valley Forge days. '• oftens the gums, allays all pain.eures wind
Bern the
/> The Kind You Have Always Baud
1
and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea,
being a reproduction of a photograph lolic,
s pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
of the bas-relief recently put into the
n every part of the world.
Twenty-live
East Side Y. M. C. A. building in New ( :ents
a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
York City. The stories this month in- ie sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothhow
It makes no difference
many mediclude further chapters of “My Four i ng Syrup, and and take no other.
sines have failed to cure you, if you are
troubled with headache, constipation, kid- Years at West Point,” the first of a
ney or liver troubles, Hollister’s Rocky new series of bear stories entitled
Kodol
Cure
Mountain Tea will make you well. R. H. "Capturing a Thief,” the story of a little Italian entitled “What Happened to
Moody.
OlgMts what you oat.

Dyspepsia

.,4
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Real estate.
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Cash in office and bank.
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Gross
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Unearned premiums.
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Cash capital
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JLU
IT7ALDOS8.—In Court <
Vf last, on the loth da>
John Innis and George 1».'
the estate of Jessie MeQiie*
port, in said county, decease
their first and fiual account
said estate for allowance
Ordered, that notice tin"
weeks successively, in The K.
a newspaper published in It. ;
that all persons interested n
bate Court, to be held at o*
day of February next, ami
they have, why the said aec">
allowed.
GEO. E. JOI
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. IV Ua/.m

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTH

hereby gives notice that she
pointed aduiinistratirx of the*
ISAAC E. COOPE t, late
in the County of Waldo, »!«•«

}

|

"

1
1

bonds as the law directs. All
mauds against the estate of sa>»i
sired to present the same for set;
indebted thereto are requested

immediately.

JULIA KhM
Burnham, January 10,1005.-3"'

armies had surged furiously to and fro
and each had been driven by the other.
At this moment the rebels were at
bay
all along the line. The Union troops
for
the
second
or
third
time
had
LAPSE OF MORE
nearly
.j, x'HE
reached the enemy’s works and had
Nt ARS BY “ONE WHO paused for a moment to take breath
and gather strength for the linal
charge. The pause was fatal to victory.
That it did not bring defeat to the
Union army, let us be thankful. The
U I>K1>.]
\
enemy, quick to take advantage of a
I
Then
was
light.
weakness, suddenly struck our left
A
oaten nothing since Hank and threw it into a panic.
whole
division, six thousand or more
xas tlie last food in
were
to
the
panic-stricken men,
rushing
made but half a rear like
frightened sheep. It was indead were thickly deed a dark day for the Stars and
1st. Their haversacks ! Stripes. The tide of the battle for ten
minutes or more had been setting most
or fellow was breathfearfully against them. What could
ms his last prayer to
save the day?
The 19th Maine was rewife and child— plenishing itself with ammunition at
is
1 this time.
A whole division of Union
:
forgetting self and
were coming down the road with
I troops
the loved ones.
a rebel division close at their heels. As
mites until he had the Federals
passed where the 19th
Maine
and then feasted on
lay and the rebels came at close
wheeled his regiCol.
Connor
range,
o and honey I found
ment parallel to the road and delivered
Vt the roll call that
volley after volley into the rebel divirim absentees and we sion. Never did a line of battle change
: too men only about front more opportunely, and seldom, if
was a volley delivered of more
nere were my tent- ever,
p
telling effect. The enemy faltered,
acre Collins, Edward,
half dismayed at the ambush they
and Enoch C., the thought they had been led into.
It
sin, who left his home was difficult for their officers to keep
that early morning them from deeing. They felt we had been
playing one of our tricks by retiring,
Uter dark I went to and
by the slaughter in their ranks
to
find
my
hoping
thought they had met a whole division.
We had seen him The check was complete, and in the
meantime the Union line was reformin the charge, and
ed and the day was saved. Never was
After wander- a brief
rw.
period of time more valuable
time 1 found the to the Union forces, and this by a hande _’nd Corps in a ful of men, less than three hundred,
who threw into confusion a whole rebel
on
a
small brook
division; but not without cost. Col.
of the battle field. Conner was borne from the Held a cripiuy were there and ple for life and narrowly escaped cap-
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A GREAT MEDICINE.

feel well and we

us

e

winning

and hot whiskey and

pelts

springs and wide jaws, such as are employed iu capturing foxes, mink, otter

and tisher.

tuciG nmuc iwuui uiree
larger
for taking bobcats and the lucivees, and perhaps one nonderous bear
trap with spiked jaws and spring strong
enough to hold a horse. Of late years,
however, the bears den up early, leav’ing small use for traps, and if any of
the auimals roam out late in the winter
it is a sure sign that bruin is
hungry,
when he can be caught as
easily in
deadfall made of logs as in a trap
Auc-u

ones

from the remnants left over he can secure wood enough to keep his campfire

as

be a genuine household remedy is based on
the fact that they make the blood sound
and the nerves strong and so overcome a
variety of diseases.
“I have recommended Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills to many people,” said Mrs. Gossett,
“because X have seen such good results,
time after time, right in my own family.
There are three of us who do not need to
take anybody’s word on the subject, for our
own experience in the past ten years has
taught us how well they deserve the praise
given them by so mauy others.
“Xt was just about ten years ago that X
first read about Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills in
a newspaper article which gave the testimony of some woman who had been cured
by them. Her symptoms were so much like
mine that X thought X would try them, and
I then bought my first box.
“1 was at that time all rundown in health,
X was weak and nervous and without ambition. I couldn’t walk any distance on account of shortness of breath and palpitation of my heart, and 1 had no appetite. I
had been doctoring all summer for malaria
and stomach trouble. Everybody thought 1
was going into consumption, as my mother
had died of that disease.
“Thanks to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, I
I began to imam now alive and hearty.
prove as soon as 1 began to take them. The
first box roused up my appetite, so I got
three more boxes, and when those had been
taken 1 was a well women. 1 always take
a few as a tonic everj spring and fall, and
I have found them ol great benefit just before and after confinement. Everyone wonders how X keep so well and am able to care
for my home and six children without he p.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills explains it.
“My oldest girl’s health began to fail
when she was about fourteen, as the result
of too close application to her school work.
She was nervous,complained of sharp pains
in her head, would get deathly sick and
have to leave the school room to get fresh
air to revive her. 1 gave some pills to her.
She took only a few boxes, but they cured
her troubles and caused her to develop into
a perfect picture of health.
Then my husband took them for rheumatism and found
that they would cure that too. So you see
we all got great good from using them and
that is why we recommend them to others.”
Mrs. Minnie B. Gossett lives at Uhrichsville, Tuscarawas, Co., Ohio, and is well
known, as she has resided in the same
neighborhood for more than thirteen years.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists everywhere. They have cured
other diseases also, such as antemia, neuralgia, partial paralysis, irregularities and
all forms of weakness in women.
They
have also cured the most stubborn cases of
with
the
most
delidyspepsia. They agree
cate stomachs and rapidly strengthen them.
They are indispensable for growing girls.

some other way be
the difficulty and stop
i blood.
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ran

"ade our coffee and took a
before daylight. Then the
.sets prepared to leave us;
•us I was of them.
How
'1 lave given to exchange
'-in.
But it was too late,
thought of that before I
y after daylight the orto advance. We moved
battle until we crossed
■ad, and although in the
■'
ten we started we were
■

ut

engaged

built of

with an un-

us was a

position

chance to perfective service. Our Col.
-i

ve

us a

•d to the front with the

■How,
e

teeth of

woods
one

1

1

;

and we secured the
the

enemy,
were so thick
we

of them.

Col. Con-

help to hold the position,
came.
There we stood,
ling as fast as we could,
is
spoken except the low
lire

low; give

it to

them;

low.” Our men fell fast.
>
tire was low and very
s"-h our ammunition was
gone,
this time bullets came flyugtliwise of our line and we found
was in our rear.
That was
‘■“"‘for us to get away, which we
“■ss time than it takes to write
,'ll ,,,4s- Not that we were whipped,
was the best and
only thing we
In leaving a position like
s good
policy to make good
1 "r the
first few rods, and if mj
.1
serves me right we did at this
How exceedingly tame it seems
nrc

:i

1

these things after the lapse ol
Here let me quote from ar
Ce
written by a member of oui
111,1 ht.
Charles E. Nash of Augusta
"s’ how Colonel Conner
got his

'b'lits.

j

'us

now near noon. The condic
‘aged all the forenoon.
Botl 1

1
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A CARD.
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
We also guar
to cure your cough or cold.'
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A, Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Sou.

day

away.

Hay Fever.

Balm solid, it is prepared for use in atomizers, and is highly prized by those who
have been accustomed to call their physicians for such a treatment. Many physicians are using and prescribing it. All the
medicinal properties of tile celebrated
Cream Balm are contained in the Liquid
form, which is 75 cts. including a spraying
tube.
All drugg'sts, or by mail.
Ely
Brothers, 50 Warren St., New" York.
THE FARMERS

ALMANAC.

The year lias many seasons more than
recognized iri tile Almanac. There
is that time about the lirst of June, the
beginning of summer, when the buttercups blossom in the now
luxuriant
grass, and I am first reminded of mowand
of
tlie
ing
dairy.
Everyone will have observed different
There
is the time when they
j epochs.
j begin to drive cows to pasture,—about
the 20th of May,- observed by the far| mev, but a little arbitrary year by year.
Cows spend their winters in barns and
cowyards, their summers in pastures,
In summer, therefore, they may low
with emphasis, “Tomorrow to fresh
! woods and pastures new.” I sometimes
see a neighbor or two united with their
boys and hired men to drive their cattle
to some far off country pasture, fifty or
sixty miles distant in New Hampshire,
early in the morning, with their sticks
and dogs.
It is a memorable time with
j the farmers’ boys, and frequently their
I first journey from home. The herds| man in some mountain pasture is exthem. And then in the fall,
j pecting
when they go up to drive them back,
I they speculate as to whether Janet or
Brindle will know them. I heard such
a boy exclaim on such an
occasion,
when the calf of the spring returned a
as
he
stroked
her
heifer,
side, “She
knows me, father; she knows me.”
Driven up to be the cattle on a thousand hills.—Thoreau’s Journal, in the
are

j

j

I

February Atlantic.

cate catarrh.
bold by City

I

l)r.

;

Isle

I
I

1

au

Haut

Light.

Washington, D. C., Feb. 10. Senator
Fyejhas proposed as an amendment to the
sundry civil bill, when it reaches the senate, an item of 614,400 for establishing a
lighthouse and fog signal station at or near
Robinson’s Point, Isle au Ilaut harbor, in
A strong effort
the thoroughfare there.
w ill be made to have this incorporated in
the bill and made 'aw.

A

|

1

1

banked up heavily

Teaspoonful of “L. F.”

North Bucks port, Me., Oct. 30,1903.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used ‘L. F.” Bitters for about
two years and have found it very beneficial.
One of my neighbors has a
small boy who had a very nervous
trouble. “L. F.” has almost completely
cured him in a very short time.
Yours trulv,
MRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,

with snow later ou.
He is now ready to begin trapping in
earnest. Having cooked up-food enough
to last him lor three to five days, inEases nerve pressure by nature’s
cluding a big dish of muskrat stew in a i
tin can, he makes his regular trips after
method. A healthy liver and well
I own
furs.
on
moccasins
Walking rapidly,
regulated bowels. You can depend
if the ground is bare and on snowshoes upon "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, 35
in case the depth is more than six incents at all stores.
ches, he visits every trap as he passes 1
along, taking out such animals as lie
has caught and putting on new bait and
resetting those which have been sprung.
Notice of Foreclosure.
If he has been lucky he may find twenty muskrats and perhaps a mink or a
Whereas, Stephen .1. Collin, Sarah H. Coffin,
fisher on his out trip.
wife of Stephen ,)., and U. O. Coffin, all of ThornThese are taken to his brush canif dike, in the county o Waldo, in the State of
by their mortgage deed dated Dec. a, A.
and skinned before he sleeps.
After a Maine,
D. 1889, and recorded to the Waldo comity Regisbreakfast
on
corn
bread
and
hearty
try of Deeds, Book 222, Page at I, > onveyed to me
fried salt pork he puts the skins inside tlie undersigned a cettain parcel of land situated
north halt of lot No.
his pack and starts for the same camj in Thorndike, it being tin*
52 in said town and bounded as follows, viz: on
by the other waterway, where he in file north by lot No. 70. on the west by lot
58, on the east by lot No. 51, oil the south by
speets the traps in the same manner lit I aNo.Hue
running from tile east to the west line
did going out. Having made the round of
said lot No. 52 dividing said jot in two equal
trip in two days he -spends the thirc parts by the acre and containing fifty acres,
or less, reserving an easement for ail land
day in scaping and stretching the pelts more
use; also another piece
in preparing fuel, mending his sled anc 1 that is token fur public
of or parcel of land situaied in the above named
snowshoes and in cooking for the nexl I town and bounded as follows, to wit: It being
the non til half ol lot No. 55 and beginning at tile
journey.
corner of said lot No. 55; thence
Thus he spends the winter, going ou' northeasterly
southerly on the west line of said lot seventyone day, returning the next and takinf
seven
and one-half rods; thence easterly a
said lot ill the
a day off at home.
If a blinding snow course as to strike the east line of
011 the east line of said
storm comes
while he is at home hi ,1 center; thence northerly
1

■

up
line of said lot to the
1 lot No. 55 to the north
waits over until the sky has cleared place of beginning, containing fifty acres, more
of all land that is
easement
and then makes a hard trip of it, fo: or less, reserving an
taken for public use. It being the same land conthe traps must be dug from beneath tin
M.
by his deed dated
us
Wing
to
veyed
by Edgar
snow, new bait put on and things madi * Dec. 3, A. D. 1889, and whereas, the conditions of
now
are
broken,
therefore, by
said
and
for
next
curious
mortgage
the
hungri reason
ready
of the breach of the conditions thereof, I
creature which come that way.
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
If the trapper is overtaken by a fu
Dated at Thorndike the 6th day of February,
rious storm while he is out, he seek: A'
O. J. FARWELL.
3W6905'
the nearest clump of evergreens an<
waits in safety inside a camp of boughs
HOLLISTER'S
As spring approaches and the sui I
blazes down upon the white coating
Tea
Mountain
the trapper is often taken with snov
Medioine for Busy Peopie.
A
Bubj
blindness, which strikes him suddenl;
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
and makes him incapable of seeing th! 1
■

[

path.

In this case he whittles out liugi !
goggles with narrow slits to admit tin
light over each eye, and wearing thesi
and bathing his face and head witl 1
1

witch hazel extract of his own make
he contrives to
back and forth unti [

A speciflcfor Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kulnev Troubles, pimples. Eczema, Impure

Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache

and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabOenuine made by
let form, 35 cents a box.
Hollister Dart; Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MCtOUV■v

only
$2 00
if

February 8,1905.
Taken this eighth day of February, A. D. 1906,
on execution dated February 4,1905, issued on a
judgment remiered by the Supreme Judicial
court for the Couuty of Waldo, at the term thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday of January, A. D. 1905, to wit. on the tenth day of January, A. D. 1905, in favor of Harold K. Bailey of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo aud rotate of
Maine, against Grace E. Douglas of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo and state of Maine, for
forty-four dollars and seventy-five cents, debt
or damage, and fourteen dollars aud
twenty-nine
cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at public auction at the office of R. F. Dunton, in Belfast, in
said ( ounty ot Waldo, to the highest bidder, on
Saturday, the eleventh day of March, A. D. 1905,
at teu o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title aiia interest which the said Grace E. Douglas has and
had in and to the same on the twenty eighth day
of March, a. 1). 1904, at seven o’clock in the
afternoon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot
or parcel ot land, with buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast, aud bounded and described in
three separate parcels, as tollows:
First parcel. Beginning at a stake at the north
comer of land conveyed by H. W. Cunningham
toJ.C. Perry, and in the southerly line of the
road leading iroin said Perry’s to Mason’s Mills,
so-called; thence easterly in the southerly line of
said road so many feet as wi 1 make twenty feet
at right angles with the westerly line of this lot;
thence south twenty one degrees and forty minutes west to the line of James W. White’s original lot; thence northerly by iarni formerly owned
by said Janies W. White and said J. (J. Perry to
the place of beginning. Being the .same real estate conveyed to James W. white by Doane W.
Pattersball, by his deed dated July 18,1856, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 96,
Page -J15.
;

you
send
your
order
and

money
to
The

Republican
Journal

Publishing
Company>
Belfast,
Maine.

a stone in the line of lots numbered 51 and 52 in
the second division of lots in said Belfast; thence
east on the line of land formerly of James Curtis
six rods and four feet to the southeast corner of
land conveyed to James Curtis by J. Y. McClintock; thence south parallel with the line of said
lot two hundred and forty-four feet to a stake
and stones; thence west to the road leading by
the Hoard Landing sueli a course as shall make
the said parcel of land at the road of the same
width it is on the east line, containing half an
acre.
Being the same premises conveyed to
James W. v\ hite by Daniel Merrill, by Ins deed
dated November 29, 1847, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Hook 60, Rage 291.
Third parcel. Hounded on the north and east
by said road leading to Mason’s ''ills, and on the
south and west t»y the two parcels of land above
described, containing one acre, more or less, and
known as the Me Keen place. Being the same
premises conveyed t llarriinan Brothers by the
late .Jonathan EKvell, by bis deed dated January
1,1881. and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Hook 182, Rage 320.
All of said paicels being the same conveyed to
said Grace E. Douglas by her former name of
Grace E. Harvey by Frank Blake, by deed dated
March 4, 1898, recorded in Waldo Registry of
3w7
Deeds, Book 267, Rage 144.
R. G. HURD, Deputy Sheriff.

•I

UNITED STATES BRANCH

Society,

Union Fire Insurance
NORWICH, ENGLAND.
DEC. 31, 1904.

Mortgage loans.$ 40,000 fO
2,106,794 75
Stocks and bonds.
347,482 06
Cash in office and hank
242,339 27
balances
Agents’
63
....

23,75<

Interest and rents.
All other assets ..

<Jl

.$2,760,450 68
8,060 81
admitted

...

..

Admitted assets.$2,752,389 87
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 178,243 69
1,649,524 27
Unearned premiums.
29,623 04
All other liabilities
894,968 8i
Surplus over all liabilities..
Total

liabilities

and

surplus....$2,752,389

FROM BELFAST.

3,064 65

..

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted

••••

.$268,278 15
4,932.22
$263,345 93

Admitted Assets..
LIABILITIES

DEC. 31, 1904.
Unpaid Losses .$17,311.75
Unearned Premiums. 61,413.72
39,049.83
All otli* r Liabilities
100,noo oo
Cash Capital..
Surplus over all Liabilities. 55,570.63

Net

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$263,345.93
WM. N COLBURN, Agent,
3w7
Brooks, Waldo County, Maine.

AM

Branch,

States

Sun

Insurance

Brooks. 7
Knox .t7
Thorndike
8
8
Unity.
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8
Benton.. 9
Bangor. i 1
...

10
36
62
02
30

F

26
3o
40
62
04
10
18
40

_

Waterville. 9 08
F

4 46

—

3 08

6 31

6 35
9 05

1 Of
*57
7 20

Admitted Assets.
$3,195,440.06
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses
.$ 192,478.05
Unearned Premiums. 1,906,602.03
All other Liabilities.
11,7*5.01
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,084,583.97
...

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$3,195,449.06
MESSRS. J. RATTEE &SON. Agents,
3w7
Belfast, Waldo County, Maine.

|ED.
jw

TO BELFAST.
PM

I

Boscon.j

E D.
w D.

AM

7 40

A

0 01
83(
p Jl

1C 45

7 00

1 C6

m

7 15

9 52

Bangor. 7 15

4 If
1 36
P

Benton.
Clinton.

Burnham, depart.
Unity.
Thorndike.

Knox.
Brooks.

t9f7
f7 21
f7 30 tlO 06

8 50
9 08
9 17
t9 25
9 40
I9 60

Waldo.
City Point..11000
10 06
Belfast, arrive

10 20
10 55
10 20
tl 1 35
112 12
112 30
112 45
1 06

tFlagstation.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

14
4
4
6

M

22
35
50
05

5|16
15
6
15
16
6
sold

24
4(
6<
(H
06
a

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Geohop
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Booth by. Uen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
ASSETS

DEC.

31, 1904.

Real estate.. $ 442,900 00
Mortgage loans. 1,254,156 99
72,000 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,849,061 75
Cash in office and bank
345,776 02
523,666 12
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
55,396 46
All other assets.
7,215 05
Gross assets.$6
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted

Metropolitan

Plate Glass and

Fashions and
Feeding and

Steamers temporarily withdrawn from route.
Service will be resumed immediately as soon as
ice conditions will permit.
FRED W.

POTE. Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston.

The

Dairy and Creamery
The

Apiary

News of the

Lawyer

Day

Household Features

Poultry Yard

The

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

Question Box

The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better proof of its
can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
postpaid, at the vt i-y low price stated. Address
all orders to

popularity

I if. { c.. beltast

(lira!

t r

sure

you have these in the lies!
H»•••«* i* it- Statement.

Company

Maryland.

Ml, 1904.

Real Estate
.$ 735.00u.00
4 479.5uo.no
Stocks and bonds...
Cash in Office and bank.
204,524-02
88,046.25
Agents’ balances.
Gross

Assets..$5,837,670.27

Admitted Assets

..

$5,837,670.27

31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses .$ 207,574.94
70o 626.18
Unearned Premiums.
Cash Capita'.
2,000.000.00
2,923,469.15
Surplus and ai. Liabilities
LIABILITIES DEC.

..

Total Liabilities and

Surplus.$5,837,670 21

REMARKS.

31, 1904.

Total amount

..

Agents’balances.

Fancy Work.

Breeding

Talks with Our

Reports

Mechanical Devices

ASSETS DEC.

Casualty

Interest and rents.
A11 other assets.

Market

Fruit Culture

FIDELITY & DEPOSIT CO. of

Stocks and bonds.
$530,750 00
42.105 87
Cash in office and bank.
71,567 87
4.145 80
3,662 05

$652,231 59
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
2,055 05
Admitted assets.$650,176 54
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.. .$ 9,236 24
Unearned premiums.
209,329 16
All other liabilities.30,170 94
Cash capital. 200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 201,440 20
liabilities and surplus.$650,176 54
FIELD & QUIMHY, Agents,
Belfast, Waldo Co., Maine.

FOR SALE

-and-

...REPAIRING...

cit^^ Applj^

Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.

paid patrons since

or-

incurred
ganization for loss s
through disl onesty, etc., of fiduciaries, employes, etc.$3,555,339.40
Total Surplus and Undivided Profits.. 2,923,469.15
(This is the loss paying power of the Company,
without impairing the capital stock ol $2,000,No other company in the world is so
000,00.
strong).
M. F. BARTLETT, General Agent,
3w6
Waterville, Maine.

--

BRITISH

riAUAZINES, MUSIC
BOUND.

TORONTO.

DAMAOED BOOKS, AL»

BUMS, ETC., REPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSE-PARTOUT WORK.

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

K^red.

beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
end me a postal and I will call for work. 26
Miller street. Side door.

ASSURANCE CO.

AMERICA

A PAMPHLETS

Work
The desirable property of the late Dr. Filingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten r«'Oins, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, 1 md enough
for garden. This i?» a good opportunity to gel a
to
home light in the heart of the
52

Farm and Garden

SURETY BONDS.

Insurance Company of New York.
47 Cedar St., New York City.
ASSETS DEC.

Only $2.00

Relieving that every <»ue ot our readers should
have at least one good farm and family journal
we have perfected arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructi\e journal Farm
and Home, in connection with 1'hk Hkplbucan Journal for only *2.00. the price of Thb
Repurlican Journal alone. We are unable
to give but a brief description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is uneipialed for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned tin*

lie

31. 1904.

Total liabilities and surplus. $6,538,237 39
FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
W interport, Maine.
3\v7

3w7

For

assets..$6,538,237 39

LIABILITIES DEC.

Total

ftw! Most Practical fatal «ad
Faoer Publish®-*

1 he I <{i 1

550,172 39
11,935 00

Net unpaid losses. $ 306,643 69
Unearned premiums. 4,713.329 83
Cash capital.
500,coo 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,018,263 87

The

She

At

1904.

Assets.$3,195,449.06

3 2i
13 2»
t3 41
4 U
t4 2f
4 4F
6 20
6 6,’
,6 If
to 2f

M

Portland.12 16
400
Boston
Boston,
D. 406

Waterville.

31.
Real Estate.$ 261.000.00
50,000.00
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds
2,279.307.75
266,246.74
Cash in office and Bank.
310,303 99
Agents’Balances
I nterest and Rents.
28,590.58
Gross

42
64
uo

a

LONDON, ENGLAND.

1
tl
tl
1
t2
2
2
2

A M

Portland.

Office of

FM

Belfast, depart
7 16
City Point.t7 20
Waldo.17 30

Boston

United

Clubbing Offer

On and after Oct. 10,1904, trains connectini
at Burnham and Waterville with through trainfor and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland anBoston, will run as iollows:

31, 1904.

Mortgage Loans .— S 4,00000
239,803.75
Stocks and Bonds
8,157.67
Cash in Office and Banks.
13,252.08
Agents’Balances..
Interest and Rents

HR! A Great

87

PHILADELPHIA.

ASSETS DEC.

Nuggets

Rocky

for

MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

ASSETS, DEC.

For Nervous Children

year

STATE OF

OF

and lumber at wholesale have all sold better
than of late, and certainly in larger volume
than at this date a year ago, which latter
period, however, saw somewhat of a halt
occurring.— Hradstreet’s.

ore

SHERIFFS SALE.

GENERAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

The State of Trade.

papers

Aguew’s Heart Cure helps the

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

|

these

1

ASSETS

i

of

» vet worked heart.
-*-

Norwich

j1

Both

Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co

3w7

Spring jobbing lias at last begun to expand, and reports of improvement come
| from the west, northwest and far west, this
! despite severe winter weather, which lias,
in the case of the south, operated to check
the development noted last week. Dry
I goods, shoes, groceries, hardware, millinery

which furnish valuable furs are fnund
lurking near the water.
For this reason the trapper arranges
his line of traps so they will follow up
one branch of a stream for fifteen or
twenty miles, and then crosses over to
another stream flowing in the same direction, down which he makes his way,
placing traps at convenient places until
lie>s back at the camp once more. As
for the out-camp at the farther end of
his line, that is a rude shelter built of
are

a

Catarrh ami

blazing all winter. Meanw hile lie'has
set traps enough along the nearest

boughs, which

only

market for bis

Liquid Cream Balm is becoming quite as
popular in many localities as Ely’s Cream

only soldiers
mi can ever
forget the Brings Health to Three Members of the waterway to furnish bait for the start.
Heal work begins early some mornCures a Wife’s Debility
Same Family.
would pass through the
when he starts out, dragging a sled
After Malaria, a Husband’s Rhumatism, ing
Iv expecting to go into
load of traps and the bodies of a score
a Daughter’s Nervous Prostration.
of muskrats, the latter of which he will
many times that night I
at home; that the war
The claims of Dr. Williams’Pink Pills to use for bait. Nearly all the animals
joy

ii

are

a

He works early and late and suffers
much from frosts and thaws and loneliness, and does it all for pelts enough
to bring in anywhere from $200 to $330.
But living has not cost him more than
$50 for the whole trip, and all that is
left over is clear profit.
He comes back healthy and lean and
brown, ready to go to work at anything.
And the fun of the whole trip is yet to
come, for when he gets shaved and
washed up and is seated by the hotel
fire, will not all the boys and old men
gather around him and ask him questions as to what he saw and heard while
in the woods?
From 125 to 175 skilled men go trapping in the northern forests of Maine
every winter. Most of them live alone,
though now and then two old cronies
will camp together and “go snacks” on
what they capture.

in
the woods is of the simplest kind. He
has far to go over rougli roads, so that
the weight of his goods must be
very
light. In fact, the trapper who is beginning business makes two or more
trips to his base of supplies before settling down to business.
Tli is is done so as to take in as
many
traps as he can tend in two days of
work. As a rule, from 200 to 250 steel
traps are needed. One half of these
will be muskrat traps, witli single

j

> and

until some day he can see the white expanse of Moosehead Lake gleaming
below him, and knows that good beds

men now trapping is
fully as large as in
former seasons.
The outfit of the trapper who
proposes to spend two or three months

■

■

Now he comes to
open
water, compelling him to make a wide
detour through the pathless woods.
Anon, he walks above rotting ice that
buckles under bis weight, but knowing
that every day makes the travelling
worse, he takes the risk, and goes ahead

li8her skins taken in Maine
go to Japan
while a large amount of other
expensive
furs go to Itussia, the war now
going
on between those two
nations has caus
ed a depression in
so that the
prices,
skins which sold for $5 a
year ago are
more tlian *4 this season.
While this condition is
somewhat
discouraging, says the Bangor News
the man w ho has once been
a trapper
is so pleased with his
calling that he
seldom abandons it, and
though the
outlook for great profits from
the ventures is not very
bright, the number of

■

ffi:-

COLDS, HEADACHE,
CATARRH,

■■■■■■■■■■I

Along in March when the snow on
the lakes begins to slop under his snowLicensed
Guides
Many
jI Many of the
are shedlicensed guides who are j shoes, and when the animals
I ding their winter coats of fur, the trapbusy about Moosehead Lake
during per removes the pelts and their stretch- Rtltevcd in 10 Minutes by Dr. Agfishing time, and in the woods with vis ers,
places them in a flat heap on his
ntw’s Catarrhal Pewdar.
iting hunters during the open season sled, and putting aboard enough food
and takon big game,
Rev. W. H. Main, pastor of the Baptist Emanthree
weeks,
or
to
last
two
for
the
spend
winter in the fai
he turns uel Church, Buffalo gives strong testimony for
north woods, where
up a bole in bis loose belt,
is a firm believer in Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
they seek abandon. ing
another toil- and
and
his
south
face
begins
Powder. He has tried many kinds of remedies
1
camI'8 and Put out lines oi
f?'T^er
the days are very warm without avail.
After using Dr. Aguew’s Casome trip.
if
the
traps along
waterways in the hope and sloppy, he travels nights when the tarrhal Powder I was benefited at once” are his
of capturing fur
words. It is a wonderful remedy and will relieve
bearing animals.
any form of head paiu in ten minutes and eradiOwing to the fact that most of the crust will bold him up.an
reach of

■

!«•

see once more.

Winter Occupation of

sliould have felt better. Our losses had
was
ebbing
been fearful.
We went back a few
..lined to own at
where we found some muddy waat down by tliat rods
child, lie lived ter and there we ate our dinner. This weighing fifty pounds. For these reasons few wise trappers burden themWe scooped out a must have been three or four o’clock in selves with
implements fortaking bears.
the
Then
afternoon.
we
started
to
find
The food carried by fur hunters is in
ipped him in his
the
most
the remainder of the brigade.
It was
condensed form of heat-giv;
up and marked
ing material. Plenty of fat pork is the
his remains are but a short distance, perhaps a mile,
.;
first requisite, as with this all sorts of
mual cemetery at yet we were so weary from the excite- wild meats may be cooked over the
ment and labors of the day that it was campfire. For
starchy foods the outfit
holds a bag of sifted cornmeal, a sack
with difficulty we could get along.
of wheat Hour and baking powders
llow- much I would have given to
nreatli while the
ready mixed, and possibly a paper of
and in the mean- have gotten out of that. 1 own up to buckwheat meal for fritters.
The foregoing, with salt and pepper
to recall some de- those things now, because I think the
igement in which truth should be told. I am a little curi- and a liberal quantity of black tea, complete the paltry outfit. For implements
pated, which will ous to know if all who went into bat- there are a sharp axe with
a
short
this time. 1 hope tle felt as I did, and this may induce handle, alight rifle, a co irse fils and a
stout
■
some one to speak.
I have heard so
see a full history
hunting knife. Now put in a
bottle of matches tightly sealed
i old regiment, the many times that honesty is the best pol- large
from the wet, coverall with a pair ol
AVe took part icy I thought I would like to test it and woolen
■is.
blankets, and cap this with a
rubber blanket, and the low sled with
mish and march of see what would come out of it.
;
Afterdark we drank some coffee, and wide runners is ready to start.
summer, fall and
The rule is to get away as soon as the
during the winter then wrapped in our rubber blankets ice on the lakes will
hold up the weight
in river.
The next laid down to rest, and if possible to of a man, for furs are of best
quality
-u opened May
3rd. sleep. Our bodies were too weary to from Nov. 20 to Feb. 20, and if a man
wishes to do good work he must put
midnight and crossed rest, and our minds were flitting away out
his traps before heavy snow comes
■r with one corps at through the forests in front and fighton.
It is a long and a hard pull from
light the next morn- ing the battles of the day over and over the foot of Moosehead Lake, w here the
Hiancellorsville at again until late at night. Troops were railroad stops, to some tumbledow-n
far up along tributaries of Chamned there until the marching by us all night, asking us camp
berlain Lake or-among the brooks
1 :e
and
we
would
what
regiment?
reply, which flow into the Allagash, but those
5th, when we marches Tavern. That even- Nineteenth Maine, when one of them who go farthest fare best, and when
mi hack to the AVilder- called out, “how about that frying labor is the price of success nothing is
too hard for the trapper to perform.
u to see that a big fight
pan,” alluding to the frying pan story I
It is often the case that the trapper gets
the
in
of
told
the
or us.
regi- a lift along the wood roads from teams
early history
une such experience of ment. At that we all laughed, and that going into the woods for work, but failin this, he trudges along, walking on
that no tongue can tell made us feel better and we went to ing
the ice of streams and lakes when he
it
was
aded to go into another sleep. From that time forward
can, and following wood roads or forest
and marching paths when he must, and covering from
ibout valor, gallantry, fighting, skirmishing
i such times and after most of the time until the surrender of fifteen to twenty miles a day until from
one to three weeks after quitting the
Most of our commanders had
as ours.
It sounds Lee.
villages he readies the place he has
the truth it was noth- been served as Col. Conner had been— chosen.
In nearly every case he takes possesthat kept me in the Col. Welch at Spottsylvania, Col. Fogsion of a lumber camp where men have
adn’t courage enough ler and Col Starbard at High 13ridge.
resided in former years. Here he cuts
is a coward, or to act
In the year 1804 the losses of the 19th off two-thirds of the
log structure to
that very reason I did Maine were: killed and wounded, ini; mend up the latter, using the rotten
1
for
fuel
and
the
sound ones for
is true that when en- wounded, not fatally, 299; taken prison- logs
timbers in making the needful changes.
-hts and feelings would ers, 133; total, 533 out of 614.
In the end he has a watertight and
‘lie time being I could
I left the 19th Maine in 1864 to take up almost
airtight hovel, that is doublywalled and chinked with moss, while
ug all the damage pos- services in the Veteran Reserve Corps.
fast

the inflammation abates and he can

rut IHJNTIN6 IN MAINE.

ASSETS DEC.

—.

Belfast

56
91
73
70

Gross assets..$1,450,972 tH>
Deduct items not admitted.
22.362 15
Admitted

asset-.

LIABILITIES DEC.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned pienu ins
over all liabilities

(surplus

JOHN S. FERNALD,

31, 1904.

Stocks and bonds.$1,230,627
Cash in office and bank.
828,221
127,213
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
10 308

Total liabil t

es

and

...

933.762 33

400,120 66

$1,428 610 75
surplus
QU1M BY, Agents,
Bellast, Maine.

Messis. FIELD &
3w7

$1,428,61075
31, 1904.
94.727 76
$

Correspondence.

County
SEARSPORT

Miss Alice Kane is the guest of Mr. and
h! s. W. B. Sawyer.
•a

Mrs. Henrietta Young was in Belfast for
few days last week.
F. A. ('arrow of Belfast is foreman in the

cigar manufactory here.
Normal) Richards of Milo, Me., is the
guest of bis sister, Mrs. lleury Partridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Monroe are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
sou.
A delegation from the Searsport High
school attended the basket ball game in
Belfast last Friday evening and report a
Jolly, good time.

F. R. Atwood is registered at the Searsport House, Mr. Atwood represents VV. M.
Andrews dealer in pianos, organs and
mu.- ical mdse, at Bangor, Me.
It lias always been the custom to close
the town hooks on March 20th, but as that
date falls on Monday this year it has been
deemed advisable to change to Saturday,
Feb. 18th.
Scott Blanchard opened a cigar manufactory in the Hamilton building Monday,
Feb. Kith. He has named his first brand of
cigars the “Yankee Clipper.” A host of
friends here wish him success in his new
venture.

Phillips \\ illiams is ill with

a

light attack

The board of health
of diphtheria.
the school as it was feared many
children had been exposed. Owing
quarantine there were no services
Cong’l church last Sunday.

making biscuit,
INcake,
rolls, etc.,

PALERMO.

LOCALS.

closed
of the
fo the
at the

Obituary. Died in Searsport, Feb. 10,
Orilla A. Whitcomb. Mrs. Whitcomb was
born in Park, Me., May 80, 1850, and was 54
years, 8 months and to days old. She was
the daughter of Capt. .Jonathan Green and
Nancy {Moore) Park and was one of five
children, only two of whom are living, Capt
Alnian Park and Mrs. Elizabeth Farnum.
In November, 1867, she married Frank E.
Three children
Whitcomb of Searsport.
were burn to them—Frederick Eugene, who
died March 8, 1901, Elizabeth Blanche and
Frances Carver, who, with Mr. Whitcomb,
survive. Mrs. Whitcomb was a member of
the Cong’l church here and was for many
years active in church work. She was one
of the instigators of the Blue Ribbon Society and also an active member of the
Christian Endeavor. She was a former
president of the Woman’s Relief Corps,
and until the disbanding of that order was
prominent in its good work. Mrs. Whitcomb lias alwavs made her nome in Searsport, and many friends unite in sympathy
with the family, who have lost a devoted
wife and mother. Funeral services were
held at her late residence on Monday, Rev.
C. W. Wallace officiating. The interment
was in the village cemetery.

Mr. Athel Linscott.a respected resident of
this place, died January 29, aged 45 years.
Mr. Linscott was apparently feeling as wel
as usual and was sitting smoking when he
suddenly fell from his chair and died instantly. lie is survived by two brothers,
three sisters, a mother, and a host of loving
friends_A. J. Tobey has bought a new
for.y horse power, Hunt water wheel. He
says when he gets it set he will be able to
manufacture lumber enough to meet the
demands of his customers—Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Moratig recently entertained a party
of relatives at their home—F. L. Bailey
and Chas. Philips were in Belfast on busiBion Grant, who has been
ness last.week
employed at Gallops Island, has returned
home_Freeman Turner is very ill. He is
attended by Dr. H. K. Stinson. The services of Bion Grant have been secured as
nurse_Miss Lula Fish, who obtained a
position at one of the publishing houses in
Augusta, was obi iged to give up her position,
on account of ill health and the illness of
her grandfather, Freeman Turner.

Baking Powder
employed

venience

—

the train from Wiscassethas been blocked
long time, but will soon make regular
trips, it is hoped_ Mrs. Ellen Ilarriman
of Liberty has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Soule, who has been very sick with
bronchitis, but is now much better—
Harry Chadwick and Jennie Chadwick have
finished their school in Somerville and.are
at home at present—Killa Black is at Mrs.
Geo. Soule’s—Mrs. Abbie Lainsnn of
Freedom is visiting Mrs. Nettie Nelson.
as
a

W1NTERFORT.

Sunday in tbe death of three of our residents within a few hours of each other.
They were all elderly ladies and invalids,
but the immediate cause of their deaths was
Mrs.
due to the prevailing epidemic.
Lydia Harlow died at the home of her sonin-law, Dr. If. J. Webber, after a short but
Mrs. Harlow
PROSPECT FERRY.
severe attack of pneumonia.
Mrs. N. J. Heagan ami Oscar Hillado vis- was the widow of the late A. D. Harlow.
Mrs.
one
Grace WebI
leaves
She
daughter,
in
Pendleton
ited Mr. and Mrs. Elden
Stockton last Thursday.Mrs. W. H. ber, with whom she resided, and one son,
who
lives
in
Millinockett, also
Harriinan entertained the Ladies’ club, Roy Harlow,
Feb. lGth_Everett Pierce has moved his two sisters and two brothers to mourn their
family into B. C. Avery’s house—Miss loss. She was much beloved and respected
ail who knew her and leaves many
Agnes Ward visited at Mrs. Frances Hard- by
Mrs. Chas. friends. Shortly after the death of Mrs.
ing’s several days last week
Harlow Mrs. Cynthia Hlake passed away at
Banks and Miss Faustina Harding called
the home of her only son, Mr. George lilake,
on friends in Sandypoint one day last week.
hour or two later Miss Betsey
an
and
_E. I-t. Batchelder and son Alvah visited
fi iends in Frankfort last week.Alvah Kenney, one of our oldest residents, died at
Batchelder went to Frankfort to play 1st the home of her grand-nephew, Will. E.
Parker_At this writing Mr. Andrew
violin for the Knights in their new hall last
of our well known and reMonday night. He also plays in Swanville Fernald, one
spected citizens, lies very low with pneufor a dance, Feb. 17th.
monia_Most of those who have been iil
there are
are recovering, and although
SWAN VILL B C'EXXL it.
eases reported the majority of
Miss Mary Cunningham is confined to her many new
them are not serious.... Rev. Harry iiili,
bed... Horatio Marr, who has been ill, is
who has been very ill, is now convalescent,
able to be out again—Win. Clements has although not yet able to go out—Fur the
been confined to the house w ith a bad cold
first time in the history of the water works
hr is able to be o\t again... Leslie Roberts
Winterport is having some difficulty in
Melissa
Littlefield
work
for
Joshua
a.
keeping the water pipes thawed out, but it
Me Keen has xeturned from Belfast, where is hoped there will be no serious result.
been
she
has
doing dressmaking
Ephraim Littlefield and wile gave a whist FREEDOM.
last
night, bainty refreshFriday
.Monday, Feb. il, at the home of the bride’s
party
ments were served and a pleasant- evening
father, Mr. (Samuel Briggs, Mr. W. L.
James
all...
Robertson
was
was enjoyed by
the guest of his sister, Mrs. bavid Moody, Weddleton and Miss Gertrude L. Brigg
were united in marriage. Mr. Weddleton's a
Sunday... Comet (Range held no meeting successful business
man of Bangor and has
Saturday evening on account of the bad
recently commenced studying for the ministraveling.
try. The happy couple took the afternoon
MBEliTN
train at I horudike en route for Washington,
L. F. Iluvd, who has been in Howard, R.
1>. C., to spend their honeymoon. Their
1.. for the past two years, has resigned his friends wish them much joy and happiness
in their wedded life-Tlie Ladies’ Circle
)i->ition, mi account of i!! health... Roy met 1 st Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Woodard id Haverhill, .Mass., is visiting Ins
1). \V. Dodge and quite an interesting promother. Mr>. E. (L Norton...'Senator Morse
(Several original
gram was carried out.
v- a> at home last w eek, and spent Sunday
were read, among them was one by
with his lamiiy.
He returned to Augusta papers
Mrs. Dodge giving the history of the
Monday, accompanied by .Mrs. Morse, who Circle. Mrs. Bellow’s
paper was, VVliat can
will remain’ some time... .Mrs. Ernest
the Circle do f >r a place, and Mrs. Brown
Know lion and little daughter are visiting
lead a paper on the prophecy of the circle.
in Palermo, at Mrs. Know lion’s parents,
cake and coffee were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Leeman-Those re- Sandw iches,
Their next
will be with Mrs. Belported on the sick list last week are all im- lows in two meeting Feb.
weeks,
23, when they proproving— The snow that fed Friday, followed by brisk wind Saturday, tilled the pose to have another interesting program.
Come all ladies interested and enjoy a
roads full again. The Belfast stages could
social afternoon. Mrs. Murch is president
not get through and no stage from \Yaldothis year—Mr. F. 1. Hanson was stormed
boro. The Freedom stage managed to make
stayed in Thorndike Saturday night so passits trip and was one hour behind time.
ed the night with Mr. and Mis. C. B. Cox.
ile preached there in the afternoon and
lit KX HAM.
Mr. J. W. Libby went after him and there
Merton Maloon, who lias been critically
was a meeting in the Academy in the evenid for several weeks, is reported as much
ing with a fair attendance. Ile returned
improved at this writing—Warren Hard- to Bangor Monday morning... School at
Freedom Academy closes tins next Friday,
ing lost one of his team horses last SaturFeb. 17-The Glee Clubs will join-in a
day.
Alphonzo Young and Charles Cook
son, who have been doing an extensive
grand concert at the Grange Hall Friday
for
Arlo
have
finlumbering job
evening. They will be assisted by a readTwitchell,
ished their work and returned home_
er....Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bryant are exBell Reynolds has been stopping with the | pected borne this week_Chester Grant,
of
Will
for
who is attending Colby, passed Sunday at
ihe
family
Lassell,
past week
W arren Harding has home_Irene Sibley is at home from Gorcaring for the sick
bought the Benney Reynolds farm at the ham.
head of the pond and will erect a new house
SKPtiviuA srtu^iis.
on the farm the coming spring....William
Garcelon will leave for Montana, Monday,
Mr. J. Elmer Littlefield and Mr. Sawyei
Feb. 13tli, to visit his sou George, who has
from Bangor early last week for a
been in that State for several years. Mr. came
Gareelon’s daughter, Mrs. 1). Chandler and second business trip, connected with the
nephew, Will Garcelon will accompany him furnishing of railroad ties and wharf piling
for the Northern Maine Seaport R. R_
on the trip ...Miss Cora Reynolds is employed in the family of John Simonds in Thursday our popular postmaster, Mr.
Pittsfield.
Harry R. lliehborn, spent the day in Augusta— Friday one hundred double mattresses were sent from Bangor by team to
Mr. S. S. liean is confined to the house
Cape Jellison in preparation for the large
with heart trouble—VV. I.. Wilder is suf- number of workmen soon expected there.
fering with an attack of the grip_A term Already the master builder, Mr. Mullens,
of High school began Keb. lith with the well and two associates are on the ground, beKnown and popular teacher, Mr. Merrick
ginning the pier on the so-called Leonard
Tibbetts of i’alermo.... Mrs. Flora Ames of
Staples shore, about five hundred feet southwest from Speed’s point.
The latter, it is
Matinicus is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Orri 11 Berry
The entertainment said, is to be cut entirely away, the earth
being necessary for filling. The present
given last Thursday evening at the Grange
hall under the auspices of the Ladies’ work is upon a two-hundred foot wharf
is to be pushed to completion to pro( liurcli Aid, was a success
socially and fi- which
nancially— Mr. John Levenseller had his vide a much needed landing place for furfoot badly crushed while at work in the mill. ther necessary materials. Teams are busy
Mr. Irvin Hills was called to Belmont last in this and adjoining towns hauling spruce
week on account of the sickness and death and oak logs from twenty to fifty feet in
of his grandmother, Mrs. Martin B. Hunt. length for piling needed at the Cape; and
11. E. Knight took Ills place in the store_ others are rushing forward the railroad
H. N. Woodcock of Camden was in town ties to have such things on the ground
last week..Miss Mary McCorrison and when required by the road builders. It is
Miss Josephine Knight have gone to West rumored that work is to begin at once in
Upton, Mass., fur the remainder of the win- some sections and hurried all along the
line as soon as spring opens. The surveyter... 1). II. Cobb lo-t a valuable horse last
week....Rev. C. F. Ileebee tell and cut his ors are still at work in town,and Mr. Brock
chin last week, requiring tile aid of a sur- is measuring—“tying in’’—the land necessary for the railroad purposes. It. F. Dungeon to dress it... The many friends of Mr.
Alexander Woodman are sorry to learn of ton, Esq, is still consulting with property
holders relative to estimated land damages,
bis death at bis home in Auburn.
and finding our citizens generally disposed
TKOV.
to deal very fairly with the li. & A. manageThe selectmen are now busy settling up ment. Mr. Spellman, the wharf contractor,
arrived in town Monday. The chief enthe affairs of the town
Edwin Carleton
gineer of the B. and A., Mr. Burpee, came
and family moved Saturday from the Mer- early in the week to arrange track details,
rill place tii file house ot /.llliri Carleton at secure offices, etc., for the approaching
Carleton Mills.Mr. Isaac Elliot is rebusy season. Sunday the expected iceported to be very ill... Hr. M. T. Hodge, breaker arrived from Portland to “cut the
who lias been ill about live weeks with solid whiteness through,” and give a
pastyphoid-pneumonia, is slowly convalescing. sage into our excellent harbor which old
Mrs. Julia Hillman Crosby died last Boreas has seen fit to seal in common with
week after a brief illness at the home of nearly all North Atlantic
ports for twu
Hon. Lorenzo Garcelon, where she has been consecutive years about this time—an uncared for faithfully for several years. She usual occurrence! This ice-breaker has on
was 83 years of age, the youngest of a large
board a load of hard pine for the wharf
family, and the last one to go. Since her covering. Thus the good work goes on- -Mr.
strength failed, more than six years ago, E. F. Staples received a large lot of ladies’
she has been supported by kind hearted boots and shoes
early this week. Look out
nephews who provided an excellent home for the offered bargains!... Mr. Albert
lor her at Mr. Garcelon’s.
The funeral Gardner began clerking for the J. M. Ames
services were held Saturday, conducted by Co. last Monday—a fortunate venture foi
Rev. J. C. Lamb—Mrs. Mary L. Morse, the business house we predict_Mr. Wilwidow of the late Rev. Linnaeus Morse,
lard Berry has recently placed a telephone
passed away Feb. 11 at the home of her in his residence. Mr. lliehborn has alsc
adopted daughter, Mrs. Chester Hillman. supplied the post office with that convenShe was in her Tilth year, and had been in ience lately— Mr. Albert M. Ames arrived
feeble health for a long time. Since the home Wednesday from a ten days’ business
death of her husband three years ago, she and pleasure trip to Boston and New York.
had longed for the life beyond and for a
The High school will open next Monrelease from earth’s sufferings. Mrs. Morse day, Feb. 20th, in the village school buildwas a gentlewoman of culture and refineing, with Mr. J. W. Hamlin as principal.
ment
with keenest sensibilities.
The May all scholars avail themselves of this
funeral was held at her late home Monday, opportunity for advanced study and inalieid d by Rev. Mr R"«« and the inter- struetiou
Our rainstorm of Sunday nighl
ment was in Fall view c- ineiery.
has been followed by another cold wave.
—

—

—
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—

—

—

...

—

—

even

way in which people respo ;ded to o..r Lst week’s announcement of our “PROSPERI I Y SALE’’ u
to us. We k ow we deserved such a response. We knew tf at every price and value
represented'
facts. That every reduction marked was positive.
I hat no inflated valuations were placed on shoes t<> P d
ductions sound sensational. It means a great deal to us to realize the public’s confidence in our staunK
w hat we say in our advertising columns is believed when it is read.
Last week’s brisk selling has depleted
some lines, but we have added others with reductions as positive as those gone before, and for ONE WEEK
will sell good, dependable shoes for men. wonnn and children at an average saving of a third to a half. But t
sale will positively close SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY TWENTY-FIF1Th.

THE

ifying

V',

■

by

persons of delicate

digestion.

_Eail Nelson returned to his school work
in Whitefield, this week....Delos Sprague

—

«: the dinsmore store.

to raise

will be obtained.
Royal makes food
that will keep moist
and fresh, and which
can be eaten when
warm without incon-

and relatives, and especially to his aged
Lester
mother, who will miss him sadly
Sylvester and family visited at John Black's,
last week_Mrs. Frank Wood and daughter Lucy passed Saturday anil Sunday with
her sister, Mrs. Bessie Albion....Mrs.
Emma Black passed Thursday visiting
friends here—Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Smiley
from Albion were at II. L. Black's, Sunday.

*

SHOE SELLING

is

them, better results

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Marden attended
the funeral, Wednesday, of Mr. Athel Liuscott, whose sudden death from heart
disease was agreat shock to his many friends

*

^SPLENDID

milk, Royal

sour

NORTH PALERMO.

went
to
Waterville, Saturday_Sallie
Simpson, who has been detained at home by
sickness and bad traveling for some time,
Frank
returned to Coburn, this week
Jordan, who works for L. A. Bowler, went
to Thorndike last week for a load of grain,

One Week

if instead of using
cream of tartar and
soda, or soda and

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

YORK._

liangor

& Northern Maine Short
Kail way.

I
2.69 I

THE CELEBRATED SOROSIS $3.50 Boot for

A NEW RAILROAD SCHEME.
The

II

POR one week, more you can buy
CO., NEW

$2,69

Line

THE WALK=0VER $3.50 and $4.00 Shoes

Bangor, Feb. 10. Th -re has been some
talk about the city within the last few days
concerning a new railroad scheme which
has lately been formulated, and incorporated
in this State under the name of the Bangor
& Northern Maine Short Line railway.
When a reporter called on Geo. W. Maxfield, at the Maine Farm-product company’s
office, in regard to this new railroad in
Bangor, Mr. Maxfield said: “We have
options on the tide water facilities at High
51K
id
Head in this city known as the Crosby heirs’
wharf property, all that land with the new
wharves, the Hinckley & Egery land extending front tide water to Main street, and
front the Public Works company’s car barns
up Main street to Hon. J. B. Bass’ land,
and 18 rods of-Mr. Bass’ property adjoining
the Hiuckley & Egery land on Main street,
a
and back as far as the land extends. These
an over
a
two last pieces mentioned are on the opponot to
a
over to
season.
site side of the Main street from the city
farm and much more is under control.
“The Bangor & Northern Maine Short
Line railway will be built at once if char01 °ur
tor
tered. H. M. Heath, Esq., of Augusta,
t
of
the New
holds the written agreement
York incorporators to that effect. They are
financially able to do it.
The road will start at tide water at Bangor, go up through the westerly part of the
Shoes as staple as these seldom find their way into sales, but we intend prosperity for the youngsters as well as the older ones.
towns on the west side of the Penobscot to
Mattawamkeag, from Mattawamkeag the
liue will run through the easterly part of
All 25c. shoe
Aroostook to Houlton, the main liue will
at 16c. All 10c.
the famous Shinn!a a v
also run from Mattawamkeag by the way of
I
n
I
4
of
the
best
Mount
for 5c.
Katahdin,
Medway, Millinocket,
3c. a
Chamberlain lake to the headwaters of the
St. John river on our western boundary.
Another branch will run from Medway to
Patten and thence to Presque Isle. It will
be ”75 miles long. The line is so laid out as
not to conflict with the fifteen mile limit of
the !!. & A.
“Under tlie charter it is impossible for
tlie Maine Central or any other corporation
It conto control the charter on the road.
tains strong and unusual restrictions. It
will and must bean independent company.
It asks no tax exemption, no public aid, and
SMITH ! ON.
no one in Maine to help finance it.
nac carried a hawser to the schooner and
“It lias been carefully studied.
My towed her to anchorage off Xobska this 1 ,1. E. Hall was at M. E. Bushel's Friday
friends in New York believe that there is evening. [A Woods Ihde despatch of the talking over the
apple situation. The
room for this road and the li. & A.
They itthsavs: A five-masted schooner is at anhave no desire to injure Hint road. They chor off Xobska, directly in the path of the huyers have all left and Mr. Hall with
confidently believe that the growth of ice pack, and grave fears' are entertained several others have decided to ship their
ESTABLISHED IN 1836. ORGANIZED AS NATION AI
northern Maine will give both roads all the for its safety should the ice sweep down i own
app'es to Liverpool and get what they
traffic they can possibly handle. The pub- upon it while the tide is running to the can... The young friends of Miss Leona
lic can feel sure the road will be built. It westward. This craft is believed to be the j Hussel' will be interested to learn of her
means a
wonderful development for Ban- Van Allens Houghton, which was towed !
marriage, Feb. 4th, to one of Albion’s
from a dangerous position near the shoals | hustling young farmers, Mr. Charles Buzgor and all of northern Maine.”
off Cottage City yesterday.]
I zel. They will live in Albion, where Mr.
The U. of M. Band.
Huston, Feb. 9. Cable advices received in Buzzell’s father owns a large farm which
this city yesterday by the managing owners the young people will manage—Allen
[Special to tlie Kennebec Journal. J
of the schooner Joseph W. Hawthorn, from Bragdon of Bangor is stopping with liis
OliONO, Me., Feb. 11. The University of Captain lloffses, commander of the vessel,
Maine band gave its first public performance stated that the cargo of garbage tankage is brother, Ephraim Bragdon.
j
in the chapel, Friday evening, and it was a on five and surveyors have recommended ;
The conceit that the shipment be jettisoned. The Haw- |
success from start to finish.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
was a surprise to all w ho heard it, for it
thorn was bound from New York for Mo- j
was a remarkable exhibition.
Under the bile, and put into Nassau, New Providence,
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Established for the beueht and convenience of thost* s.-eking an nn
leadership of A. W Sprague, '05, of Bangor with her cargo heated. When it was discovi TIONS and SAYINGS, and yet
Prices Paid Producer,
Produce Market.
desiring them so invested as alwaythis organization has become an accomplish- ered that the cargo was on fire, the authori9.00 212.00
40 Hay p ton,
ed band of 30 pieces, and the training and ties at Nassau ordered the schooner to leave Apples p bu.,
INTEREST PAID AT 3 PER CENT COMPOUNDED
I
Hides
f>
p
lb,
dried,
lb,
p
«>£
skill that they displayed Friday evening
the vessel is un2.25 Lamb p tb,
u
port. Capt. lloffses says
Beans, pea,
j
was really wonderful.
One gentleman who
Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MON HI.
The owners have cabled the capLamb
Skins,
2.75
50(275
injured.
Yef’eyes,
has visited a great many of the colleges and tain to save all the cargo possible and coo- Butter
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of iss n
027
20,222 Mutton p lb.
p tb,
universities and has heard various bands, ler with the underwriters’ agent with re- Beef, sides, p lb,
028 Oafs p bu.. 32 tb,
40
For the safety of the Depositors in either department of thi** hank
I
5
Potatoes
in
a
to
and who is consequently
p bu., 35(240
position
gard to chartering a tug to tow the schooner Beeflore quarters,
60 Bound Hog,
0
SURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to tin*
know, said that without doubt this is the to her destination. The underwriters have Bailey p bu.,
7.00
13*
Straw
Cheese
p ton,
lb,
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.
finest college band in the country.
agreed to pay their part of the towage ex- Chickenpp lb,
14 Turkey p Ib,
25228
2a4 I
penses.
Calf Skins, pel lb. lOall.Tallow p lb,
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, .$5.00, .$6.50 and $g.oo p.*i
8
I4al5 Veal p lt»,
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 10. The Ameri- Duck p lt»,
nest construction, and equaled in few instances in tins country.
23
28, Wool, unwashed,
Eggs p doz.,
can barkentine Rebecca Crowell, Captain
12 Wood, hard.
Fowl
4.00(5,4.51 i
tb,
Dow, arrived in port today in ballast from Geesepp lb,
10 Wood, soft.
3.00
AMERICAN PORTS.
Nassau, N. P., in a leaking condition, and
'-New York, Keb. 8. Ar, sch. W. E. it W. will be hauled on the ways for repairs. She
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
L. Tuck, Barren Island for Bucksport; cld, sailed from San Juan, I’. R., Jan. 2, for Bos90,21.00
sch. Marion N. Cobb, Jacksonville; 11, ar, ton. The captain reports the vessel left San Beef, corned, p lb, 8210 Lime p bbl.,
~u Oat Meal p lb,
4(25
Salt, 14 lb,
bark Rose Innes, Port Spaiu, Trim, 32days; Juan with 2537 barrels of molasses, and that Butter
*>2 Onions p lb,
4
Corn p bu.,
was 14 days north of llatteras, w ith heavy
owing to stress of weather and the vessel Cracked Coni, p bu, 02 Oil Kerosene, gal.,14(215
N VV and N E gales and rough seas; lost leaking, part of the cargo was thrown over- Corn Meal, p bu.,
62 Pollock y 'b,
525£
10
10:217 i’ork p ib.
and split sails and sprung rudder head. One hoard and the balance landed at Nassau, cheese, p tb,
1.13
Cotton Sted, P cwt., 1.45 Plaster p hbl.,
of the crew was frostbitten; bark Herbert N. P.
5a8 Bye Meal p lb,
3
Codfish
dn,
tb,
p
schooner
10.
The
Feb.
N.
sell.
Stella
B.
C.,
Beaufort,
Fuller, Savannah;
Kaplan,
1.25
p qt., 8(210 Shorts p cwt.,
Fernandina; 12, ar, sch. John 1. Snow, Ma- Sarah I). J. Rawson, ashore near Cape Cranberries,
1&&14 Sugar p tb,
Clover
Seed,
7*
coris; 13, City Island, bound south, schs. Lookout, is a total loss. The vessel strand- Flour, p bbl., 0.75a7.50 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
40
Lavinia M. Snow, Hurricane Island, Me.; ed Wednesday, and it was not until this H. G. See<l p bu.,
4
1.90Sweet Potatoes,
Ella F. Crowell, Rockland, Me., before re- afternoon that the life savers were able to | Lard, ptb.
10 Wheat Meal.
This is the time to buy Yarns.
a24
ported here in the ice, left today in tow of get near enough to take off the crew. The
For two weeks we offer special
which
the
over
all
vessel,
surf was pounding
tugs Port Chester and Stamford.
BORN.
Boston, Feb. 10. Ar, sch. Edward 11. Cole, was rapidly going to pieces, and one seaman
on all our Germantown
prices
was washed overboard and drowned before
Salem ; 13, cld, sch. Tlieoline, Biunswiek.
Berry.
In Morrill, February 5, to Mr. ami
Is Sill'** I-Itl
Charleston, S. C., Feb. 4. In port, schs. the eves of his shipmates. The Sarah I). J. Mrs.
best
Yarn,
quality in all shades
Pearl Berry, a son.
J. C. Strawbridge for Weymouth; lluina- Rawson is a three-masted schooner of 292
to use.
In Surry, January 29. to Mr. and 1
Candage.
and colors for
tons. She sailed from Georgetown, S. C.,
roek for Philadelphia.
Mrs. Medbury J. Candage. a daughter.
Port Royal, S. C., Feb. 6. Sid, bark Ed- Feb. 2, with a cargo of lumber for New
Gray. In South Brooksville, January 30, to
ward L. Mayberry, New York.
York. The vessel was built in 1883, and is Mr. and Mrs. Manford «ray, a son.
Grkelf.y. In Bar Harbor, February 3, to Mr. I
San Francisco, Feb. 6. Sid, ship Emily owned by T. 1). French of Camden, Me.
Mis. Henry E. Greeley, a daughter.
F. Whitney, Honolulu.
Boston, Feb. 11. The four-masted schoon- and
Gross. In Deer Isle, January 30, to Mr. and
FOR > A I
was
towJan.
28.
S.
D.
Kdward
H.
Rogers,
er
Ar,
Cole, Capt.
Winslow, Wash.,
ship
Mrs. Hoymond Gross, a son.
I
Carleton, McLeod, Bellingham (for repairs). ed here yesterday afternoon from Salem by
o kntworth.
In w aldo, February 5, to Mr.
into
the
******
I
Savannah, Feb. 8. Ar, sch. Mark Pendle- the tugboat Leader, and will go
slid Mrs. Herbert E. Wentworth, a daughter.
ton, New York.
drydock for examination and repairs. The
this
time we will also
Newport News, Feb. 10. Sid, schs. Jacob Cole struck an uncharted rock near Baker’s
MARRIED.
During
M. Haskell, Boston; Eleanor A. Percy, do.
island while bound into Salem last week
have
a
with
laden
sale of
10.
Feb.
sch.
Laura
M.
from
special
Fernandina,
Sid,
Newport News, heavily
Ai!nis-Ghay. In Deer Isle, February 5, Wil!u
Lunt, Boston.
coal, and when she was tloated by a tug she liam E. Annis ami Miss Angie Maud Gray, both
Jacksonville, Feb. 10. Ar, bark Rebecca was leaking considerably. It is feared that of Deer Isle.
is
less
Cole
In
The
Nassau.
Brimigion
Fletcher.
is
her bottom
Warren, January
damaged.
Crowell,
FINANCIAL v
Cld, sell. Sallie I’On, than a year old, having been launched at 28, Malvin O. Brimigion and Violet Emily Fletch- :
Mobile, Feb. 10.
both of Warren.
New York.
REASSIGNED. Tl
Cobb, Butler & Co.’s yard, Rockland, last er,Nash-Newton.
In
January 28,
tions and Finaneial t
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 11. Sid, sch. Star March. Her managing owners are Crowell Atwell F. Nash and Mrs.Kazorville,
Ellen Leavitt Newton,
hearing in its room at
of the Sea and Inez N. Carver, New York.
& Tliurlow of this city.
both of Washington.
ta,
Tuesday, K**i»i mu
a fine assortment of both at
Norfolk, Feb. 11.
Cld, sch. Pendleton
Nkveli.s-Hekrick. In Bluehill, February 3, |
99—on a resolve in
G. Clifton Nevells and Miss Marion A. Herrick, ;
Sisters, Jacksonville.
Hospital.
lowest prices.
both of Bluehill.
FOREIGN PORTS.
I
By order of tin* <
Wkddlktox-Briggs. In Freedom, February
and Financial Attairs
Jucaro, Cuba, Feb. 5. Sid, sch. Wellfleet.
B, by Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook of Belfast, Chesley
FRANKH
■
COME AND SEE US.
R. Weddleton and Letitia Gertrude Briggs.
Paul
Jan. 20.

THE RALSTON HEALTH $4.00
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WOMEN)

THE REDFERN $3.°° Boot for Women

(every

width)

offering made possible only by
left

A GOOD ASSORTMENT
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determination
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The $1.50 kind

CVCDV HAV

stock and

another

dressing

pairs

I

49c

S

B

I

j

for..

B

gg

dressing (including
quality spiral tip lacing
(regular price

DINSMORE

I

2.19

$1.50,1.25 and $1FUR TRIMMED HOUSE SLIPPERS,
This is remarkable
carry pair

I

Shoes'anabsX3.19

B

I

fl

pair

|

STORE

Belfast National Bank,

j

\
I

\

j
\

SHIP NEWS

j

Yarns

Cough Balsam
j
j

Price lOc. and 25*.

IOC. skein.

j

CITY DRUG STORf
LEGISLATIVE

Newcastle, NSW,
Revere, Whittier,^Manila.

MA1UTIMK MIh-CKI.I.ANY.
recent charters are the following:
Sch. Mark Pendleton, New York to Savannah, cement, thence pineapple crates to Havana, p. t.; sch. Medford, Baltimore to San
Juan and Guayanilla, steel rails, p. t.
The three-masted schooner building at

Cobb, Butler & Co’s yard, Rockland, for
Crowell & Thurlow of Boston, will be
named Gov. Powers, in honor of Congressman Llewellyn Powers, who will own an

interest in the craft.
The U. S. revenue cutter Woodbury towed
into Rockland last week the two-masted
schooner Josie which was frozen in near
Owl’s Head. The Josie was bound to Sears-

Feb. 8. Schs. 1). H. Rivers,
21 days out from Havana, and Madelene
Cooney, 21 days out from Fernandina, arrived at the Delaware Breakwater to-day.
Both vessels are 10 days overdue. Their
crew report trying weather conditions.
Rockland, Me., Feb. 8. The revenue cutter Woodbury went to Burnt Harbor, Swan's
Island, to-day to relieve the Portland lobster
steamer Lucretia which was reported in distress, having broken her shaft. The crew
were safe. The schooner Helen, owned by
the- Rockland, Rockport Lime Co., loaded
with granite, fouudered at her wharf at
High Island and sank. Her cargo will be
discharged and the vessel raised.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Feb. 8. The livemasted schooner Van Allens Boughton,
bound from Boston for a coal port, was
caught in the ice near Squash Meadow
Shoal this forenoon. Revenue cutter Macki-

Philadelphia,

!

i

\

5

Ski, ship

Among

port.

j

DIED.

Do

Endanger

Not

When

Your Life and

Cure is so

a

Easy.

why will people continue to suffer the agonies
kidney complaint, backache, urirary disorders, lameness and stiffness in the back, why
allow themselves to become chronic invalids,
when a certain cure is offered them? Doan’s
Kidney Pills is the remedy to use because it
gives the kidneys the help they need to perform
their work. That Doan’s Kidney Pills cure, and
of

cure

permanently

ment.

If you

is

jliave

proved
any,

in

even

citizen's stateone, of the numera

symptoms of kidney complaint, cure yourseif
before diabetes, dropsy or Bright’s disease sets
in. Head this Belfast testimony:
O. A. Hopkins of 6 Bay View street, Belfast,
Me., says: “I had a steady pain across the small
of my back which bothered me more or less all
the time until I took one box of Doan’s Kidney
Pills. I had seen this remedy advertised and
highly recommended and so I went over to Edmund Wilson's drug store, got them and used
them as directed. The steady pain left me and
I have not felt it since. Doan’s Kidney’s Pills
ous

cured me.”

by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FosterCo., Buffalo, N. Y sole agents for the

For sale
Milburn

United states.
Remember

other.

x

the

name—Doan’s—and

MISSES ELLIS,

Health

take

no

In Winterport, February 12, Mrs.
Blake.
L’eceltia Blake, aged 82 years.
Gross. In OHand, February 9, Hattie a.,
wile ot Ira T. Gross, aged <•" years.
In South Bluehill. February 4
Candagk.
Samuel Stilman Candage.aged 70 years, 5 months
and 7 days.
Colby. In Stonington, January 25, Mrs. Abigail Yeaton Colby, aged 81 years, io months and
18 days.
Gray. In Brooksville, January 30, LeaLder
Gray, aged 60 years, 1 month and 28 days.
Harlow. In Winterport, February 12, Lydia
Lord, widow of A. 1). Harlow.
Holmes. In Belfast, February 7, Miss Sarah
M. Holmes, aged 65 years.
In Belmont .February 6, Patience, wife
H unt
of Martin B. Hunt, aged 74 years, 8 months and 3
Jays.
In Surry, February 8, Mrs. Mary A.
Kane
Kane, aged 7C years and 9 months.
In Brooklin, February 3. Perley Kane,
Kane
aged 85 years, 4 months and 16 days.
Kenney. In Winterport. February 12, Miss
Betsey Kenney, aged 90 years
In Montville, February 7, John 8.
Mason.
Mason, aged 82 years.
Moody. In Belfast, February 12, Mrs. Wm. 11.

Moody, aged 71 years.
Perkins. In East Bucksport, February 12,
Lillian M. Perkins, aged 33 years, 9 months.
Pkaseley. In Union, January 30, Hattie A.
Peaseley, aged 29 years.
In hellast. February 9, Annie E.
Sleeper.
Sleeper, aged 66 years and 26 days.
Trim.
In Ellsworth, (Bayside) February 2,
Walter F., son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilhs H. Trim,
aged 17 years, 6 months and 4 days.
Whitcomb. In Searsport, February 10, Onlla
Whitcomb, aged 54 years, 8 months and 10

(Park)
days.

j

107 MAIN STREET.
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NOTICE.
If you have CATARRH
or any throat tioubles I
have the
same

or

remedy
your

to cure

money

funded. A method
a

child

so

re-

easy
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streams and their ti ibuta'
to Unity pond, in " aide < ••1
C. c. KIN>'!'
2w

BARRI

EYE

City Drug

I
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FISHERIES AM'
The Committee on Iniam’
will give a public heannu
House, in Augusta. Tue'-i
14
p. m., on petition of A
Fuller and 56 others, a*K
>
m
law prohibiting fishing

EDWARD

can use.

i

Tin1 ('oimnittee »n 1
hearing in its room a.
gusta. Tuesday. Feb.
No. 1.15. > m ail acT
association for tit
;
game preserves id u
the towns of Lim n
water, light and p>»w.
tain dams, rcser\<i!i>
and sell real estate aim
The Committee on .!
hearing in its room a:
gusta, Thursday, Feb
No. 163. On an aei t"
private and special law
police court of the eity •;
By order of the .Judiei
FHKDKRU K
217
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